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4. Gommittee

4.1 Executive Committee
Report Compendium
Documents

FYI ' 9:00
!a!L

527

C ommuni c at i ons /Str at e gic

4.I.36 Vice-President's
Message (Friday,
March 5,2021)

Miscellaneous
' Communications from

Me mb er s /St ake ho I der s 6

, FYI

l Sublect to Council's direction.
2 The Compendium Volume contains background information and items for review relevant to Council's
agenda. The information is primarily FYl. The Main Agenda includes those matters requiring action or review
by Council.
3 Subject to Council's direction.
a Approximate (subject to Council's direction).
s Strategic planning deferred until CCO Council and staff can safely meet in person. Previous possible topics
include emergency preparedness plan, CCO's Position Statement on Chiropractic and the lmmune System
(public interest lens), Core Competencies for Council Members/Evaluation (follow up to January 24,2020
training session), and learnings from conducting business during COVID-19 (SWOT analysis). Please forward
any recommended topics to Dr. Mizel and Ms Willson.
6 Subject to questions/discussion.
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ITEM Priority
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Action

CouNctL iio 4.isi Vatio"s 
:

' *ith Dr. Harald

. I 
Sim-on-

Other Chiropractic/He alth
: Related Stakeholders-

" 
Environmental Scan
Federation of Canadian

document on the
regulation of
Osteopaths in Quebec

I (Marqh !1,2q21) i

Onlario Chiropractic
Association (OCA)

ii|s ' 4.l.At Co-*;"iaitiondated
March 16,2021re:
Evidence Based
Framework Advisory
Council - Request for
Meeting

635 ,,4.t.43 Bulletin dated March
29,2021re: last day to
vote in CCO elections

' Canadiqn Chiroproctic
Associalion

Protectiv e As s o ciation
4.I.46 Communique dated

February 24,2021re:
Social Media Caution

;, Health Profession Regulators
Ontario

7 Dr. Mizel and Ms Willson will be attending the upcoming meetings (April 16, 24,20211
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656 4.1.47 Communication dated
i March 1, 2021to

Health Regulatory
College
Registrars/Executive
Directors re:
Consultation on
Proposed Exemptions: 
Under the Police
Record Checl<s Reform

' , Act, 2015 L CCO

, feedback)

6. For Your lnformation 8

College of ChiroPractors of
British Columbiae

' 693 6.1 College of Chiropractors of
British Columbia
Amendments to the PCH:
Routine and Repeat
Imaging (dated February 8,

2021

' (subject to
questions)

)
695 6.2 Related articles in the

Chronicle of Chiropractic
(dated February 26,2021
and March 20,2021)

700 6.3 CBC article dated March
22, 2021 entitled " Battle
over chiropractors' ability
to do routine X-raYs

B.C. court"
707 ', 6.4 Canadian Lawyer article

(dated March 30,2021)
entitled ooBattle over

8 The Fyl section has been pared down considerably. lf members/individuals want information included for

Council, they should include the public interest rationale i.e., how is the article/information relevant to CCO's

public interest mandate?
e lnformation to be reviewed by the Quality Assurance Committee'
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Cor.JN.cr!

chiropractors' ability to do
routine X-rays headed for
B.C. court"

, 
71s 6.5 Injlnctionapii5$l

, College of Physicians and
', Surggqnp Ontario

732 r 6.6Information dated January
15, 2021 re: requirement
for candidates for election
to participate in an
orientation program
before elig_ible

College of Respiratory
orto

738 6.7 Caution re: Posting
Vaccination on Social
Media

Teachers

739 ' 6.8 Timothy Bradley v Ontario: College of Teachers, July
Court) l0

Media
746 : 6.9 Various articles re: l

investigation/potential
discipline of health
professionals during
COVID-I9

755 6.10

771 6.1 1 Grey Areas dated
March 2021- Is
Inemediable
Becoming the New

Article received March
8,2021 entitled"The
Value of Case Reports
as Clinical Evidence"

6.12 Council Members
Terms

10 The Divisional Court emphasized the stringent nature of the public interest test that applies to discipline
panels that consider rejecting a joint submission.
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From: "College of Chiropractors of Ontario" <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Sent: Friday, March 5,20219:02:59 AM
Subject: Message from the CCO Vice-President - Friday, March 5,2021

527

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
Uordre des Chiropraticiens de I'Ontario

Message from the CCO Vice-President - Friday, March 5, 2027

Typicalty, these messages to members and the public are written by the CCO
president. However, the current president is standing for re-election to council,
and in the interest of not affording any one candidate any perceived advantage
over any other, I have undertaken to provide this update letter.

Mr. Robert MacKay
Vice-President

COVID-19 Vaccine Rollout
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As you will no doubt be aware, Ontario is in the midst of the rollout of COVID-
19 vaccines. While there is obviously great interest and daily discussion of the
subject in the media, here is what you need to know as a valued member of
the health care community in the province,

The Ministry of Health has identified a set of quidelines for prioritizing access
to COVID-19 vaccines for healthcare providers and others working in
healthcare settings in accordance with the province's phased vaccine
distribution plan. The guidelines are used by Ontario's Public Health Units, the
agency responsible for administering vaccines within the areas they serve.

According to the Ministry's guidance, chiropractors are together with other
practitioners of "Non-acute rehabilitation and therapy" in the group identified
as "high priority", the third category of provider after the "highest priority" and
"very high priority" groups which include hospital-based critical care,
emergency and COVID-19 unit care, and other surgical specialties,
pharmacists, dentists, midwifes, etc. respectively. It follows that chiropractors
will get access to the vaccine after people in those groups have been offered
it, as determined and managed by the local public health unit,

Websites and contact information for each local public health unit can be found
at the followino link, Members are advised to continue to visit your local public
health unit's website, for the most up-to-date information and for registration
for the COVID-19 vaccine, when available,

CCO will continue to publish timely information on its COVID-19 paoe under
the heading "COVID-19 Vaccine Information" regarding the distribution of
COVID-19 vaccines to regulated health professionals including chiropractors as
soon as we receive it from the Ministry of Health and Ontario public health
units.

Updates to Policy P-058: Policy on Considering Applications for
Registration During the COVID-19 Pandemic

CCO continues to innovate and adapt to the needs of members and new
applicants in light of the ongoing pandemic response.

CCO Council has approved amendments to its well-regarded PoliqtP-058:
Policy on Considering Applications for Reqistration During the COVID-19
Pandemic to allow for the registration of candidates under the General
(Provisional) class of registration as a result of the cancellation of the CCEB
Part C examination in January 202L. New applicants to whom this applies
should visit the following link for updated policy information and the
application form.

Social Media Review Pilot Project
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As has been shared previously, at the request of Council Dr' Gauri Shankar

was tasked to design and undertake a pilot project to ascertain the feasibility

of a program for ongoing review of member social media and online content'

Dr. Shankar has now completed his review of the social media of all Council

members, peer assessors and non-Council committee members who were

included in the scope of the pilot project, and is preparing an executive

summary of his findings for presentation to Council'

The review was a qualitative and quantitative analysis of these Council

members'content across all social media platforms that assessed compliance

with CCO,s social media and advertising policies and guidelines, identifying any

exceptions, A comprehensive scoring system was used to evaluate when

corrective action, if any, was required'

Council Elections Reminder

As a public member of CCO Executive Committee I know first-hand the
privilege and serious responsibility shared by both public and elected members

of cou-ncil to regulate chiropractic in ontario in the public interest' cco
members, the l,tinistry of Health and the public have legitimate expectations

that exceilent candidates will stand for Council positions and be elected to

serve.

I congratulate all the candidates who have allowed their name to go forward,

and u-rge all members to note the following important dates related to the

elections to Council

Your vote matters!

March B, ZOZI: CCO will post on its website and distribute by email to eligible

voters in each district, reievant biographical information on the candidates.

March LS, ZOZL,4 pm: Voting opens. CCO will distribute an electronic ballot

to eligible voters in each district via email, and voting instructions'

March 29,2A2I,4 pm: Voting closes. CCO will post unofficial election results

at the followinq link.

Sincerely,
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Robert MacKay, Vice-President CCO

College of Chiropractors of Ontario | 59 Hayden Street, Suite 800, Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7
Canada

U nsubscrlbe dr. patGrshaw.ca

Update Profile I Customer Contact Data Notice

Sent by cco.info@cco.on.ca powered by

Constont
Contqct

Try email marketing for free today!



March 16,2A2l

viaE-mail@

Dr Harald Simon BA, BEd, DC
2208Hwy 551, PO Box 128

Mindemoya, ON
CANADA POP lSO
MQ4e)777 -0077

Dear Dr. Simon:

Sincerely,

College of
Chiropractors
of Ontario

Willson

ITEM 4.1.37

LiOrdre des
Chiropraticiens
de l'Ontario

59 Hayden Street
Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario
M4Y OE7

Tel:415-922-6355
Tol I Free; 1 -877 -577 -47 7 2

Fax:41 5-925-9610
cco.info@cco.on.ca
www.cco.on,ca
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I understand you that you have made multiple enquires of C-CO staff recent$ by

voicemail and email, in particular wishing to discuss CCO financial reports, and again in

conjunction with the CiO pitot social media analysis undertaken by Dr. Gauri Shankar.

With all due respect I refer you to my letter of Decembet 11,2020, in which I clearly

stated that CCostaff do no; take diriction from members of the College in terms of

prioritizing and managing their work loads. This is even more the case when working

iemotely a-s part of thJpandemic response, while still delivering seamlessly on the

mandate of the College. Again, I remind you that correspondence about the business of

the CCO should be directed to the President, cc me'

With regard to CCO's financial reports, as you may know these are reviewed

exhaustlvely before being submifi;d to a 3'd par{y auditor, and once that audit is

completed,ihey are then-presented to the membership as part of the annual report, and

are posted-on tire CCO *lbrit". Thus once finalized and widely disseminated, t\1 are

considered to be 'stand-alone' documents akin to say the Discipline Decisions of the

College, and as such they are not re-opened for discussion'

As percains to the pilot project undertaken by Dr. Shankar at the request of CCO Councii,

and about which I have'corresponded to you on several occasionso I point you to the most

r""r"t update provided bV CCb Vice-President Rob Mackay in his letter to members

dated March i,ZOZt . To wit: "Dr. Shankar has now completed his review of the social

media of all Council members, peer assessors and non-Council committee members who

were included in the scope of G pilot project, and is preparing an executive summary of

his findings for presentation to Council."

o[-^-.t Pr*L/cu'

Registrar and General Counsel

t
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December I l, 2020

. Harald Simon
2208 Hwy 551, PO Box 128
Mindemoya, ON
CANADA POP lSO
M (249) 777 -0077

viae-mail@

Re: Your Inquiry dnted Deccmber 51 2020 (attached)

Dr. Simon:

Thank you for your email of flecember S,z0}A,requesting that CCO staff add the matter of
publishing the minutes of CCO Council & Executive meeting minutes on CCO's public

website to the agenda of the upcoming Febnuary Council meeting.

Please note that CCO staff do not set the agenda of the Council meeting, nor do they take
direction from individual members ofthe College. Suggestions conccming the Council agenda

should be directed to me and CCO President Dr. Denis Mlizal, who as Chair of the meetings of
Council and Executive Committee, ultimately manages any given meeting's agenda upon
consideration of the needs and requests of the elected and appointed members of Council and

its Committees, and a consideration of CCO's priorities, consistent with CCO's public interest

mandate, and withinthc context of the extaordinary times in whichwe all find ou$€lves.

With rcspcct to the posting of meeting minutcs, you arc colreot in noting tho publio

conespondence between CCO and the MOHLTC about this feature of the new College
Performanse Management Framework. CCO embraces the intent ofthis measure as a

demonstration of transparency. I encourage you to follow Council's next steps as they relate to
this initiative. Thank you.

541

''fftil"^ LD'rJxa-L
Jo{Ann Willson,
nclistrar and General Counsel
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Rose Bustrla

From:
Sent
To:

Harald Simort < hfsimon@amtelecom.net>
Saturday, December 5,2020 5:14 PM

Rose Bustria

Subject: Posting CCO Council & Executive meeting minutes on the CCO public

website

Dear Ms Bustria,

Could you please ensure that all council members receive a copy of my following letter?

I would kindly request confirmation of this request at your convenience'

Thank you.

Harald Simon

Dear Council Members,

f,e: Postlnr CCO Councll & Executlve meetins mlnutes on ths CCO Qgbllc webslt€

At the Nov 26/20 council meeting correspondence about the new college Performance Management

Framework (CpMF) between the registrar and Ms Allison Henry, Director, Health Workforce Regulatory

Oversight Branch, MOHLTC, was mentioned. Specifically, Ms Willson's Oct 13/20 letter to Ms Henry

asked in numbered paragraphs 2 & 3 on page 2 about the CPMF Standard 3, Measures 4 (b) (ii) & (iii)

about details of required posting of Executive commlttee meeting minutes and stated that "CCO

embraces the intent of thiS measure to demonstrate greater transparency",

I attended the Nov 28lLg CCO council meeting where Dr Starmer moved to have all CCO council

meeting minutes posted on the CCO public website as has been the practice with the College of

Chiropractors of British Columbia (CCBC) since Oct 2010. After a cursory two rninute discussion, Drs

Mizel & Amlinger moved to table thls item for further consideration and that motion

passed. Notwlthstanding the president's various pronouncements in multiple president's messages

since, touting aligning CCO with best practices for greater transparency shared with other Canadlan

chiropractic regulatory colleges ensuing from multi-jurisdictional meetings, no further mention from

CCO about posting minutes has occurred untilthe recent positive messaging from the registrar dictated

by the MOH CPMF initiative.

It would therefore seem incumbent on councilto have a quasi-proactive discussion and decision about

posting rninutes at the next scheduled council meeting on Feb 26121-especially because councilis not

iully constituted. can one assume that council is already in agreement with the registrar's above

referenced comments to the MOH? With the executive committee currently being the only quorum

CCO can muster, greater transparency should be voluntarily demonstrated as opposed to being forced

into it by the MOH. Although ten Vears behind more progressive regulators, as the CCBC, a decision to

post council and executive meeting minutes forthwith would be a sign of Eood faith to all CCO

stakeholders, not least being its registrants'

Thanking you for your kind attention to this important overdue matter, I remain

1



Slncorcly,

Dr Henld Slmsn BA, BEd, DG
220t Hrw t6{, FO Box l2c
tlndrmoyr, ON
CA]IADA FOP IgO
H (2{9t ?tl -owf
hblmon@smtdocgm.not

543
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Harald Simon < hfsimon@amtelecom.net>

Tuesday, March 16,2021 1:30 PM

Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Correspondence dated, December 11,2020 from Ms Willson

20Dec1 1 SimonL.PDF

Dear Ms Willson,

Although your Mar L;/ZLemaildidn't mention it, I assume you are writing in response to my Feb22/2L

query to CCO staff member Dr Walton in regards to the pilot social media analysis of Dr Shankar' ln

your Dec ZLIZA memo posted in the public meeting package for the teb 26/21council meeting you

directed Dr Walton to answer any queries about this project. Since this memo was public, it is not

unreasonable to ask Dr Walton to carry out your request to answer feedback'

I have not ever engaged CCO staffto discuss financial reports, as you again allege.

Our previous email exchange on Dec fi/ZA in the attachment above, where you obfuscated my

comments and allege I asked CCO staff to carry out my requests was unwarranted, as you will recall

from my reply below. ln fact, our correspondence appearing in the Feb 26/21' public meeting package

conveniently for you and unfairly to me omitted my email below.

I respectfully request that you please refrain from repeatedly misrepresenting my comments'

Sincerely,

Harald Simon

From: Harald Simon [mailto:hfsimon@amtelecom'net]
Sent: Friday, December LI,20201:16 PM

To: 'Rose Bustria'
subject: RE: correspondence dated, December LL,2020 from Ms willson

Dear Ms Bustria,

Please forward my Dec L1/2O email reply to Ms Willson

With thanks.

Harald Simon

Dear Ms Willson,

Re: postine CCO Council & Executive meetine minutes on the CCO oublic website

Thanks for your Dec IL/2O (above attachment) response to my Dec5/2O email to all CCO council

members (elected and non-elected) with above subject, sent to Ms Bustria with a request to confirm

1



thatall councilmemberswould receive a copy. lVeitheryou nor Ms Bustria have confirmed that my
email has been circulated to all council members.

Nowhere in my Dec 5/20 email did I ask CCO g.lls.lffto add the matter of publishing CCO and Executive
committee meeting minutes on CCO's public website to the agenda of the Feb26/2I council meeting, as

you allege in your Dec 7I/2O email! I challenge you to demonstrate where you imagine I made such a
statement.

ln the first sentence of paragraph 3 on Dec5/20,1 infer that it would seem incumbent on council to have
this topic on the agenda of the Feb26/2L meeting and make arguments supporting this assertion. My
Dec 5/20 correspondence was to all council members, who, as you correctly explain on Dec llth, are
empowered to request council meeting agenda items. Dr Mizel, being the council member having, as
you state, ultimate management of agenda setting upon consideration of the requests of council
members, was included in my email.

.CCO encourages all stakeholders to fonrvard inquiries relating to CCO to CCO directly" is the
welcoming message on the CCO website homepage. I again respectfully ask for confirmation that my
Dec5l2O correspondence to all CCO council members has been directly communicated to them.

Best regards.

Sincerely,

Dr Harald Simon BA, BEd, DC
2208 Hwy 551, PO Box 128
Mindemoya, ON
CANADA POP 1SO
M (249) 777 -0077
hfsimon@amtelecom. net
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From: Rose Bustria fmailto:RBustria@cco.on.ca]
Sentr Friday, December LL,2020 9:55 AM
Tor Harald Simon
Subject: Correspondence dated, December tL,2020 from Ms Willson

Please see attached. Thank you

Rose Bustria
Administrative Assistant
.Note Address Change
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
59 Hayden Street, Suite 800
l'oronto, ON M4Y 0E7
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 101

Toll Free: 1-877-577-4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: rbustria@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on,ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notifo me immediately by reply e-mail
and delete all copies including any attachmenb without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

2



ITEM 4.1.40
Rose Bustria 559
From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jo-Ann Willson
Tuesday, March 23,2021 3:44 PM

Rose Bustria

Fwd: FCC Regulatory Council - 2021Call for Nominations

imageOO2jpg; FCC 2021 Call for Nominations for Chair and Vice

Chair.docx

Council.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.

Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
59 Hayden St., Suite 800

Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7

Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 111

Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: iowillson cco.on.ca

Web Site: www. .on.ca

CONFI DENTIALITY WARN I NG :

This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the

person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have

received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including

any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

Begin forwarded message:

From: G reg MacDonald <gmacdona ld@pathfinder-group.com>

Date: March 23,2O2t at 3:39:09 PM EDT

To: chrisprio135@hotmail.com, Denise Gerein <denise@saskchiro.ca>,

deputyregistrar@chirobc.com, Doug.shatford@cshlaw.ca, drmichellemac@gmail.com,

drmitzel@stcatherineschiropractic.com, d rnshea @gmail.com,

fleblanc@nbchiropractic.ca, "Janis Noseworthy (drja nisdc@gmail.com)"

<drjanisdc@gmail.com>, jfhenry@ordredeschiropraticiens.qc.ca, Joel Friedman

<JFriedman @cco.on.ca>, jjsuchdev@ hotmail'com, John Sutherland

<jsutherland@pathfinder-group.com>, Jo-Ann willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>,

Lara.Zaluski@gov.yk.ca, mackayrob@tbaytel.net, nlcbregistrar@gmail'com, "Philippe

Lariviere, DC" <plariviere@ordredeschiropraticiens.qc.ca>, registrar@chirobc.com,

registra r@ m bch i ro.o rg, th a lowski @ a I be rta ch i ro. co m

Subject: FCC Regulatory Council -2021' Call for Nominations

Dear Members of the FCC Regulatory Council,

please find attached the 2021 Call for Nominations for the Regulatory Council. This year,

both the Chair and Vice-Chair positions are open for nominations.
1



lf you wish to nominate someone for one of these two positions, please use the
attached form and return to Mr. John Sutherland, CEO, Federation of Canadian
Chiropractic by April 9,2O2L.

Have a great day,

Greg

Greg MacDonald
Associate Executive Director, Federation of Canadian Chiropractic
604-5657 Spring Garden Road, Lobby Boxt42
Halifax, NS, B3J 3R4

T 902-406-4351
W www.chirofed.ca

560
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THE FEDERATION
FEDERATION OT CA'IADIAN CHIRO PRACTIC

tA rEDrnnrtoN
rtnEnlltoN cHtRoPRA'rlQU E cANADIENN E

2021 Call for Nominations
ELECTIO OF FCC REGU RY COUNCIL CO MITTEE

CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR

Dedicated leadership and involved membership have been essential in the successful work of The

Federation of Canadian Chiropractic (FCC) Regulatory Committee. Your help is needed to continue

our progress into the future. lf you want to be a part of collaborating with and guiding chiropractic

in Canada, get involved !

The role of the Regulatory Committee is to bring together regulatory board representatives from

across Canada and internationally to discuss and decide on matters of mutual concern.

The FCC Regulatory Committee is composed of the following:

a) Chair
b) Vice-Chair

c) One or two representative(s) from each regulatory board in Canada

1. Vacancies
The following positions are open for nominations

e Chair
r Vice-Chair

The terms of appointment for each position are two years or until their successor is elected.

2. Nomination process
please complete a Nomination Form (attached) and submit by email to Mr. John Sutherland, CEO, at

isuthe rla nd @ pathfi nde r-srou p'com on or befo re April 9, 202I

3. Election Details
tf there is only one candidate nominated for a position, then that candidate will automatically be

a ppointed by acclamation.

lf there are several candidates for one or more positions, elections will be held at the Regulatory Council

Committee Meeting on Friday, April L6,2O2L'



THE FEDERAffION
FSDERATION OT CAilADTAN CHIROPRACTIC

tA FEDERATION
rSotmrtot{ cluRopnATteux GANADTENN B
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Mission of the FCC

The Federation of Canadian Chiropractic serves the public interest by promoting excellence in regulatory
and accreditation practice.

Duties of Positions

Chair shall be responsible for the activities of the Regulatory Council Committee as identified in Section
L2.Lc

Vice Chair shall be responsible for the activities of the Regulatory Council Committee as identified in
Section 12.lc if the Chair is not available.



THE FEDERATION
FSDBRATION OF CANADIAN CHIRO PRACTIC

LA FEDERATION
TNDTRATION CHIROPRATIQU E CAilADIBilNS

NOMINATION FORM FOR ELECTION OF FCC REGULATORY

COMMITTEE CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR POSITIONS

Please ensure the nominator has contacted the nominee in advance to
ascertain his/her concurrence to permit this nomination'

563

* x * * * * * x x * * {. * * x * * * * * * rl. * rl. * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

I DO HEREBY NOMINATE

FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITION: (CHECK ONE)

CHAIR

VICE-CHAIR

SUBMIfiED BY:

* * * * * * * * * X t* rk {. * * t t r. * * * * * rt * * * * * * * X X * * * t( * * tl. * rt *

Please return this form by April 9,2O2Lto:
Mr. John Sutherland, Chief Executive Officer
Federation of Canadian Chiropractic

(PRTNT NAME)

(PRrNr NAME)

(srGNAruRE)

isutherland@ nder-srouo m
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THE FEDERATION
FEDERATTON OF CANADIAN CHIRO PRACTIC

LA FEDERAf,ION
TCDTRAIION cHIROPRATIQUE CANADIENNE

2021 Call for Nominations
ELECTION OF FCC REGULATORY COUNCIL COMMITTEE

CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR

Dedicated leadership and involved membership have been essential in the successful work of The

Federation of Canadian Chiropractic (FCC) Regulatory Committee. Your help is needed to continue

our progress into the future. lf you want to be a part of collaborating with and guiding chiropractic
in Canada, get involved !

The role of the Regulatory Committee is to bring together regulatory board representatives from
across Canada and internationally to discuss and decide on matters of mutual concern.

The FCC Regulatory Committee is composed of the following:
a) Chair
b) Vice-Chair
c) One or two representative(s) from each regulatory board in Canada

1. Vacancies
The following positions are open for nominations:

o Chair
o Vice-Chair

The terms of appointment for each position are two years or until their successor is elected

2. Nomination process

Please complete a Nomination Form (attached) and submit by emailto Mr. John Sutherland, CEO, at

isutherla nd @ pathfinder-srou p.com on o r before April 9, 202L

3. Election Details
lf there is only one candidate nominated for a position, then that candidate will automatically be

appointed by acclamation.

lf there are several candidates for one or more positions, elections will be held at the Regulatory Council

Committee Meeting on Friday, April t6,2O2L
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LA FEDERATION
FeDtRATToN cHrRopRATteu s cANA Dt ENNf,

Mission of the FCC

The Federation of Canadian Chiropractic serves the public interest by promoting excellence in regulatory
and accreditation practice.

Duties of Positions

Chair shall be responsible for the activities of the Regulatory Council Committee as identified in Section
t2.tc.

Vice Chair shall be responsible for the activities of the Regulatory Council Committee as identified in
Section 12.lc if the Chair is not available.
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* * * * * * * * * * * * t * rl. * * * * * * * * * * * * {. rF * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

I DO HEREBY NOMINATE

FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITION: (CHECK ONE)

CHAIR

VICE.CHAIR

SUBMITTED BY:

* * * * * * x * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * {. * * x * * * * * * * * * * * rl. * * * *

Please return this form by April 9,2021,1o:
Mr. John Sutherland, Chief Executive Officer
Federation of Canadian Chiropractic
isutherland @ pathfinder-sroup.com
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NOMINATION FORM FOR ELECTION OF FCC REGULATORY

COMMITTEE CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR POSITIONS

Please ensure the nominator has contacted the nominee in advance to
ascertain his/her concurrence to permit this nomination.

(PRrNr NAME)

(PRrNr NAME)

(STGNATURE)
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This report was produced by the Office des professions ciu Qu6bec

800 D'Youville Place, 10th floor
Quebec City, Qug$96 GlR 523
Telephone: 418-643-6912
Toll free: 1-800-643-6912
Email: courrier@opq.gouv.qc.ca

@ Gouvernement du Qu6bec,202O
All rights reserved for all countries
Any reproduction whatsoever, translation or dissemination of this document, in whole or in part,
is prohibited without the prior authorization of the Office des professions du Qu6bec. However,
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lntroduction

The Office des professions du Qu6bec (hereafter referred to as the "Office") is an oversight body

commissioned by the government to ensure that each professional order safeguards public

protection in its area of activity. Under its mandate, the Office advises the government on the laws

and regulations governing this mission to protect the public, as well as on the creation of new

orders or the integration of new groups within existing orders'

Starting in 2003, as part of this mandate, the Office began developing a portrait of the practice of

osteopathy in Quebec, following a request for professional regulation filed by the now defunct

Registre des ost6opathes du Qu6bec. To assist with this process, the Office was able to rely on the

collective expertise of various committees set up to study the relevant aspects of the practice of

osteopathy (the history of the work carried out by the Office or on its initiative is provided in

Appendix 1).

The aim of this document is to present all the information collected as part of the work carried out

by the Office, report any findings and allow interested groups and individuals to respond' The

Office hopes to enhance and clarify its current portrait, with a view to making recommendations

to the government regarding the regulation of osteopaths.

This document is divided into two parts, The first part provides a portrait of the current practice of

osteopathy and presents regulatory models in effect in places where the practice is regulated, for

information purposes. The second part summarizes the recommendations made as part of the

work carried out by the Office to regulate Quebec osteopaths, in particular with regard to the title

that could be reserved to them, their scope of practice and the activities that could be reserved to

them or shared with other professionals'

The document concludes with a series of findings and questions to which readers are invited to

respond. The response form provided should be emailed no later than May 1, 2021, to the

following address: consultation'osteopathie@opq'gouv.qc.ca.
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Part 1: The current situation

576
1. What is osteopathy?

Osteopathy emerged in the U.S. in L874, when Andrew Taylor Still set out the basic principles of

the practice; he founded the first school of osteopathy in Kirksville, Missouri, in 1892. Several

schools were subsequently established, and the practice of osteopathy became increasingly

popular in the U.S. The osteopathy programs in these schools gradually incorporated a large part

of the medical curriculum. Today, American osteopaths bear the title of osteopathic physician and

have the right to practise medicine, prescribe drugs and perform surgery'l

ln the early 1900s, osteopathy developed in the U'K. and France according to the original model,

but without the medical component. As a result, the form of osteopathy that developed in Europe

is part of what the World Health Organization (WHO) refers to as "alternative medicine,"

,.traditional medicine" or "complementary medicine." This approach to osteopathy has expanded

elsewhere in the world since the 1980s, and is currently the prevailing approach in Quebec'

Canada,s National Occupational Classification reflects the difference between the American and

European approaches. Osteopathy is classified both in a group related to medical professions and

in a group related to alternative medicine. The first group (3125 - Other professional occupations

in health diagnosing and treating) includes doctors of osteopathy, who are presented as

performing mainly the following activities:

,, Diagnose disorders and injuries of the musculoskeletal, circulatory and nervous systems

,- Treat patients with manipulative therapy, medications or surgery

The second group (3232 - Practitioners of natural healing) includes osteopathic manual therapists,

who are presented as performing mainly the following activities:

* Diagnose, treat and manage musculoskeletal and other related disorders of the body's

structure by moving, stretching, and massaging a patient's muscles and joints to correct

biomechanical dYsfunctions

This latter form of non-medical osteopathy, which is a so-called "alternative" or "complementary"

approach, is the subject of the Office's analysis' lt was defined by the WHO in a document aimed at

setting out alternative, traditional and complementary medicine training standards, as follows:

1 See section 4.3 for more details.
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osteopathy (also called osteopathic medicine) relies on manual contoct for
diagnosis snd treqtnent. lt respects the relotionship of body, mind and spirit in
heolth and disease; it lays emphasis on the structural ond functional integrity of the
bodyand the body's intrinsic tendency for self-healing. . , .

Qsteopathic proctitianers use their understanding of the relotionship between
structure andlunctiontaoptimizethebody'sself-regulating,self-hedling eapabilities.

This holistic approach to patient care qnd healing is based on the concept that a human

being is a dynamic functionsl unit, in which all parts ore interreloted snd which
possesses its own self-regulatory and seff-healing mechanisms. one essentiol

componentofosteopathic heslth care is osteopathic manasl therapy, typicaily cailed

osteopathic manipulotive treatment (0MTJ, which refers to on array ol manipulotive
techniquesthatmay becombinedwithothertreqtmentsorodvice,forexarnpleandiet,

physicolactivityand posture, or counselling. The practice of asteopothy is distinct

from other health-csre prolessions that utilize ntsnuql techniques, such as

:::::':^:::^:'-,':".':::*'tic' 
despite some avertap in the techniques and

To summarize, according to the WHO document, osteopathy is based on the following three
principles:3

The humon being is a dynamic functional unit, whose stote of heolth is inftuenced by the
body, mind and spirit

,, The body possesses self-regulotory mechanisms ond is noturolly setf-heoling

,, Structure ond function ore interreloted at oll levels of the humon body

Moreover, according to the documentation consulted,4 osteopathy proposes a conceptualization
ofthe human body based on three systems: the neuromusculoskeletal system, the visceral system
(related to the internal organs) and the cranial system. ln light of the definition proposed by the
wHo, the interrelations between these systems are central to osteopathic practice.

It is, however, important to note that the definition of osteopathy continues to be the subject of
discussion. For example, a literature review conducted in the U.K. indicates that the definition in
use in that country differs from the one proposed by the WHO,5 which promotes a holistic
approach, presenting osteopathy as "a complete'system of medicine."'The definition in use in the
U.K. puts osteopathy in the field of manual therapies, with an increased focus on the
neuromusculoskeletal system.6 A survey conducted in the U.K. in 2011 showed that a majority of

2 World Health Organization, Benchmarks for Troining in Troditional/Complementary and Atternative
Medicine (Geneva: 2010), p. 1. [online] https://www.osteopathe-syndicat.frlmedias/page/6374-
Benchma rk-for-Trai ning-in-Osteopathy. pdf.

3 tbid., p.3.

4 See in particular: Rapportdu comite d'experts sur l'encadrement professionnet de !'ostiopothie, Office
des professions du Qu6bec, May 20L1, p.22-23, and Appendix 7: A Review of Literature on the
Osteopothic Profession, Osteopathic Proctice and Osteopathic Regulation in the IJK, Report to the
Generol Osteopathic Council(Warwick Business School, February 2015), p. 18.

5 Appendix 7: A Review of Literature on the Osteopathic Profession, Osteopothic Practice and
Osteopothic Regulation in the UK Report to the General Osteopathic Councll (Warwick Business
School, February 2015), p.20.
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osteopaths reported using mainly techniques involving the neuromusculoskeletal system in their

practice. Moreover, nearly 50% of respondents reported never or rarely using visceral or cranial

techniques.T

ln short, the definition of osteopathy has yet to be fully formalized and can be su bject to variations'

depending on the authorities responsible and where it is practised'

6 See the example of the definition proposed by the General Osteopathic Council in

section 4.2.3.

7 KPMG, Report A: How Do Osteopaths Proctise?, March 2011, p' 10' [Online]

https://www.osteopathy.org. uk/news-and-resou rces/docu ment-library/continuing-fitness-

to-practise/kpmg-report-a-how-do-osteopaths-practise-ozonef. lt should be noted, however,

that some survey respondents emphasized that it was difficult to distinguish between the

use of these various techniques.
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2. What knowledge is required to practise osteopathy?

Practising osteopathy requires extensive, internationally recognized knowledge. ln several
countries, the bodies responsible for regulating osteopathy are also responsible for recognizing
the education programs that make this knowledge acquisition possible.s

A great deal of the knowledge required to practise osteopathy is common to a specific group of
healthcare professionals, including knowledge related to basic sciences (e.g., anatomy, physiology,
pathology, biomechanics, pharmacology, radiology) and clinical sciences (e.g., psychology, ethics
and professional conduct, health promotion, practice management). ln the case of osteopathy
training, however, knowledge is acquired through the principles and foundations of osteopathy.

Osteopathy also shares several assessment and treatment tools with other healthcare
professionals, such as physiotherapists, chiropractors and physicians working in manipulative
therapy fields. These tools are nevertheless used as pan of an intervention plan based on
osteopathy principles. ln that regard, the WHO guidelines specify the following:

Although manaal techniques are used by variops ngnipulotive therapy professians,

the unigae mannerinwhichosteopothic manipulativetechniquesare integrotedinto
potientmonogement,aswellasthe durotion,frequencyand choiceof technique, are

distinctive ospects of osteopathy. osteopathic manipulative trestment employs many

types ol monipulative techniques, including splnol thrust and impulse teehniq,res, qs

well ds gentle techniques.e

To develop the overall knowledge and skills required to practise osteopathy, the WHO
recommends two educatlon currlcula:

',' The first involves a minimum of 4,20O hours, including at least 1,000 hours of supervised
clinical practice, and is intended for those who have no prior healthcare training.

'= The second is intended for professionals already working in healthcare. The duration of this
training can vary depending on the initial training of the professionals in question.lo

8 This is the case for the Osteopathy Board ofAustralia and the General Osteopathic
Council in the U.K.

9 World Health Organization, Benchmarks for Training in Traditionol/Complementary ond Alternotive Medicine,
p. 3.

10 lbid., p.7.

ln Quebec, no educational institution recognized by the ministbre de l'Education et de
l'Enseignement sup6rieur (MEES) offers initial training in osteopathy. Various private schools,
however, offer osteopathy training. The Office identified nine of these schools following a survey
of osteopathy schools and associations conducted in 2013. The results of this survey should be
approached with caution given the time that has since elapsed. They nevertheless constitute the
Office's most recent data.

This survey made it possible to observe that the number of hours of training in the programs
offered and the eligibility requirements can vary considerably from one school to the next. Using
different educational approaches, the nine schools whose programs were analyzed correr basic
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biological sciences and the study of major systems (anatomy, physiology, pathology and medical

semiology), embryology, biomechanics and various osteopathic techniques (structural, functional,

cranial and visceral). The number of hours of training varies from 500 to 2,000, and the duration

of the programs ranges from three to six years. ln this context, it cannot be stated with certainty

that those practising osteopathy in Quebec have received training that meets the guidelines set

out by the WHO.

Given this situation, in the past several years, the Office commissioned experts to make

recommendations regarding the training required to practise osteopathy in such a way as to

safeguard public protection.ll

Consequently, in 2011, the committee of experts on the professional regulation of osteopathy

recommended the implementation of training involving 3,480 to 3,510 hours of theoretical and

practical instruction, corresponding lo "a minimum of five years of university education."

Moreover, the committee recommended that this training be offered only to those with a Diploma

of College Studies.

According to the committee, the training should be divided into four blocks: basic sciences, clinical

sciences, osteopathic sciences and professional development. The following table summarizes the

proposal put forward by the committee in 2011'

Osteopathy training proposed by the committee of experts in 2011

I I Appendix 1 provides a history of the work carried out by the Office with regard to the

regulation of osteopathy in Quebec.

580

Blocks Fields Hours of
insffuction

Basic sciences

Clinical sciences

Osteopathic sciences

Professional

Devel ment

Anatomy, physiology, pathology, embryology,

biomechanics, radiology/medical imaging/laboratory

analysis, pharmacology

Psychology, ethics and professional conduct, health

and hygiene, practice management

History, philosophy and principles of osteopathy,

osteopathic assessment and intervention,
gynecology/obstetrics, pediatrics, practical training

Research, integration activitY

72Ato735

195

2,250

315 to 330

13
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ln 2OL7, the Groupe de travail pour la cr6ation de l'Ordre professionnel des ost6opathes du

Qu6bec recommended that specific training components be required for those already practising
osteopathy and wanting to obtain a licence to practise osteopathy, based on their diploma.
Appendix 2 summarizes the proposals of the working group on the subject.
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5823. What is the practice profile of osteopaths?

The Office estimates that approximately 1,500 people currently practise osteopathy in Quebec' lt

is, however, difficult to obtain reliable data on their practice environment given the lack of a

regulatory framework for this practice. According to summary research, it appears that osteopaths

most often work in private practice, either alone in their own clinic or as self-employed workers

within multidisciPlinarY teams.

This portrait seems to be the same in the U'K., according to the results of a survey conducted by

the firm KpMG in 2o1L.t2 According to the data collected for that survey, a large percentage of

osteopaths reported that they worked mainly in private practice or as part of a group of

practitioners. Moreover, a small percentage of osteopaths reported practising in hospitals or doing

home visits.

ln addition, according to the results of a survey of osteopathy schools and associations conducted

by the office in 2013, many trained osteopaths were either members of an existing professional

order or had earned a diploma that would allow them to obtain a licence issued by such an order'

More specifically, the data collected showed that, among the members of the associations

identified:

,, 7g%had earned a diploma that would allow them to obtain a licence issued by the Ordre

professionnel de la physioth6rapie du Qu6bec

,. g%hadearned a diploma that would allow them to obtain an occupational therapy licence

,. g%hadearned a diploma that would allow them to obtain a nursing licence

,, 2%hadearned a dimploma that would allow them to obtain a psychologist's licence

,, I%hadearned a doploma that would allow them to obtain a physician's licence

,,, L%hadearned a diploma that would allow them to obtain a chiropractor's licence

" Fewer than 1% had earned a diploma that would allow them to obtain a veterinarian's

licence

" Fewer than 1% had earned a dipoma that would allow them to obtain a dentist's licence

l2 KPMG. Report A: How Do Osteopoths Practise? (See note 7')
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5834" What are the current regulatory models for osteopathy?

4.1 tn euebec

The practice of osteopathy is not currently subject to any regulatory framework in euebec. ln
particular, the use of the title osteopath is not reserved and is frequently used by practitioners of
osteopathy.

However, if the practice of osteopathy were to be regulated in Quebec, it would be necessary,
given the provisions of the Professionol Code (CQLR, c. C-26), that a title, an abbreviation and
initials, if appropriate, be reserved to osteopaths. Only those with a licence issued by the
professional order to which osteopaths belong and members on the roll of that order could use
the title, abbreviation and initials.

ln Quebec, American training in medical osteopathy is recognized by the Collbge des m6decins du
Qu6bec (cMa). Section 14 of the Rdglement sur les conditions et modalitds de ddlivronce du permis
et des certificots de spicioliste du Coltdge des mddecins du eu1bec (RLRe c. M-9, r, 20.1) provides
the following:

74,The degree of doctor of osteapothy awarded by a school of osteopathic medicine
in the u.5. is equivalent to a medicol degree, provided thst the schoot is certified by
the commission on osteopothic college Accredltation of the Amerlcan osteopdthic
Association on the dote thqt the degree is awarded llree translationl.

The holder of this degree is issued a licence to practise medicine and is authorized to bear the title
of doctor in Quebec.

4.2 Elsewhere in Canada

Elsewhere in Canada, non-medical osteopathy is not currently subject to any regulatory
framework' However, several provinces reserve the use of the titles of osteopath, osteopathic
physician and other, related titles to those arrthorizecl to practise osteopathic medicine.l3
Consequently, those who practise non-medical osteopathy in these provinces generally refer to
themselves as osteopathic manual practitioners, osteopathic practitioners or osteopathic
therapists. These practitioners are often members of a provincial association.

The regulation of a profession or an activity, and the establishment of rules governing that
profession are specific to each province or territory, within the limits of the law.

13 That is the case, for example, in Alberta, British Columbia and Ontario
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5844.3 In the U.s.

ln the U.S., osteopaths are physicians or surgeons. They hold a licence for full medical or surgical

practice. The medical legalization of osteopathy has been in effect across the entire U.S. since

1974, and American osteopaths enjoy the same medical prerogatives as physicians (MDs). They

bear the title of osteopathic physician (DO) and have the right to practise medicine, prescribe drugs

and perform surgery. American osteopaths receive training exclusively in one of the 19 educational

institutions of osteopathic medicine that are members of the American Association of Colleges of

Osteopathic Medicine. This training is recognized throughout several territories by regulatory

bodies that oversee the practice of medicine.

4.4 ln the U.K.

ln the U.K., the Osteopoth Act 19931a regulates the profession of osteopath. This law provides for

the creation of the General Osteopathic Council (GOsC), which is responsible for overseeing the

profession. This body is responsible for keeping registers of osteopaths who practise in the U'K.,

and overseeing the recognition of qualifications and professional conduct. As of March 3t,2079,

over 5,300 osteopaths were registered with the GOsC. They are the only individuals authorized to

bear the title of osteopath in the U'K.

The scope of practice of osteopaths is not specified in the Osteopath Act 1993. However, the GOsC

provides the following definition of osteopathy:

osteopathy is a system of diagnosis snd treotment lor a wide range of medical

conditions. tt works with the sttucture and function of the body and is based on the

principle that the welt-being of an individual depends on the skeleton, muscles,

Iiga ments ond con nective tissues functioning smoothly together.

Ta an osteapath, for your body to work well, its structure must slso work well. 5a

osteopathswarktorestoreyourbodytoa stateof balsnce,where possiblewithoutthe

useof drugs or surgery. Osteopaths use touch physicol manipulotion, stretching and

mossage to increase the nlohitity of ioints, ta relieve mascle tension,ta enhunce the

blood snd nerve supply to tissues, qnd to help your body's own healing mechsnisms,

They moy also provide advice on posture and exercise to oid recovery, promote health

ond prevent syrnptoms recurring.l 5

Activities performed by osteopaths are not specified in the Osteopath Act 199j

14 Available online: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1993/21/contents.

I 5 General Osteopathic Cou ncil: https://www.osteopathy.org. u k/visiting-an-osteopath/about-

osteoPathY/.
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4.5 ln France

ln France, section 75 of Loi n" 2002-303 du 4 mors 2002 relotive oux droits des molodes et d la
qualitd du systime de sontilg provides that the conditions regarding the reservation of the title of
osteopath, as well as the list of acts that these practitioners are authorized to perform, are

established by decree.

Between 2007 and 2014, various decrees pertaining to the acts and conditions regarding the
practice of osteopathy, the training of osteopaths, the accreditation of educational institutions and

mandatory civil liability insurance were adopted. ln particular, D€cret n" 2007-435 du 25 mors 2007
relotif aux actes et aux conditions d'exercice de I'ostiopothrelT describes the practice of osteopathy
as follows:

Sectlon 7

Proditloners beoring the tttle ol osteopath ore authorlzed to perform

manlpulations wlth the sale aim of preventing ar treotlng functlonol dlsorders of
the human body, with the exceptlon of organic pothologles that require therspeutlc,

medical, surglcal or drug-rehtcd intarvention, or the ase of a phystcol agent. These

manipulatlons are musculsskeletsl and myolascial in natare, and excluslvely monuol

and external. Fractffioners con perlorm these octs on| when symptoms thot justf1' the

use of paroclinicsl exqninatlons are present.

To monage these lunctional disorders, osteopcths perfsrm unforced direct and

Indlrect nonlnstrumental manlpulotlons and mobillzations, in occordonce with the

recomntendotlons for best practlces estabtlshed by the Haate Autoritd de santd

[free translation].

Moreover, section 3 of this decree specifies that a practitioner bearing the title of osteopath is
authorized to perform manipulations of the skull and cervical spine following a diagnosis by a
physician who certifies the absence of any contraindications. The practitioner cannot, however,
perform any gyneco-obstetrical manipulations or pelvic touch.

Any candidates wishing to practise osteopathy must register with the director general of the
appropriate regional health agency. Today, there are slightly more than 29,000 individuals
authorized to bear the title of osteopath in France.

4.6 ln Australia

ln Australia, the profession of osteopath is regulated under the Heolth Practitioner Regulation
Notionol Law Act 2009.18 fhis law does not define the scope of practice of osteopathy, but specifies

that only those registered can use the title of osteopath or registered osteopath. ln addition, it
specifies that, along with chiropractors, physicians and physiotherapists, osteopaths

'l 6 Availableonline:https://www.legifrance.gouv.frlaffichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT000000227015.

I 7 Available online: https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT00000046200L.

I 8 Available online: https://www.legislation.qld.gov.aulview/html/inforce/currentf act-2009-045.
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are among the healthcare professionals authorized to perform cervical spine ntanipulations,ls

which are a reserved activity'

under this law, the body responsible for regulating osteopathy is the osteopathy Board of

Australia. ln particular, it is responsible for keeping a register of osteopaths and establishing

standards of practice and a code of conduct for registered osteopaths' According to the data

provided by this organization, some 2,400 osteopaths currently practise in Australia'

4.7 ln New Zealand

ln New Zealand, osteopathy has been regulated since 2004 by the Heolth Proctitioners Competence

Assuronce Act 2003.2o|hislaw specifies that the Osteopathic Council of New Zealand (OCNZ) is the

regulatory body responsible for overseeing osteopathy. This organization is responsible, in

particular, for keeping a register of osteopaths and managing the mechanism for disciplinary

complaints. The OCNZ has also identified seven scopes of practice for osteopaths, adapted to the

type of practice involved'21

Moreover, the Heotth proctitioners Competence Assuronce (Restricted Activities) Order 2005

specifies that performing cervical manipulations is a reserved activity'22 The OCNZ has published a

position paper that specifies the framework that applies to this activity.23 lt has also established

guidelines regarding the use of internal techniques or techniques regarding sensitive areas' such

as the genitalia.2a

According to the information available on the ocNZ website, approximately 550 individuals

practise osteopathy in New Zealand'

I9 This manipulation is described as follows: "Manipulation of the cervical spine means moving

the joints of the cervical spine beyond a person's usual physiological range of motion using a

high velocity, low amplitude thrust." (Heotth Proctitioner Regulotion Notional Low Act 2009,

art. 123).

20 Available online:
htrp://www.legislation.gow.nzlact/public /2003/oo4s/latest/D1M203312'html.

21 Available online: https://osteopathiccouncil.org.nz/Public/Registerd-osteopaths/scope-of-
Practice/Pu blic/Registered-Osteopaths/Scope-Of -Practice'

22 |helaw describes these manipulations as follows: "Applying high-velocity, low-

amplitude manipulative techniques to cervical spinal joints (sR 2005/182)," [Online]:

http://www. legislation.govt.nz/regulation/
public/2005/0182/latest/whole.html#DLM 336025'

23 Available online:
https://www.osteopathiccouncil.org. nz/images/stories/pdf/new/pstn-stmnt-HVLA-

Aug20161.Pdf.

24 Practice Guidelines-Ex ominotion and Treotment of Genitalio, Sensitive Areos and

lnternal Techniques in Osteopothic Proctice, [Online]:
https ://www.osteopath icco u nci l.org. nz/i mages/sto ries/pdf/n ew/

Guidelines-Genitalia-Sep13.pdf.
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Part 2; The regulation of osteopathy in Quebec

5871. The need to regulate osteopathy

The Office quickly recognized the need to regulate the practice of osteopathy, mainly for the

following reasons:

., The factors specified in section 25 of the Professionol Code lo determine whether or not a

professional order should be constituted or whether a group of people should be integrated

into an existing order were deemed satisfactory.

., ln particular, the Office determined that the acts performed by osteopaths were potentially

harmful for the public, mainly because, on the one hand, the front-line procedures were

often performed without any prior diagnosis and, on the other hand, osteopaths used spinal

and joint manipulations that were reserved to three professions, namely physicians,

chiropractors and physiotherapists.

" In this context, it seemed vital to ensure that osteopaths had the skills needed to safely

practise osteopathy.

Osteopaths are regularly consulted as front-line healthcare providers, which requires a high degree

of autonomy on their part. Following an assessment, an osteopath can decide to administer an

osteopathic treatment or determine that a patient's condition requires the treatment of another

healthcare professional. Someone who does not have the skills to ensure that osteopathy is

practised safely could, on the basis of an erroneous assessment, administer a treatment that could

lead to a deterioration in the patient's health. For example, a news story in April20t22s described

the case of an osteopath who failed to detect the signs and symptoms of a blood clot in a patient'

The osteopath in question chose to treat the patient instead of referring her to her doctor. As a

result, the woman's left arm had to be amputated.

Moreover, some manipulations are contraindicated under particular circumstances and, if

incorrectly performed, can cause serious injuries. ln general, the complex techniques used in

osteopathy are potentially as harmful as the techniques used by other healthcare professionals.

Lastly, although it may not lead to a deterioration in the patient's health, an osteopathic treatment

may be ineffective and result in a financial loss for the patient.

The practice of osteopathy requires particular skills and can lead to different types of harm (e.g.,

physical, financial) that are serious enough to require the practice to be regulated.

25 "Amput6e, elle poursuit son ost6opathe," [Online]:
https://www.tvanouvelles. ca/2012/Oa/23/ amputee-elle-poursuit-son-osteopathe.
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2. What model is best suited to the regulation of osteopathy?

The committees established by the Office to reflect on the regulation of osteopathy, the main

recommendations of which are provided in Appendix 1, contemplated which model would be best

suited to the regulation of osteopathy.

2.1 Reserved title

Each province or territory is responsible for determining the rules surrounding the practice of a

profession.

With regard to the reserved title, the experts consulted recommended reserving the use of the

title "osteopath" and the abbreviation "ost." for those recognized as competent to practise

osteopathy.

Some reservations were issued with regard to these proposals. On the one hand, some considered

that the use of the title of osteopath should be reserved for osteopathic physicians, that is, those

trained in osteopathic medicine. As specified previously, this is an avenue taken by some Canadian

provinces. ln Alberta, for example, the Heolth Professions Act (RSA 2000, c. H-7) reserves the
following titles and initials for members of the Alberta College of Physicians and Surgeons who
practise osteopathy: osteopath, osteopathic practitioner, Doctor of osteopathy, Doctor of
osteopathic medicine, Osteopathic medical practitioner, DO.

On the other hand, the Quebec osteopathic environment is intent on preserving the initials DO,

which refers to "dipl6m6 en ost6opathie" (graduate of osteopathy). The Office, however, cannot

support this proposal because of the confusion that it could create. Given that this abbreviation

could also be interpreted as "doctor of osteopathy," rJSing it could lead to misunderstandings and

would prevent the public from easily identifying the skill level of the professional to whom it refers.

With regard t0 this matter, it is important to remember that the pertinent sections of the
Professionol Code specify that no individual can use a title or an abbreviation reserved for a

member of a professional order identified in Schedule 1 of the Professional Code or use initials that
could lead someone to believe that he or she is such a professional, unless he or she holds a licence

issued by the order and is entered on the roll. Consequently, the use of the initials "DO" could lead

someone to believe that the osteopath has a doctoral degree in a specific field or that he or she is

a physician, dentist or veterinarian, which lhe Professionol Code prohibits.26

2.2 Regulatory models

With regard to the preferred regulatory models for the regulation of osteopaths, the experts

consulted at the various stages of the work carried out by the Office recommended either that a

separate professional order be created or that osteopaths be integrated into an existing order.

26 Professionol Code, s. 58.1.
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This recommendation was based in particular on the fact that osteopathy is considered to be a

healthcare profession with its own seope of practice, and not a treatment apprgagh qr method

that could be used by other professionals within their respective scopes of practice. Following this

consultation, the Office will have to rule on the issue and recommend that the government either

create a separate professional order or integrate osteopaths into an existing order'
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3. What scope of practice best describes the practice of osteopaths?

The committees created by the Office to reflect on the regulation of osteopathy, the main
recommendations of which are provided in Appendix 1, recommended different wording in
reference to osteopaths' scope of practice.

ln its 2011 report, the committee of experts composed of seven osteopaths trained in a regulated
healthcare profession recommended the following scope of practice:

' The practice of osteopathy consists in assessing dysfunctions in the mobility2T and motility28
of the neuromusculoskeletal, visceral and craniosacral systems in order to determine their
interrelations, develop a treatment plan and perform any acts of palpation and
manipulation with a view to correcting the dysfunctions and promoting self-regulation and
self-healing.

ln 2017, the Groupe de travail pour la cr6ation de l'Ordre professionnel des ost6opathes du
Qu6bec composed of eight osteopaths selected to represent the associations known to the Office
recommended the following wording:

'. Assess dysfunctions in mobility and motility of the structures of the human body, determine
a manual treatment plan and perform interventions with a view to correcting the
dysfunctions and promoting the body's capacity for self-regulation.

Finally, in 2018, the joint committee composed of osteopath members of the working group and
representatives of professional orders recommended the following wording:

.' Assess osteopathic dysfunctions in mobility and motility of the structures and supporting
tissues of the human body. Develop and perform manual interventions w1h a view to
correcting the osteopathic dysfunctions.

The Office noted major differences between the various proposals for scopes of practice put
forward over the years. lt also noted a major discrepancy in some of the wording and the wording
used in the Professional Code to describe professionals related to osteopathy in one way or
another, such as physiotherapy and occupational therapy, to name just a few.

The scopes of practice of the Ordre professionnel de la physioth6rapie du Qu6bec (Oppe) and the
Ordre des ergoth6rapeutes du Qu6bec (OEe) read respectively as follows:

27 "The quality of that which can move or be moved, or change places or position.
Mobility of a member, an organ. ) motility." petit Robert de la longue frongaise
(ed. 2019)[free translation].

28 "Capability of movement. Overall movements specific to an organ, a system.
lntestinal motility. ) peristalsis." Petit Robert de Io langue frongolse (ed.
2019) [free translation].
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37'Everymemberofoneofthe|ollowingpro|esslono!ordersmoyengogeinthe

foilowtng prolessionsl octivities in addition to those othetwlse ollowed him by low:

n) the Ordre prolesslonnel de la physiothdmpie du Qu,6bec: assess physical lunction

limitatlons and dtsabilfties related ls the neurotoglcol, musculaskeletal and

cardlopulmonary systems' determine a *eotment plon and apply trealment in

arder ta obtain optlmal tunaionol perfarmsnce;

o) the ordre professionnel des ergothcrapeutes da Qudbec: assess lunctlonol abitities'

determlne and lmplenent a treatment and iatervention plan, develop, rcstare or

maintain o person,s skills, compensEte disabilities, reduce handicopptng sltuations and

tailor tbe enviranment ta needs wlth a view to lostering the optimol autodomy ol the

pe$on ln tnteruetion with his envlronmentze;

Moreover, the Office questioned whether the use of the term "osteopathic dysfunctions" made it

possible to define the practice of osteopathy in a way that was sufficiently clear and understood

fU 
"u"ryon". 

For information purposes, it is important to bear in mind that the Groupe de travail

minist6riel sur les professions de la sant6 et des relations humaines30 had recommended specific

guidelines when developing scopes of practice, in particular:

The scope:

. ls descriPtive

" Recognizes the existence of possible overlaps with other professions

,. specifies the context within which professional activities are carried out

ln addition, the working group said that it was opting for a description of each of the scopes of

practice that was as precise and distinctive as possible. For the working group, the scope of practice

set out the main activities of a profession in order to capture its nature, spirit and purpose'

For the office, the description of the scope of practice for osteopathy had to follow specific criteria

that ensure the intelligibility and consistency of the descriptions generally used to describe the

other professional scopes of practice'

29 Professional Code, s. 37, par. n and o'

30 "Une version renouvelde du systEme professionnel en sant6 et en relations humaines'

rapport d,6tape du Groupe de travail minist6riel sur les professions de la sant6 et des

relations humaines" (Rapport Bernier),

November 2001, p. 240 and 241' [Online]:

https://www.opq,gouv.qc'ca/fileadmi n/docu ments/Systeme-

profession nel/01-premier% 2orapporl%Z}Bernier' pdf '
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4. What activities could osteopaths be authorized to carry out?

The committees formed by the office to reflect on the regulation of osteopathy also examined the
activities that osteopaths could be authorized to carry out and under what circumstances. To
answer these questions, they considered the knowledge and skills that osteopaths would require
to safely carry out the activities in question.

The office retained the following based on the various recommendations made.

4.1 Assessmentactivities

Firstly, the office holds that the practice of osteopathy involves conducting assessment activities,
although there is no consensus on the wording.

The following activity is already reserved to members of the Oppe and members of the OEe:31

', Assess neuromusculoskeletal function in a person having a physical function limitation or
disability.

Some ofthe experts consulted also suggested reserving this assessment activity to osteopaths, as
well as physiotherapists and occupational therapists. The professional orders concerned expressed
strong reservations regarding this proposal.

Given these reservations, the joint committee suggested wording the assessment activity that
could be reserved to osteopaths differently, and made the following proposal:

" Assess the osteopathic dysfunctions impacting the mobility and motility of the structures or
supporting tissues of the body of a person presenting physical signs or symptoms.

4,2 Activities involvingmanipulatione

Secondly, the Office holds that osteopaths perform various types of manipulations as part of their
practice. Some of these manipulations are already among the activities reserved within the
professional system. The following activity is reserved to members of the oppe:

a Perform spinal and joint manipulations, provided a training certificate has been issued to
the member by the Order pursuant to a regulation made under paragraph o of section 94
of the Prolessional Code.32

3 I Professionol Code, s. 37 .!, par. 3, su b-pa r. a, and par. 4, sub_par. b.
32 Riglement sur les octivites de formation des physiothdrapeutes pour procider d des

manipulotions vertdbroles et articulaires (RLRQ c. c-26, r. 192.1), [online]:
http://legisquebec.gouv.qc.calfrlShowDo c/ cr / C-26,%20 r.%2et92.1 / .
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Moreover, some of the experts consulted recommended that osteopaths be authorized to perform

internal manipulations. This type of manipulation is already an activity reserved by the professional

system, since it is an invasive activity.33 ln particular, the following activity is reserved to members

of the oPPQ:

. lntroduce an instrument or a finger in the human body beyond the labia majora or anal

margin.3a

Based on the recommendations of the various committees, the Office considers that the following

wording takes into account the manipulations performed by osteopaths and the conditions

needed to ensure that they are performed safely:

. perform joint and spinal manipulations, including the sacrococcygealjoint, by introducing a

finger beyond the anal margin, provided a training certificate has been issued to the

member by the Order pursuant to a regulation made under paragraph o of section 94 of the

Professional Code.

4,3 visceral and cranial techniques

Thirdly, some of the experts consulted suggested reserving the following activity for osteopaths:

. Apply manual visceral or cranial techniques'

However, the professional orders consulted expressed strong reservations regarding the

suggestion that this activity be reserved. ln particular, they indicated that there was limited

scientific evidence and conclusive data to support it.

The Office considers that, according to the WHO document referred to earlier, visceral and cranial

techniques are included in the skills that osteopaths acquire during the course of their training.

The Office notes, however, that these techniques are generally not mentioned in the scopes of

practice of osteopaths or the activities reserved to them in countries or territories in which

osteopathy is already regulated.36

33 "The term invasive refers to an exploratory or treatment method that goes beyond

physiological barriers or into an artificial opening in the human body, or that causes a more

than superficial lesion to the body. The physiological barriers specifically identified in the

Act are as follows: the pharynx, nasal vestibule, labia majora, urinary meatus and anal

margin,, lfree translati onl. Cohier explicatif, Loi modifiont le Code des professions et d'outres

dispositions ligislotives dans le domaine de Io sontd (Loi 90)'

34 Professional Code,s' 37'L, par' 3, sub-par. c'

35 World Health Organization. Benchmorks for Troining in Troditional/Complementory ond

Alternotive Medicine (Geneva, 2010), p. 9. [Online]: https://www.osteopathe-

syndicat.fr/medias/page/6374-Benchmark-for-Training- in-osteopathy.pdf.

36 See section 5 of this document,
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5. Findings and questions

Based on this brief portrait, the Office retained the following findings that raised various questions
about osteopathy, including its definition, scope of practice and activities, as well as the knowledge
required to practise osteopathy and the regulation ofthe profession.

5.1 Findings

Definition, scope of practice and activities pertaining to osteopathy

.' Osteopathy is a practice that has not yet been clearly defined. ln its non-medical form, it is
practised mainly through manual techniques used to correct dysfunctions related to the
structure ofthe human body.

" Although it is related to the practice of such professions as physiotherapy and chiropractic,
osteopathy is characterized in particular by its emphasis on the interrelations between the
different systems of the human body.

,,' The proposal to reserve the practice of visceral and cranial techniques to osteopaths was
not well received by the professional orders consulted, which pointed to the lack of
conclusive data to support the effectiveness ofthis practice.

Knowledge required to practise osteopathy

., The content and duration of training offered in private osteopathy schools in euebec vary
considerably from one school to the next, as do the eligibility requirements. ln this context,
it cannot be concluded that all osteopaths trained in euebec have equivalent skills that
prepare them to practise osteopathy safely.

Regulation of osteopathy

Osteopathy is currently not subject to regulation in euebec.

At an international level, osteopathy is regulated by bodies in several countries, in particular
with regard to the reserved title of osteopath. Moreover, several countries reserve the
practice of cervical manipulations to oetcopaths and other professionals.

5.2 Questions

I ' ln general, what do you think of the portrait of osteopathy outlined in this document?
Does it appear to comply with current practice?

2. ln your opinion, what key elements could enhance this portrait?
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3. Which scope of practice among those mentioned (p. 24) seems most appropriate and

why?

4. Which aspects of these scopes of practice seem to best represent the practice of

osteopathy?

5. ln your opinion, are there any distinctive elements that are absent from the proposed

scopes of practice? lf so, which ones?

6. More specifically, how does the use of the term "osteopathic dysfunction" in the scope

of practice (p. 25) help clearly define the practice of osteopathy?

7. ln what way does the assessment activity conducted by osteopaths differ from or

resemble the assessment conducted by physiotherapists or occupational therapists

(p. 26)?

8. ls it appropriate to use the term "osteopathic dysfunction" to describe the assessment

activity conducted by osteopaths (p. 26)?

9. To what extent do Quebec osteopaths use visceral and cranial techniques within their
practice?

I 0. fo what extent is the use of these techniques based on conclusive data and scientific

evidence?
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Does the use ofthese techniques pose a high risk of harm?

lf so, what is the nature of the risks involved?

ln your opinion, what regulatory model among those specified in this document (p. 22)

seems especially well suited to the situation in Quebec, and why?

I 4, tn your opinion, what other elements should be considered as part of this consultation?
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Appendix 1

History of the work done by the Office des professions du Qudbec regarding the

regulation of osteopathy in Quebec

1. Opinion of the Office regarding the opportunity to create a professional corporation in

the field of alternative medicine (1992)

The first request to create a professional order for osteopaths was submitted to the Office by the

Registre osteopathique du Qu6bec (ROQ in 1990. The Office responded to the request in its 1992

opinion regarding the opportunity to create a professional corporation in the field of alternative

medicine. This opinion concerned osteopathy, as well as massage therapy and other manual

approaches that were not regulated, such as homeopathy, naturopathy, phytotherapy and

reflexology.

When it drafted its opinion, the Office estimated that 85 individuals were practising osteopathy in

euebec. Almost all of them were members of a professional order in the musculoskeletal field.

Following an analysis, the Office found that the factors specified in section 25 of the Professionol

Code applied to osteopathy. Consequently, the Office proposed specific measures to regulate the

practice. ln particular, it recommended that:

., The title of certified osteopath be reserved

" The professional orders concerned, namelythose of physicians and physiotherapists, ensure

through regulation that only members who had demonstrated their skills in the field could

use the title of certified osteopath

However, these recommendations were never implemented,

2. Examination undertaken following the modernization of healthcare professions

(2003)

ln 2003, following a request by the ROQ, the Office re-examined the situation regarding the

practice of osteopathy. This process was part of the adoption of Bill 90 - An Act to smend the

professionol Code ond other legislotive provisions as regords the heolth secfor (SQ 20O2, c.33) -
which emphasized the possible interfaces between the practice of osteopathy and the activities

henceforth reserved for healthcare professionals'

ln light of the newly adopted legislative provisions, the Office updated the data pertaining to the

practice of osteopathy, and made the following observations:
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The acts performed by osteopaths pose risks of harm, mainly because they are front-line
procedures often performed without a prlor dlagnosis.

Osteopaths perform spinal and joint manipulations, which are reserved to three groups of
professionals, namely physicians, chiropractors and physiotherapists.

The practice of osteopathy can no longer be considered marginal. when the office
examined the request submitted by the ROQ it was estimated that over 500 individuals
were practising osteopathy, and the data available suggests a considerable increase in the
numbers prepared to offer services in this field.

Consequently,in20QT, the Office decided to form a committee of experts on the professional
regulation of osteopathy (hereafter referred to as the "expert committee"). The committee began
its work in 2008, which concluded with the publication of a report in 2011.

3. Expert committee (2008)

The mandate of the expert committee, which was composed of seven osteopaths with training in
a regulated health profession, was to advise the Office on the definition of osteopathy, the training
rcquircd to safely practise osteopathy and the type of professional regulation of the practice.

Following three years of work, the expert committee developed a series of preliminary guidelines

that were initially shared with the osteopathic community in the course of meetings organized
with osteopathy schools and associations. The expert committee then presented its report, whose
recommendations can be summarized as follows.

With regard to the description of the field of osteopathy, the expert committee recommended the
following formulation:

The practice of osteopathy consists in assessing the dysfunctions in mobility3T and motility3s
of the neuromusculoskeletal, visceral and craniosacral systems in order to dctorminc thoir
interrelations, develop a treatment plan and perform any acts of palpation and
manipulation with a view to correcting the dysfunctions and promoting self-regulation and

self-healirrg.

The expert committee also recommended reserving four professional activities to osteopaths,
namely:

37 "The quality of that which can move or be moved, or change places or position.
Mobility of a member, an organ. ) motility." Petit Robert de Ia longue frangoise
(ed. 2019) [free translation].

38 "Capability of movement. Overall movements specific to an organ, a system,
lntestinal motility. ) peristalsis." Petit Robert de lo longue frongorse (ed.
2019) [free translation].
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,, Assess dysfunctions in mobility and motility of the neuromusculoskeletal, visceral or cranial

systems of a person presenting physical symptoms or disorders'

,,, lntroduce a finger in the human body beyond the labia majora or anal margin'

,. Perform spinal or joint manipulations.

'' Perform visceral or cranial manipulations'

With regard to the training required to practise osteopathy safely, the expert committee specified

that appropriate training in the field should include between 3,480 and 3,510 hours of theoretical

and practical instruction divided into four blocks: basic sciences, clinical sciences, osteopathic

sciences and professional development' The report presented a detailed description ofthe content

of each of these blocks. The expert committee also recommended, as part of the instruction' 315

hours of training focused specifically on spinal and joint manipulations' Within the framework of

the Quebec education system, this training would correspond to at least five years of university

studies.

The expert committee also made detailed recommendations regarding "grandfathered

provisions." The committee identified four training profiles,3e indicating the conditions to be met

for each one so that candidates would have the skills needed to practise osteopathy safely'

The expert committee also suggested that individuals who enrolled in an osteopathy training

program once the regulatory measures were in place should be subject to a theoretical and

practical exam once they completed their program'

Lastly, with regard to the recommended professional regulation of the practice of osteopathy' the

expert committee recommended reserving the title of "osteopath" to those who would ultimately

earn a degree recognized by the government attesting to training that takes the specified

recommendations into account, or who benefited from the "grandfathered provisions" described

in the report.

The expert committee recommended that these individuals be regulated by a newly created

professional order, or be integrated into an existing order. This recommendation was based in

particular on the fact that the expert committee considered osteopathy not as a treatment

approach or method that could be used by other professionals in their scope of practice, but as a

39 They include the following categories: category 1) those with a university degree in the field

of physical health; category 2) those with a university degree that includes a minimum of

12 credits in the field of physical health in at least two areas (anatomy, physiology,

pathology or semiology) and those with a Diploma of college studies in physical

rehabilitation techniques, nursing techniques or acupuncture techniques; category 3) those

with a Diploma of College Studies or a university degree other than those mentioned

previously; category 4) candidates who do not fall under any of the three previously

mentioned categories (see pages 44-47 of the expert committee report).
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healthcare profession with its own scope of practice

4. The advisory committee (2012)

Following the publication of the expert committee's report, the Office formed an advisory
committee in 2072 made up of representatives of each of the orders concerned with the practice
of osteopathy.4o This committee's mandate was to comment on, validate and enhance the
proposals made by the expert committee. The advisory committee was also mandated to measure
the impacts of the expert committee's recommendations on the professional system.

Once its work was completed, the advisory committee, like the expert committee, confirmed the
need for the professional regulation of osteopathy. However, the advisory committee
recommended a different regulatory approach than the expert committee: it wanted the Office to
examine the possibility of regulating osteopathy using the model developed to regulate
psychotherapy. However, this avenue was not adopted by the Office.

The advisory committee also expressed concerns about other aspects of the expert committee,s
report. ln particular, it questioned:

" The scientific bases of the activity that involved performing visceral or craniosacral
manipulation, which the expert committee suggested reserving

" The training recommended by the expert committee to perform spinal and joint
manipulations

5. The Groupe de travail pour la cr6ation de l'Ordre professionnel des ost6opathes du
Qu6bec (2014)

ln fall 20L4, the Office requested the help ofthe osteopathy associations to create a working group
that would begin the process of regulating the practice of osteopathy.

This working group made up of eight osteopaths from different associations began its work in
February 2015. As part of its mandate, it was required to examine several aspects of the regulation
of the practice, namely the reserved title, scope of practice and professional activities reserved to
osteopaths, the requisite training, temporary provisions, and the administration of a possible
order, as well as its budget and viability.

ln fall 2017, the working group presented an information document intended for the osteopathic
community. The document recommended defining the scope of practice of osteopathy as follows:

40 The cMQ OPPQ, ordre des infirmiEres et infirmiers (oile, oEe and ordre des
chiropraticiens du Qu6bec (OCe).
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Agsegs dysfunctione in mobility and motility of the structurer of the human boely,

establish a manual treatment plan and perform interventions with a view to correcting

the dysfunctions and promoting the body's capacity for self'regulation'

Moreover, the working group recommended that the following activities be reserved to

osteopaths:

,, Assess the neuromusculoskeletal function of a person with a physical function limitation or

disability.

,,, Assessthe mobilityand motilityof thestructuresof the human bodyof a person presenting

physical symPtoms or disorders'

,,, perform joint, spinal or peripheral manipulations, provided a training certificate has been

issued to the member by the order pursuant to a regulation made under paragraph o of

section 94 ofthe Professional Code'

. Apply manual visceral or cranial techniques.

,,, lntroduce a finger in the human body beyond the labia majora or anal margin.

Lastly, the working group suggested identifying the four conditions for issuing an osteopathy

licence, namely (i) temporary provisions for osteopaths who are already practising, (ii) training

equivalency, (iii)temporary provisions for students and new graduates and (iv) basic conditions for

students planning to enrol in an osteopathy program once the practice is regulated by a

professional order.

6. The consultation held by the Groupe de travail pour la cr6ation de l'ordre

professionnel des ost6opathes du Qu6bec (2017)

ln November 2Ot7,lhe document that was created served as a basis for a consultation with

osteopathy schools and associations in Quebec. This consultation was held by the working group

in conjunction with the Office. lt generated more than 230 responses from individuals, schools and

associations involved in osteopathy.

The comments pertained mainly to the temporary provisions proposed by the working group' ln

general, the individuals and schools whose profiles matched the proposed conditions were

satisfied with the proposals, while those that did not satisfy the conditions wanted them to be

changed. Moreover, some osteopathy schools and associations questioned the composition of the

working group, its representativeness and the independence of its members.

ln April 2018, a consultation of the professional orders concerned with the regulation of

osteopathy was also held.41 This consultation was based on an information document similar to

4l The CMQ OPPQ, OllQ, OEQ and OCQ'
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the one presented to the osteopathic community in2Ot7, and addressed the reserved title of
osteopath, the scope of practice, the reserved and shared professional activities, and the
conditions for issuing an eventual licence.

During this consultation, the professional orders reaffirmed the importance of regulating the
practice of osteopathy, in particular given the high risk of harm that it posed for the public. They
also reiterated the concern expressed in 2OI2 about the lack of consistency with regard to the
training offered in osteopathy schools, and the lack of scientific evidence to support the practice
of osteopathy. ln this context, it was once again recommended that the regulation of osteopathy
be based on the model used in psychotherapy.

7. The joint committee (2018)

Relying on the cooperation of professional orders and members of the working group in
osteopathy, the Office formed a joint committee on osteopathy in June 2018 made up of
representatives of the professional orders consulted and eight members of the working group.

The joint committee's mandate was to define osteopathy as accurately and distinctly as possible,

and describe the professional activities that could be reserved to osteopaths. Lastly, the committcc
was mandated to discuss the regulatory provisions surrounding the practice of osteopathy.

Once the discussions were over, the joint committee recommended defining the scope of practice
of osteopathy as follows:

Assess the osteopathic dysfunctions in mobility and motility of the structures or
supporting lissues of the human body. Develop and perform manual interventions with

a view to correcting the osteopathic dysfunctions.

With regard to the activities that could be reserved to osteopathc, thc committcc's discussions
converged towards the following activities:

Assess the osteopathic dysfunctions in mobility and motility of the structures or supporting
tissues of the human body of a person presenting physical signs or symptoms.

Perform joint and spinal manipulations, including the sacrococcygeal joint, by introducing a

finger beyond the anal margin, provided a training certificate has been issued to the
member by the Order pursuant to a regulation made under paragraph o of section 94 of the
Professionol Code.

However, the professional orders expressed strong reservations regarding the proposal to
reserve the following activities to osteopaths:
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Assess the neuromusculoskeletal function and its interrelations with other physiological

functions of a person with a functional disorder.

" Apply manual visceral and cranial techniques.

" lntroduce a finger in the human body beyond the labia majora, provided a training

certificate has been issued to the member by the Order pursuant to a regulation made

under paragraph o ofsection 94 ofthe Professionol Code.

The professional orders were especially concerned with the lack of conclusive data to support the

performance of some of these activities. They also wondered what repercussions reserving these

activities to osteopaths could have on other professionals. The professional orders, however,

reaffirmed the need to regulate the practice of osteopathy in Quebec, and said that they hoped

that it would happen quickly.
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Appendix 2

Proposals of the 2017 working group regarding the training elements required of candidates

already practising osteopathy and wanting to obtain a licence to practise based on their degree
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Hold a university degree,

which, once issued, allows

candidates to obtain a licence

to practise the profession of:

,,, Physiotherapist

.. Occupational therapist

,, Physician

" Chiropractor

" Nurse

Hold a diploma of
osteopathy from a Quebec

school offering a program of
a minimum of 1,200 hours

of classroom instruction

Hold a bachelor's degree in
' exercisescience/athletic

, therapy

Hold a diploma of osteopathy

from a Quebec school offering

a program of a minimum of
1,200 hours of classroom

instruction

Be a member of the Canadian

Athletic Therapists Association

(CATA) or meet CATA's criteria

and have completed a minimum

of 1,000 hours of clinical practice

in osteopathy in the past year,

working with a clientele with a
variety of issues

Within the first year of being

entered on the roll ofthe Order,

complete a training session on

ethics and professional conduct

organized by the Order

Hold a college diploma that allows

candidates to obtain a licence to
practise the profession of:

., Physical rehabilitation therapist

" Acupuncturist

., Nurse

Complete upgrade training involving

, at least 450 hours of classroom

instruction to acquire basic

' knowledge of:

" Anatomy

; " General physiology/pathology

" Neurophysiology

" Biomechanics

',r Neuromusculoskeletal

assessment

Hold a diploma of osteopathy from a

Quebec school offering a program of
a minimum of 1,200 hours of
classroom instruction

i After obtaining a diploma, have

completed a minimum of L,000 hours

: (1,500 hours in the case of an

acupuncturist) of clinical practice in
' osteopathy in the pastyear, working

with a clientele with a variety of issues

i:
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Hold a bachelor's degree in

kinesiology

Complete upgrade training

involving at least 450 hours of

classroom instruction to acquire

basic knowledge of:

,, Anatomy

,, General physiology/pathology

,, Neurophysiology

,, Biomechanics

,,, Neuromusculoskeletal

assessment

Hold a diploma of osteoPathY

from a Quebec school offering a

program of a minimum of

1,200 hours of classroom

instruction

After obtaining a diploma, have

completed a minimum of

1,500 hours of clinical Practice in

osteopathy within the Past

18 months, working with a clientele

with a variety of issues

Within the first year of being

entered on the roll ofthe Order,

complete a training session on

ethics and professional conduct

organized by the Order

Hold a bachelofs degree in physical

education and health instruction

Complete upgrade training

involving at least 450 hours of

classroom instruction to acquire

basic knowledge of:

,, Anatomy

,. General physiology/pathology

,. Neurophysiology

,,, Biomechanics

,,, Neuromusculoskeletal

assessment

Hold a diploma of osteopathy

from a Quebec school offering a

program of a minimum of

1,200 hours of classroom

instruction

After obtaining a degree, have

completed a minimum of
2,000 hours of clinical practice in

osteopathy within the past three

years, working with a clientele with

a variety of issues

Within the first year of being

entered on the roll of the Order,

complete a training session on

ethics and professional conduct

organized by the Order

Professional Regulation of Osteopaths
Consultation Document

Hold a Diploma of College

Studies (DCS) in natural, health

or pure and applied science

Hold a diploma in osteoPathY

from a Quebec school offering

a minimum of 3,100 hours of

classroom instruction,

including a minimum of
1,000 hours of supervised

clinical practice

Have completed a minimum of
700 hours for the thesis option or
the clinical internship and essaY

option

After obtaining a diploma, have

completed a minimum of
2,000 hours of clinical practice in

osteopathy within the Past three

years, working with a clientele

with a variety of issues

Within the first year of being

entered on the roll ofthe
Order, complete a training

session on ethics and

professional cond uct organized

by the Order
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Rose Bustria 605
From:
Sent:
To:

Attachments:

Subject:

Jo-Ann Willson
Wednesday, March 24,2021 12:17 PM

Rose Bustria

FW: FCC Regulatory Council - consultation document on the regulation

of Osteopaths in Quebec - 1st reminder

Quebec review of Osteopathy English translation January 2021.pdf

lmportance: High

Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel
*Note Address Change

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
59 Hayden St., Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext.111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on-ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any aftachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other

distribution, copying-or disctosure is stricfly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you'

From: Jean-Frangois Henry, chiropraticien D.C. <jfhenry@ordredeschiropraticiens'qc'ca>

Sent: Wednesday, March 24,2O2L 12:04 PM

To:'Dr. Ja nis Noseworthy (drjanisdc@gmail.com)' <drjanisdc@gmail.com>;

thalowski@albertachiro.com; fleblanc@nbchiropractic.ca; drnshea@gmail.com;

nlcbregistrar@gmail.com; registrar@chirobc.com; denise@saskchiro.ca; Jo-Ann Willson

<j pwi llson @cco.on.ca>; registra r@ m bchiro.org; La ra.Za I uski @gov.yk.ca

Cc: Philippe Larividre <PLariviere@ordredeschiropraticiens.qc.ca>; John Sutherland

<jsutherland@pathfinder-group.com>; Greg MacDonald <gmacdonald@pathfinder-group'com>

Subject: FCC Regulatory Council - consultation document on the regulation of Osteopaths in Quebec -

Lst reminder
lmportance: High

Hello dear fellow regulators,

I thought it would be a good idea to provide you with a few key points illustrating the OCCs stance with

respect to this consultation.

The OCQ recognizes that it is necessary to regulate the practise of osteopathy

The OCQ establishes that there needs to be an accredited and governmentally recognized

academic institution which sets the training standards prior to regulating osteopathy

The OCe will oppose to the reservation of the act of performing manipulation (high velocity-low

amplitude) of the spine and/or peripheral joints, including the cranium

1



lf you would need to discuss further the matter, please do not hesitate to contact me. I provide you with
the translated consultation document again to simplify things. Please see background, action and
timeline below.

Your comments should be submitted to Greg MacDonald at the FCC office at gmacdonald@pathfinder-
group.com no later than April t,202L, in order to meet submission deadlines.

Please accept my best regards,

Dr Jean-Frangois Henry, chiropraticien, D.C., B.Sc., M.Sc. I Pr€sident

ORDRE DES
CHIROPRATICIENS
DU AUEBEC

COVID-19 : veuillez noter que nos bureaux sont temporairement ferm6s, mais que nos
activit6s sont maintenues. Contactez-nous par courriel!

7100, rue Jean-Talon Est, Bureau 250, Anjou (Qu6bec) H1M 3S3

T6l. : 514-355-8540 #203 | 1-888-655-8540 | T6l6c. : 514-355-2290
jfhen rv@ordredeschiropraticiens,oc.ca I ordredesch irooraticiens.ca

lAloidoitchanqer.com/

*nn*uffii^"nt 
imprimer ce caurriel? J

AVIS DE CONFIDENTIATITE Ce message est destin6 uniquement d la personne ou d I'entit6 d qui il est adress6 et
peut contenir des renseignements confidentiels et/ou privil6gi6s. La confidentialit6 demeure malgr6 I'envoi de ce
message d une mauvaise adresse 6lectronique. Si vous n'€tes pas le destinataire vis6, veuillez nous en informer sans
d6lai et d6truire ce message et toute pidce jointe, sans en garder de copie. Toute distribution ou reproduction de ce
message est interdite. Nous n'assumons aucune responsabilit6 pour I'interception de toute communication par
Internet ou la transmission de virus informatiques.

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE The information in this transmission may contain privileged and confidential
information and is intended only for the use of the person or corporate entity to which it is addressed. The confidential
nature of this communication remains regardless of whether or not you are an intended recipient. If you are not an
intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately and destroy this message and all attachments, without
making a copy. Any distribution or reproduction of this message is prohibited. We assume no liability for the
interception of any Internet communication or the transmission of computer viruses.

De : Alex MacDonald <amacdona ld@pathfinder-sroup.com>
Envoy6 : L5 mars 2O2tO9:4t
A: 'Dr. Janis Noseworthy (drianisdc@email.com)'<drianisdc@gmail.com>; Jean-Frangois Henry,
chiropraticien D.C. <ifhenrv@ordredeschiropraticiens.qc.ca>; thalowski@albertachiro.com;
fleblanc@nbchiropractic.ca; drnshea@gmail.com; nlcbregistrar@gmail.com; resistrar@chi robc.com;
denise@saskchiro.ca; ipwillson@cco.on.ca; registrar@mbchiro.ore; Lara.Zaluski@gov.vk.ca
Cc : Philippe Larivibre <PLariviere@ordredeschiropraticiens.qc.ca>; John Sutherland
<isutherland@pathfinder-group.com>; Greg MacDonald <gmacdonald@pathfinder-group.com>
Objet : RE: FCC Regulatory Council - consultation document on the regulation of Osteopaths in Quebec -

1st reminder
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A reminder that comments are requested not later than April L,2O2t, in order to meet submission

deadlines. NEW please remit your response to Greg MacDonald at the FCC office at

gmacdonald @pathfinder-group.com

From: Alex MacDonald

Sent: February 2,2O2112:48 PM

To: Dr. Janis Noseworthy (drianisdc@email.com)<drianisdc@gmail.com>; Jean-Frangois Henry,

chiropraticien D.C. <ifhenrv@ordredes >i thalowski@albertachiro.com;

fleblanc@nb irooractic.ca: d rnshea @gmail.com; nlcbreeistrar@gmail'com; registra r@chi ro bc.com;
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denise@saskchiro.ca;
Cc: Philippe Lariviere,

i pwil lso n (Occo.o n.ca; registra r@ m bch i ro.org; La ra.Za I uski @gov.Vk.ca

DC <pla riviere@ordredeschiropraticiens.qc'ca>; John Sutherland

<isutherland @pathfinder-group.com>
SrUj".t, FCC Regulatory Council - consultation document on the regulation of Osteopaths in Quebec

Sent on behalf of the co-chairs of Regulatory Council

BACKGROUND

The Office des professions du Quebec has produced a consultation document on proposed regulation of

Osteopathy and Osteopaths in Quebec. This consultation document is the result of a request for

regulation first put forward in 2003 by Osteopaths in that jurisdiction. The purpose of the consultation

document is to gather all of the necessary background information on the regulation of the profession

of Osteopathy, and to allow interested groups and individuals to respond. Regulatory Council of the FCC

intends to provide comment. The consultation document (translated) is attached to this email.

ACTION

Regulators are requested to review the attached document and to provide comment to FCC staff in

orderto prepare a consolidated Regulatory Council response to The office des professions du Quebec.

The due date forthe final FCC response to the Office des professions du Quebec is May t,2O2L, and as a

result, the due dates for regulator review/comment are as follows:

February L,2O2I
Council

translated document released to chiropractic regulators through Regulatory

April L,2O21 finat returns from regulators due to FCC office for consolidation

first draft of consolidated report completed

FCC response (final) approved by Regulatory Council

FCC submission to Office des professions du Quebec

April 16,2021

Avt23124,2021

April3O,2O2L

Thank you

3
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ITEM 4.1.42
Jo-Ann Willson

608
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

Ju-Arrtt Willson
Friday, March 19,2021 B:04 AM
Rose Bustria

FW: Ontario Chiropractic Association - Evidence Based Framework

Advisory Council - Request for Meeting

OCA Evidence-based Framework Advisory Council members.pdf

Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann Wllson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel
*Note Address Change

College of Chlrcpractors of Ontado
59 Hayden St., Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7
Tel: (416) 9226355 ext. 111
Fax (416) 925-9610
E-mail: jryjllssr(@ccg.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential infomation and is intended only for the pelson(s) named above- Any offier

distribution, copyindor disctosure is stricfly prohibited. lf you have received this e.mail in enor, please notify me immedhtely by reply e-rnail

and delete all copies including any attac'hments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you-

From: Deborah Gibson <dgibson@chiropractic.on.ca> On Behalf Of Caroline Brereton

Sent: Tuesday, March !6,2O2L 1-:26 PM

To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>; Dennis Mizel <drmizel@stcatharineschiropractic'com>

Cc: Ca ro li ne Brereton <cbrereto n @ ch i ropractic.o n.ca>

Subject: Ontario Chiropractic Association - Evidence Based Framework Advisory Council - Request for

Meeting

Dear Dennis and Jo-Ann,

As an important stakeholder in the chiropractic profession, I would like to set up a meeting to

gather input and feedback on the first deliverable of the Evidence Based Framework Advisory

Council-Patient Preference.

Backqround

ln conversation with members and stakeholders, the adoption of the evidence-based framework

by the OCA and other associations across Canada was done with strategic intent however no

change management strategy was part of the implementation plan in Ontario. Adopting a

framJwork for a well-establiahed profession is a big change. Without this change management

plan many OCA members do not see that we have the best interests of the profession in mind

and quesiion the value of membership and the future of the profession. ln addition, the adoption

of this framework almost simultaneously with the launch of the marketing strategy focussed on

MSK has resulted in confusion and frustration among members who believe we are working to

narrow scope of practice and that we are focussed on low back pain only.

OCA Board and leadership understand that enabling Ontarians to have access to evidence-

based chiropractic care is key. We know that members need tools to continuously integrate new

knowledge in to practice. This will support a strong profession as well.

1



The first step in the initiative was the launch of the OCA Evidence-based Framework Advisory
Council.lt is a diverse panel that represents the demographics of the chiropractic profession
across Ontario - see attached.

Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, the advisory council has been dedicated to advancing its
mandate to help the OCA develop a comprehensive and inclusive understanding and definition
of chiropractic care in Ontario through the application of the evidence-based practice
framework.

That work is based on the universally accepted three pillars of the evidence-based framework:

1. Patient Preference
2. Best Available Evidence
3. Clinical Expertise

From the beginning all advisory council members recognized that the three pillars of the
framework, Patient Preference, Best Available Evidence and Clinical Expertise are not separate,
parallel paths, but are inter-dependent.

Principles guiding the work of council are refined as the work progresses

Council will work to support chiropractors to:

o Practice according to the full scope of practice of chiropractors approved by the College

of Chiropractors of Ontario and the government of Ontario.
. Provide care that is consistent with the College of Chiropractors of Ontario's standards,

guidelines, and policies.
. Empower patients to make decisions about their care and respect their preferences.

. Apply best available external clinical evidence.
o - Apply their individual clinical expertise.
o Fulfill their duty of care to their patients.

Examining the element of Patient Preference is the first output. The Council reviewed and
accepted research on the universal expectations of patients from their health providers, in
support of Patient Preference. They discussed how the voice of patients has evolved since the
inception of the evidence-based framework. ln Ontario, the voice of patients has been
instrumental in shaping health care policy in the public and private pay systems.

Council members reviewed three areas of focus of patient expectations:

1. Partnership: mutual respect, choice and personalization
2. Active listening, genuine interest and clarity
3. A Human Touch: compassion, connection and empathy

Council recommended to the OCA Board of Directors that the first output should be a white
paper on Patient Preference, recognizing the significant research supporting the correlation
between applying patient preference in care planning and patients' compliance with their
chiropractic care plan.

Council members also supported the Getting to Outcomes (GoT) methodology to guide the work
of the OCA in supporting members to enhance their practice by applying the Patient Preference
principles. This research-based change management methodology will address the gap
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between research and practice by ensuring the OCA has sustainable processes and program

supports in place for members.

When a time has been identified for our meeting, we will share the document a week in advance

with specific questions. We are engaging with several stakeholders and will consolidate
feedback as the consultations progress.

We understand that CCO has a unique mandate in the Chiropractic profession so please let us

know what the best mechanism is to gather input on the draft document.

Members of the OCA Board of Directors and /or the Advisory Council may also join the meeting

also.

We look forward to meeting with you on this important initiative for Ontario chiropractors.

Regards,
Caroline

Caroline Brereton, RN, MBA
Chief Executive Officer
Ontario Chiropractic Association
Tel; (416) 860-4155 ar 1 (877) 327-2273 ext. 4155

cb rereton @ch i ro practic.on.ca
www. ch i rop racti c. on. ea

The patient voice is powertuL Join our
PartnershisfiBetterHealth today or learn how you can help

Find the OCA, on your favouite sacial media platform taday!
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61 1Ontario

Chiropractic
Association

lntroducing the ocA Evidence-based Framework Advisory council

Dr. Sean Batte (Logan University graduate; practicing in London

area)

Fast facts: Dr. Sean Batte is a graduate of Logan university's

chiropractic program. He earned an undergraduate and Master of

Science degiee in Medical Biophysics from the University of

WesternontarioandasecondundergraduatedegreefromLogan
University. Dr. Batte has been practicing in the London, ontario

area for 19 Years.

Dr. Batte is also a member of the Royal canadian Navy with

several command qualifications and is a graduate of the canadian

Forces Staff College.

Question: Why are you joining the OCA Evidence'based Framework Advisory Council?

Dr. Batte: I think there is a real opportunity to unite the profession and make it stronger' This

work belongs to the entire profession and we can see it made stronger if we all learn how use

evidence and resear$ to Jur profession's and patient's advantage. That's why..l want to

participate on this rorn.ir. nny'nope is itwill give chiropractors more social credibility as

evidence is the curren.v of 
"i"oibility 

when [aired with an appropriate strategy. Existing and

new research, when deployed with i comprehensive implem.entation plan is vitalpart of a larger

vision to help better."r" our.ottunities and patients, inclining more to seek chiropractors

out as their first choice for health care'

Question: As a leader in the profession, can you please share any other involvement' whether

that is volunteering or mentoring others?

Dr. Batte: I volunteer with the salvation Army Centre of Hope's chiropract'rc clinic' I have

volunteered for the lonOon Chiropractic Society and organized seminars' I also served as a

.niiopi".to, at the canaoa summer Games and serve as a chiropractic trainer at local amateur

sporting events. I have had the pleasure to care for members of Team Canada's rowing team' I

also enjoy mentoring students and new giaduates from Logan University who have completed

their externships in frv 
"rini. 

or shadowel me. r've been a guest recturer at the university of

western canada school of Medicine on several occasions to speak about chiropractic to

medical students.

outside the profession, I have raised money for the soldier on organization.for-wounded

veterans. A few years ago, I led the way to 
'build 

the multi-million-dollar Battle of the Atlantic

Memorial in London Ontario.
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612
l-9"ry-. in^the Royal Canadian Navy Reserves part time. ln 2017,1was appointed to Chief of
Staff for Central Region (Orrtario). ln this rule, I have 1500 sailors whose readiness and training
I am responsible for to the Central Region Captain (Navy). ln my ships' squadron I have seven
Naval Reserve Divisions whose sailors must be opdrationally ready io serve domestically and
overseas. The main focus of my mentorship is in 'leadership; and ,command.'

Question: Can you als_o share your involvement and experience with other parts of the of the
broader health system?

Dr Batte: ln addition to my work with the University, I am the Vice Chair of the WKy Viking
Foundation, which is a multidisciplinary research foundation of health professionals from a
number of fields, including chiropractors, physicians, naturopaths and others. Our aim is to
conduct research that will demonstrate the benefits of including complementary and alternative
health disciplines at a national level.

2



613lntroducirrg tlre OCA Evidence.bascd Framework Advisory Gouncil

models of practice including
As the owner of CURAVITA,

Dr. Ken Brough: (Palmer College of Chiropractic graduate and
practices in Ottawa)

Fast facts: Dr. Ken Brough has been involved in the Ontario
Chiropractic Associationfor 12 years in various roles, including his

most recent position as Chair of the Board of Directors for the last
two years. Dr. Brough was also involved with the Canadian
Chiropractic Association (CCA) and the Canadian Chiropractic
Clinical Guidelines lnitiative (CCGI) as Chair of the Government
and lnter-Professional Relations Committee and as a Steering
Committee member respectively. Dr. Brough hds practiced for 28
years in the Ottawa area, leading his clinics in collaborative care

chiropractors, physiotherapists and registered massage therapists.
he employs a team of over 30 professionals in two locations.

Question: Why are you joining the OCA Evidence-based Framework Advisory Council?
What is your motivation?

Dr. Brough: As a member, I did not have a strong understanding of the concepts of evidence-

based caie; it was an emerging concept for me until I became more involved in the Canadian

Chiropractic Association (CCA). I became very familiar when I sat on the committee for

Canadian Chiropractic Guidelines lnitiative (CCGI). When lfully understood Dr. Sackett's work

in articulating the three pillars of evidence-based care: best available evidence, clinical expertise

and patient preference, I saw how that framework was selectively applied. There is not a strong

understanding of how the framework relates to daily clinical practice.. DrSackeffs intention was

for alt of the fittars of the framework to be applied and we need to suppott the application of all 3

pillars in patient care.

Question: As a leader in the profession, can you please share any other involvement, whether

that is volunteering or mentoring?

Dr. Brough: I was involved with CCA for nine years, largely as a Board member. l've served on

the OCA board of Directors for 13 years and have held executive positions, namely Chair,

which is the position I hold now.

For four years, I served on the CCGI Steering Committee as the new guidelines initiative was

being redeveloped. I was involved in the initial strategic planning for the initiative and helped lay

the groundwork for where CCGI is today.

I operate two multidisciplinary practices. AII of us work in full wellness-based model. I employ

five chiropractors and we all work in a collaborative model. Mentoring my team is very

importani; I work with them to practice in the framework of the three pillars of evidence-based

caie. For our younger practitioners, we established a mentoring program in my clinics to

leverage the experience of more established chiropractors; this is of great value to the younger

associates who feel supported to grow and thrive.

Question: Can you also share your involvement and experience with other parts of the of the

broader health system?
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Dr. Brough: ln clinical practice, we work with a spectrum of professionals, including the
medical profession. Through my work wlth the CCA, I contributed to the foundationalwork with
the Canadian Armed Forces to launch the chiropractic initiative. I presented to the
Parliamentary Defence Committee about the potential involvement of chiropractic care for the
military. I also worked with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) when it was re-aligning
its health policy and utilization for employees.

Also, while working with the CCA, I participated in its efforts to launch a chiropractic program in
Nunavut at one Community Health Centre. That work enabled the creation of a legal framework
to enable chiropractors to practice legally in the territory.
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615
lntroducing the OCA Evidence-based Framework Advisory Council

Dr. Anita Ghopra (New York Chiropractic College graduate and

practices in Brampton, Oakville and Etobicoke)

Fastfacts: Dr. Anita Chopra has been serving the Brampton,

oakville, and Etobicoke area since 2011 after graduating from the

New yoik Chiropractic College. Dr. Chopra received her Bachelor of

Arts in Psychology from the University of western ontario and is a

certified WeOstei technique and Rocktape practitioner. Dr. Anita

Chopra actively engages her community through guest speaking

events with various groups in the Peel region.

euestion: Why are you joining the OCA Evidence-based Framework Advisory Council?

Dr. Chopra: I believe that it's time to have good representation of the profession at hand. We

are all busy in our practices, but we need to make time to shed light on what is going on our

profession. With a lot of media coverage of our profession, it is important to understand what

we do and how we do it.

euestion: As a leader in the profession, can you please share any other involvement, whether

that is volunteering or mentoring?

Dr. Chopra: I am a regular speaker on injury prevention.at The Running Room and speak to

pregnani and postpartirm women on the importance of chiropractic care. I also have spoken to

classes on what chiropractic care is'

euestion: Can you also share your involvement and experience with other parts of the of the

broader health sYstem?

Dr. Ghopra: I have tried setting up referral practices w]!h_o!n9r health care professionals. lt is
-omething 

that takes time and-effort; but it does pay off. Establishing trust and competency is

very important when building these practices.
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lntroducing the ocA Evidence'based Framework Advisory councit

Dr. Marco De Ciantis (CMCC Graduate and practices in North
York)

Fasf facfs; Dr. Marco De Ciantis has served the North york
area for seven years practicing with his twin Dr. paolo De
Ciantis at Sports Specialist Rehab Centre. Dr. Marco De
Ciantis has an interest in working with both amateur and
professional athletes and provides his services to localfootball,
soccer, and rugby teams regularly as well as both youth and
adult Taekwondo athletes at national competitions. Dr. De
Ciantis also volunteered his services with the 201S pan
Am/ParaPan Am games in Toronto.

Dr. Marco De Ciantis was recognized for his outstanding work with the Patient Care award from
the Ontario Chiropractic Association in 2018. Dr. De Ciantis has worked to build a collaborative
and patient-centred model of care in his career and has attempted to spread this model of care
within his community. Dr. De Ciantis also actively engages his community by volunteering within
hospitals, local social clubs, charity campaigns, and community health initiatives.

Question: Why are you joining the OCA Evidence based Framework Advisory Council?

Dr. De Giantis: I've spent years since graduating in 2012, speaking with colleagues about
potential changes I and we felt could help to steer the profession towards a direction of
unification; unification between all the different "factions" so-to-speak in the various practice
styles found under the chiropractic umbrella. Joining this Advisory Council is, on one level,
putting foot to pavement and actively contributing to such a process. Moreover, this is a journey
to help consolidate allthe practice philosophies in our profession, improving
professional cohesion and enhancing inter-professional collaborations.

Question: As a leader in the profession, can you please share any other involvement, whether
that is volunteering or mentoring others?

Dr. De Ciantis: Last year, ljoined the Toronto-based humanitarian group, Bridge to Health. I

travelled to Uganda back in January/February of this year for two weeks where-l worked in the
field, in isolated villages in rural Uganda with medical doctors, speech pathologists, a dentist,
dental hygienists, researchers, pharmacist and many local support staff deliveiing MSK
(musculo-skeletal) care to individuals who have never received any care, whatsoever.
Furthermore, I and another chiropractor worked, side-by-side, with local clinical officers
(Uganda's version of medical doctors), teaching them how to perform proper histories, physical
and neurological examinations for MSK conditions and how to treat them- On November 4 of
this year, I presented research gained from this experience and previous trips at the American
Public Health Associations (APHA) Conference in Philadelphia. We were the only Canadian
representatives.
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ln my personal practice, I mentor undergraduate (chiropractic, naturopathic, kinesiologist) and

,".ohi"w 1higfi schooij stuJents. My ciinic acts as a co-op learning facility with local high

schools where grade 1|-l2students come in and observe multiple days of the week for hours'

earning credits.-MoreoverJ and other chiropractors at the clinic have established

interpr6fessional networks with various physiatrisls, med.ical doctors, personaltrainers'

pn"rr".irtr (locat Snopplo Otug M."ttj, with orthopaedic surgeons in UHN and with private

i""iriti"i leain & wettndss centrej wheie interprofessional collaborations and rounds occur

every month, bolstering patient-centred health care'

7
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lntroducing the ocA Evidence-based Framework Advisory council

Dr. Peter Emary (New York Chiropractic College graduate and practices in Cambridge)

Fasl facfs; Dr. Peter Emary has served the Cambridge, Ontario
region for 16 years after graduating from the New york
Chiropractic College. Dr. Emary has also received a Master of
Science in Clinical Sciences degree from Bournemouth
University and has a special interest in clinical research and
radiology.

Dr. Emary served as the President of the Waterloo Regional
Chiropractic Society from 2011 to 2013, during which time the
organization was awarded the ontario chiropractic Association,s
Society of the Year award in both 2011 and 2012. Dr. Emary has
also been recognized for his community involvement with the

Rotarian of the Year award in 2005 by the Rotary Glub of Cambridge (preston-Hespeler) of
which he was a member of for 10 years.

Question: Why are you joining the OCA Evidence-based Framework Advisory Council?

Dr. Emary: l've been wanting to get more involved in our profession for years but have often
EqtS9 the time to properly do so. However, I couldn't pass up the chanc'e to be invotved in this
OCA initiative' Aligning the chiropractic profession with the principles of evidence-based
practice is something..l've been wanting to see happen for a very iong time. I'm enthusiastically
looking forward to getting involved and participating in the advisory c-ouncil,

Question: As a leader in the profession, can you please share any other involvement, whether
that is volunteering or mentoring?

Dr. Emary: I served on the Executive Board of the Waterloo Regional Chiropractic Society from
2007 to 2013. I served as President of the Society from 2011 to 2013. I worked with a fantastic
group of Board Members and am proud that we were awarded the OCA's 'Society of the year'
during my two years as president. We built upon the successes of our previous society
Presidents and I am pleased that the Waterloo Regional Chiropractic Society is still as strong
today as ever.

Question: Can you also share your involvement and experience with other parts of the broader
health system?

Dr. Emary: This past year, I started teaching part-time in the chiropractic department at
D'Youville College and am thoroughly enjoying it. I'm teaching a course in evidence-based
p.ractice to third-year students; and am helping them to learn hiqw to critically appraise research
literature and apply it, combined with clinical.experience and patient pretereirc6, to managing an
individual patient. This year I've also started participating in t'he ISAEC program through brJnO
River Hospital. This has been a tremendous experiencelo far and my itinicat skills arl being
greatly enhanced through this program.

8
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We have a really great practice leader and a highly-skilled gfgup of chiropractors on the ISAEC

team here; l'm ex6ited tb see the impact that this program will have, not only in our rogion, but

across Ontario, in terms of streamlining care and reducing referrals for advanced imaging and

spine surgery.

This program is an evidence-based program and is placing Ontario chiropractors on the front

line of primary interdisciplinary spine care.

tn addition to my clinical practice at the Langs Community Health Centre (CHC) in Cambridge,

l,m also fortunate to be working on a Ph.D. at McMaster University. For my thesis, I will be

investigating the impact of chir:opractic integration on opioid use among chronic back pain

patients within the CHC setting.

9



620lntroducing the ocA Evidence-based Framework Advisory councit

Dr, Brian Glebezon: (CMCC graduate and practices in Toronto)

Fasf fiacfs; Dr. Brian Glebezon is a researcher, professor, and Chair
of the Department of Chiropractic Therapeutics at the Canadian
Memorial Chiropractic College in Toronto. Dr. Glebezon was
involved with the College of Chiropractors of Ontario from 2007 to
2016 and the Ontario Chiropractic Association since 2016 where he
currently holds the position of secretary-Treasurer and serves on the
Finance and Audit Committee and the Research Committee

Dr. Gleberzon has a Master of Health sciences from the university of
Sydney and is completing his Ph.D. from the University of New South
Wales. Dr. Gleberzon has practiced in the Toronto area for 30 years.
He has also been recognized for his work in the profession and
received the ocA's Professional service in Research in chiropractic

Award , now known as Researcher of the Year and the OCA's Professional Service awards in
Public Relations Award 2001 and 2008 respectively.

Question: Why are you joining the OCA Evidence-based Framework Advisory Council?

Dr. Gleberzon: I want to ensure the voice of the patient and the voice of the clinician is heard,
not just clinical research. I see it as a three-legged stool; we need to remember all three pillars. I

want to resolve the friction at the researcher-practitioner interface. l'm a non-linear thinker who
wants to deconstruct dogma. I speak truth to power and that is partly why I want to contribute as
a member of the council. l'm not afraid to address difficult conversations.

Question: As a leader in the profession, can you please share any other involvement, whether
that is volunteering or mentoring others?

Dr. Gleberzon: I'm President and a founding member of local CUPE union at CCMC. l'm a
strong advocate for naturaljustice and procedural fairness.

One of the small groups I work with is clinical education, deconstructing guidelines and looking
at its content. I'm an advocate for challenging dogma. lt is how I work and what I am interestel
in. This is the topic of my Ph.D. triangulation to understand what is really fair and just. To the
individual patient, we must be responsible.

There are two areas of research I pioneered. I was the lead author of a study on student
injuries. lnitially, I received a lot resistance; now other professions are starting to publish similar
articles. The second area of research concerns women chiropractors. I surveyed CMCC
women whether they were ever sexually harassed by patients. For women, this is an issue. I

was the first to publish data for the chiropractic profession. lt is an important issue and l'm not
afraid to ask the questions; get the data and publish. We learned that most of the harassment
occurs in the first five years by male patients.

10
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euestion: Can you also share your involvement and experience with other parts of the of the

broader health system?

Dr. Gleberzon: I teach at CIACC and run my practice, which is focused mainly on back pain

and sports injuries; most of my patients are older adults.

I've published many research papers and contributed to various textbooks; I speak at scientific

confbrences globaliy. ln 2008, I designed the Best Food Fonruard program for the Canadian

Chiropractic Associition and presented the program to members of Parliament and senior

advisors of the Public Health Agency of Canada'

LL



lntroducing the OCA Evidence-based Framework Advisory Councit

Sheila Gregory (patient member)

Fast facts: Sheila Gregory has been a chiropractic patient for
more than 30 years. She lives in Newmarket, Ontario.

She has been treated by many different practitioners in the
Greater Toronto Area, and has experienced diverse practice
styles. Sheila started visiting a chiropractor because of neck and
lower back pain experienced at work. She has maintained
consistent and ongoing treatment over the years.

Sheila describes her experience with chiropractors as excellent.
Their care and expertise has helped her reduce pain and maintain an active lifestyle.
Throughout the years, Sheila's chiropractic needs have evolved and changed, therefore making
her an excellent candidate to discuss her diverse set of experiences with chiropractic care.
Sheila is motivated to provide insightful and meaningful input irrto tlre OCA Evidence,Oased
Framework Advisory Council.

Question: Why are you joining the OGA Evidence-based Framework Advisory Council?

Ms. Gregory: When I learned about the Councilfrom OCA, I realized how many chiropractors I

have been treated by over the years (about six or seven) and, for the most part, how much
they've helped me. l've a great respect for chiropractors. l've been exposed to a range of
treatments and think I can offer an understanding of the patient's point of view. My personal
motivation to contribute to the Council is related to my background in physical education and
health promotion/community health.

Question: As our patient member, can you please share any other involvement in chiropractic
or any other organizations, whether that is volunteering for an association or mentoring others?
Specifically, have you served as a patient or representative with other organizations?

Ms. Gregory: I've not been involved in the chiropractic profession or as patient representative
in any other organization. Past volunteer activities include serving as a board director for a
homeless shelter and serving on the executive of my professional association.

Question: Can you also share your involvement and experience with other parts of the of the
broader health system, for example, as a patient or as a health advocate for a family member or
friend?

Ms. Gregory: As a health care advocate for my parents going through the aging process and
the end of their lives, l'm familiar with the excellence and the challenges patients experience
when navigating the health care system. As a former employee of Dying With Dignity Canada
(DWDC), I worked with health care professionals who served as board directors and/or
members of the Physicians Advisory council. My experience at DWDC gave me an
understanding of how, sometimes, health care provider beliefs, professional codes, institutional
policies, and legislative restrictions can be in direct conflict with patients' desires and/or rights.

622
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lntroducing the OCA Evidence-based Framework Advisory Council 623

Dr. Glen M. Harris (cMcc Graduate and practices in mid-town

Toronto)

Fast facts: Dr. Glen M. Harris has been active in the chiropractic sports

.tt" .otrnunity after graduating from the Canadian Memorial

cniropractic cotlege witn nis Doctor of chiropractic and the Royal

College of Chiropractic Sports Sciences (Canada)

Dr. Harris served on the Executive Board of the Royal College of

Chiropractic SPorts Sciences (Canada) from2002to 2016 and is also a

past President of the organizati on from 2010 to 2012. Dr. Harris has

also been the North American (Canada) rePresentative on the

lnternational Federation of SPo rts Chiropractic /F6d6ration

lnternationale de ChiroPratique du Sport (FICS) since 2012

Dr. Harris ls an Assistant Professor at the Canadian Memoria

Chiropractic College in the Division of Clinical Education where he

supervises clinical interns Dr. Harris continues to Practice in Toronto and is the President of

MSK+, a conti nuing education company for chiropractors and allied health Professionals

Question: Why are you joining the OCA Evidence-hased Framework Advisory Council?

Dr. Harris: l,m committed to the advancement of the chiropractic profession. fve served in

leadership positions aiinl national and international levelthrough the Royal Coll.ege of

C[ir"pi".tii Sports S.t"n""t (RCCSS Canada). I have s9rv9d in leadership positions at the

national and internationaL reuel through the lnternational Federation of Sports Chiropractic

lF6d6ration tnternationale de Chiropratique du Sport (FICS).

l've supervised chiropractic interns for twenty years; now this is an opportunity to assist and

serve ihe profession at the provincial level'

Question: As a leader in the profession, €n you please share any other involvement' whether

that is volunteering or mentoring?

Dr. Harris: l,ve been involved with a significant amount of teaching in my clinician_role at the

CMCC. l,ve mentored and supervised Jver forty sets-of interns, ranging in sizes of 7 to 9 interns

;;;;i ln that rote, t supervise fourth-year students for six-month clinical internship rotations at

the South Riverdale clinic where we have an inter-referral process with the clinic's physicians,

nurse practitioners and others. I've been in this role for ten years.

l,ve been a supervisor on student research projects; I also served on the Research Ethics Board

(REB) at CMCC.

l,m proud to volunteer as a member of the host medical services at the canada Games with the

Team ontario men's softball team. For the 2010 Paralympic winter Games, held in Vancouver' I

served in the clinic for the duration of the games so that all athletes had access to healthcare

services. I performed tne same role for th; 2015 Pan American and Para Pan American Games'

held in Greater Toronto Area.

\"_
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Dr. Harris: ln my work with the Canada Games, Vancouver 2010 paralympic and Toronto 201S
Pan Am and Para Pan Am games, I worked in polyclinics with a full range of health
professionals.

ln my private practice, lwork in an integrated multidisciplinary practice, alongside
physiotherapists and registered massage therapists. I have i private compaiy called, MSK+,
which provides continuing education to physicians, nurses and all health professionals,
specifically on manualtherapy, soft tissue, therapeutic exercises and education. The company
has been in operation for 10 years.

624
Question: Can you also share your involvement and experience with other parts of the of the
broader health system?
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625lntroducing the OCA Evidence-based Framework Advisory Council

Dr. Deborah Kopansky-Giles (CMCC graduate working in Greater Toronto Area)

- m Fast facts.'Dr. Deborah Kopansky-Giles, DC, FCCS(C)' FICC.\' 
lHons;, M.Sc., is a Professor at the Canadian Memorial
Chiropractic College (CMCC), an Assistant Professor in the

F

Faculty of Medicine, University of Toronto and a staff chiropractor

at Unity Health Toronto (St. Michael's Hospital), Department of

Family and Community Medicine.

Dr. Kopansky-Giles attained her Fellowship in Chiropractic
Clinical Sciences in 1993 and completed her M.Sc. in 2010. She

has served on the organizing committees for numerous
conferences including, the World Federation of Chiropractic
(wFc) 1Oth Biennial Congress in Montreal (2009) as conference
Co-Chair, the Bone and Joint Decade World Network meetings in

Vietnam (2012), Brazil (2013), London (2014) and Berlin (2017) in

addition to her role as a member of the Health Services Committee, the

Conference in Toronto in 2006 which attracted over 28,000 delegates.
XVI lnternationalAlDS

euestion: Why are you joining the OCA Evidence-based Framework Advisory Council?

Dr. Kopansky-Giles: I've been involved for many years being on the policy/political side for my

profession, inbtuOing nine years on the OCA Board of Directors, six years on the CCA Board

and 1b years on thJWorld Federation of Chiropractic (WFC) as the Canadian representative.

So, I bring provincial, national and international experience to the Council.

As an clinician, educator and researcher, I am motivated to help ensure that our profession is

evidence-based, integrated into the health system and accessible to all Ontarians. I'm driven by

how we can best serve people because I believe it is all about the patient. I want to continue to

bring that perspective to this work. For me, it always comes down to helping people who are

suffering and not about my profession's or my own motivation.

euestion: As a leader in the profession, can you please share any other involvement, whether

that is volunteering or mentoring?

Dr. Kopansky-Giles: I'm highly motivated to advance the profession believe in the importance

of contiibuting to our communities through my work and through volunteerism'

ln 2000, the United Nations declared 2OO0-2010 the Bone and Joint Decade to shine a light on

this global issue and to seek specific attention to those areas. With the UN declaration, the

WoriO Health Organization (WHO) encouraged the development of the international Bone and

Joint Decade (gJO), comprised of expert health professionals working to create an agenda and

build momentum around advocacy for bone and joint conditions. For the past 15 years, l've

been involved in this BJD work - (now known as the Global Alliance for Musculoskeletal Health)

as a member of the lnternational Coordinating Council and on the Executive Committee since

2010. ln that capacity, I've had the privilege of working with global leaders from many

professions and patient organizations. This has enabled me to broaden my perspective

significanly with respect to global health issues and the integral role that chiropractors can have

lo-ally and around the world as primary spine care providers.
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Over the past 35 years, l've had the privilege of being involved in a wide diversity of
organizations (local, provincial, nationaland international), participating on various boards and
committees. As a few examples: a research agenda council for the AIDS Bureau of Canada,
The Ontario HIV Treatment Network,, the Ontario Rehabilitation Council, various Ministry of
Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC) quality committees, the Financial Services Commission
of Ontario Accident Benefits Advisory Committee, the World Spine Care (WSC) Canada board,
the Global Spine Care lnitiative Scientific Secretariat, and many others. Down the road, I am
looking at'retirement' plans for continuing work with WSC with our programs in Botswana, lndia,
Ghana and Dominican Republic.

Question: Can you also share your involvement and experience with other parts of the of the
broader health system?

Dr. Kopansky-Giles: I'm deeply involved in the education of chiropractors and other learners.
As a Professor at CMCC; I supervise our CMCC graduate chiropractic training program at St.
Michael's Hospital. I also teach in the Department of Family and Community Medicine at the
University of Toronto (UoT) where my teaching involves educating family medince learners,
teaching medicalfaculty (faculty development) and also international students in the Global
Health Program.

For four years, I was privileged to co-chair a national working group for the College of Family
Physicians Canada; where we developed teaching and assessment tools for the CanMEDS
Collaborator Role competency. These tools are available open access on the CFPC website for
all health professional educators.

Over the past 15 years, l've been actively engaged in the evolution of our integrative model of
care in family medicine at St. Michael's Hospital. The St. Michael's Hospital program was the
first time in Canada that chiropractors were integrated as clinicians and educators into an
academic health science centre. This program was identified by the federal government as a
exemplar for primary care innovation in 2A12 and by the World Health Organization in 2016 as a
global leading practice. I was honoured to co-lead a national webinar for Canada Human Health
Resources about our model, reaching 65 ministry of health-related organizations across
Canada. Our model of care is team-based and non-hierarchical, patient centred and oontinuing
to evolve through a social determinants of health lens.

The St. Michael's Hospital model continues to evolve in creative ways; chiropractors are fully
integrated team members, collaborating on an innovative primary care team which also includes
dentists, psychologists, legal literacy services, income securig services to help people navigate
the our complex social support system and so forth; structured to minimize barriers to accessing
care, including economic barriers.

I am fortunate to work with the WHO Global Health Workforce, Healthy Ageing and lntegrated,
People-Centred Health Services programs on behalf of the WFC and G-MUSC; to advocate for
priority of musculoskeletal health and to ensure that chiropractors are seen as essential
contributors to the global health workforce and in helping to reduce the burden of spine and
musculoskeletal disorders on people around the worid. 

-

ln the decades since my graduation, I have seen incredible advancement of chiropractic in
Canada and I'm very excited to see this continue to evolve with the good work that chiropractors
do every day in their practices, with the excellent education and research our profession
contributes to and with the leadership that the OCA has given in strengthening chiropractic in
Ontario.
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lntroducing the ocA Evidence-based Framework Advisory council

Dr. Keshena Malik (cMcc Graduate and practices in the Hamilton area)
627

Fasf facts; Dr. Keshena Malik has been in practice for 10.years ln

the Greater Hamilton area in a multidisciplinary, collaborative

cfinicaf setting, including chiropractors, physiotherapists and

registered massage theraPists.

Dr. Malik is an Advanced Practice Provider with the Low Back Pain

n'pion.""ssClinio(formerlylsAEc)Dr.Malikalsocompletedher
fr4rit*r of Science in Rehabititation Sciences from McMaster

University'Dr.MalikisalsotheCo-chairoftheMcMaster
cniiopir"ti" working Group and is a regular guest speaker with

McMaster,s Program for lnterprofessional Practice, Education and

Research. or. nnatir is involved in the ontario chiropractic

Association as a member of the Board of Directors, serving on the

Research Committee, Strategic Planning Task Force and

uofuni""ring as a Chiropractii Educator for the OCA's Community

Engagement and Leadership Program'

Question: Why are you joining the OCA Evidence'based Framework Advisory CounciQ

Dr. Malik: I endorse evidence-based chiropracticcare. I am motivated by and passionate about

disseminating knowredge of this evidence-based framework to our coileagues, stakeholders and

patients, as well 
", "iJing 

in providing an inclusive understanding of this framework in support

bi itt 
"pbri.ation 

to 
"no 

t-n"ping of oul profession'

Question: As a leader in the profession, can you please share any other involvement' whether

that is volunteering or mentoring?

Dr. Malik: For the past six years, I have been involved in mentoring through McMaster

University,s erogram ior tnierproiessional Practice, Education and Research (PIPER) as a guest

speaker, educating students (including medical, physiotherapy, occupationaltherapy, midwifery'

nursing) about tne 
"niiopra"tt 

protesiion. I also volunteer as a group facilitator at

lnterprofessional Educaiion (tpb evenls, which include sessions facilitating students from the

McMaster University i".rityot Health Sciences programs to learn from and about their

colleagues training and scope of practice in each program'

Question: can you also share your involvement and experience with other parts of the of the

broader health sYstem?

Dr. Malik: ln my clinical practice, I have developed referral relationships with allopathic' allied

and complementary ano'alternative health professionals in order to provide the most effective

patient-centred care. i feel it is imperative to understand each profession's scope of practice

while considering patient preferences to ensure the most appropriate care'

ln terms of new approaches to interprofessional practice, in addition to guest speaking at

various lpE events, r aiso naue training in the canadian lnterprofessional Health.collaborative

(ctHc) competency ii"r"*"ir. t t""itn"t interprofessional collaboration should be the

hallmark of every Profession.
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lntroducing the ocA Evidence-based Framework Advisory council 628

lDr. Bernadette Murphy (CMCC Graduate and practices in the
Greater Toronto Area)

Fast facts: Dr. Bernadette Murphy is involved in patient care and
the advancement of the chiropractic profession in both canada and
New Zealand. Dr. Murphy received her BA in Life sciences from
Queen's University and Doctor of chiropractic from the canadian
Memorial chiropractic college before heading to New Zealand to
complete her Master of Science and ph.D. in Human
Neurophysiology from the University of Auckland. \|/hile in New
Zealand, Dr. Murphy was the Director of Research at the New

Zealand College of Chirop ractic and then accepted a lecturesh ip in the Department of Sport and
Exercise Science at the University of Auckland. Dr. Mu rphy developed a Master of Science in
Exercise Rehabilitation at the University of Auckland Throughout this time, Dr. Murphy
maintained a clinical practice.

ln 2008 Dr. Murphy returned to ontario as a faculty member at the University of Ontario lnstitute
of Technology to expand its Bachelor of Health Science degree with a Kinesiology program.

Question: Why are you joining the OCA Evidence-based Framework Advisory Council?
Dr- Murphy: As a clinician, I have a firm commitment to evidence-based practice. As a basic
science researcher, I understand the challenges of running the studies to collect the data to
create the evidence- lt's important to understand that "absence of evidence" is not ',evidence ofa!1e1cd'l bring that dual expertise to my work with the oCA Evidence-based Framework
Advisory Council.

Question: As a leader in the profession, can you please share any other involvement, whether
that is volunteering mentoring?

Dr. Murphy: Over the years, I have mentored a number of chiropractors and future
chiropractors as a research supervisor. Ensuring that the chiropractic profession has clinicians
with strong backgrounds in criticalthinking and interpreting research evidence is an important
part of the profession "coming of age.,,

Question: Can you also share your involvement and experience with other parts of the of the
broader health system?

Dr. Murphy: Over the years, in both Canada and New Zealand,l have taught students from
chiropractic, medicine, nursing, physiology and kinesiology. What always sirikes r" it tn"i,
regardless of discipline, students struggle with the same Concepts. I think that interprofessional
education is an important part of breaking down stereotypes. I am privileged that my work is
recognized globally; I a1 a recipient of the WFC best scientific paper award in 19g5 and 2015. I
was the New Zealand Chiropractor of the Year (2004); I received the 2010 OCA award for most
significant contributions to research; I was honoured witn tne Earl Homewood CMCC
Professorship in 2013 and2014, and the UOIT Research Excellence Award in2014for
excellence in research acknowledged as being of international calibre.
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lntroducing the OCA Evidence'based Framework Advisory Council 629

Dr. Paul Nolet (CMCC graduate and practices in Guelph)

Fast facts: Dr. Paul Nolet has provided chiropractic

services in both Ontario and Harare, Zimbabwe for 36

years and is currently practicing in G-uelph, Ontario' Dr'
-Nlolet's 

practice emphasizes pain relief and functional

restoration within an interprofessional setting in the Ontario

ISAEC program and at Wellington Ortho and Rehab where

he works with chiropractors, physiotherapists, massage

therapists, orthopedic surgeons and a physical medicine

specialist as the Director of Chiropractic Services'

Dr. Paul Nolet received a Master of Science in Sports

Health Science from Life University, a Master of Public

Health in Health studies from Lakehead university, is a Fellow of the Royal college of

Chiropractic Sports, an lnternationally Certified Chiropractic Sports Practitioner, and a non-

.urgi;ar member or tne CinaOlan Spine Society. Dr. Nolet is completing his Ph.D' in Forensic

uelicine from the care and public ilesearch lnstitute at Maastricht University in the

Netherlands. Dr. Nolet's research focuses on the risk factors of back and next pain from the

view of musculosketetat efiOemiology. Dr. Paul Nolet has served on the Board of Directors of

the Canadian Chiropractic Examining Board since 2013'

Question: why are you joining the ocA Evidence'based Framework Advisory counciQ

Dr. Nolet: We've known for a while that many conditions like back pain, neck pain and

headaches for instance, have a large burden of illness on the health system. with our

piofession's growing research andllinical guideline initiatives that showthat many of the

ireatments cniropra6tors do to be effectiveior the treatment of many musculoskeletal

conditions, it is time for the profession to move toward playing a more significant role in the

provinces health system. I would like to be involved in moving our profession in that direction.

Question: As a leader in the profession, can you please share any other involvement, whether

that is volunteering for a sports team or mentoring others?

Dr. Nolet: Early in my chiropractic career, I practiced foralmost five years in Harare, Zimbabwe'

ipraciiceo in one of t'he main medical centres and was able to spend time observing surgery

with orthopaedic and neurosurgeons. I was also able to get involved in the local community' I

understand culturally r"nritiuity" and the complexity of what is in front of you. I joined another

Canadian chiropracior and his family and we practiced together.

Question: can you also share your involvement and experience with other parts of the of the

broader health system, for example, teaching, establishing referral practices with other health

professionals or new approaches to interprofessional practice?

Dr. Nolet: I volunteered for several years on a committee with the Waterloo Wellington Local

Health lntegration t tetworX (LHIN). For the last few years, I chaired the Health Professions

Advisory Committee and was able to get a glimpse_ of what the health system has to provide for

Ontarians. I was involved in the pan Am gJmes 2015, supporting cyclists; I've also worked at

the pre-pan American games at both the national and international levels.
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I completed my Master of Public Health on neck injuries in car accidents. My thesis was
completed at Toronto _Western Hospital at the Centre for Research Expertisl for lmproved
Disability Outcomes (CREIDO) that was funded by the WStB.

When I am not practicing, I am working on my Ph.D. in Forensic Medicine through Maastricht
University. I have been able to publish my research in journals such as physicaiMedicine and
Rehabilitation, European Spine Journaland The Spine Journal. I've published 15 articles and
counting.
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631lntroducing the OCA Evidence-based Framework Advisory Council

Dr. Antonio "Tony" Ottaviano (Life University graduate and

practices in the Niagara area)

Fast facts: Dr. Antonio Ottaviano received his Doctor of
Chiropractic from Life University and has been involved in the
chiropractic profession in Ontario for much of his career. Dr.

Ottaviano has contributed content for orienting new graduates to

OCA materials, organized chiropractic seminars in the Niagara

area, and is a former President of the Niagara Chiropractic Society'

Dr. Ottaviano has practiced in both Alberta and Ontario and has

been servicing the St. Catherine's region for the last 36 years, the

last 10 of which he has been joined by his son. Dr. Antonio
Ottaviano was actively involved with local Soccer clubs and was the

coach for a team for many years.

Question: Why are you joining the OCA Evidence based Framework Advisory Council?

Dr. Ottaviano: My personal motivation for volunteering for the Advisory Council is my concern

about some of the disturbing trends being propagated by members of our own profession that

are taking hold in our profession both outside Canada and most recently within Canada and our

province.

Specifically:

1. The trend in Britain and Australia of prohibiting chiropractors from adjusting children and,

closer to home, the recent moratorium by the British Columbia College of Chiropractors
prohibiting the adjusting of children below the age of two.

2. The trend of dispiraging and discouraging the use of x-ray in the overall assessment of a

chiropractic patient
3. The trend toward the abandonment of the term subluxation and minimizing the essence of

our care, the chiropractic adjustment and its effect on the nervous system'
4. The trend toward minimizing and disparaging the second and third pillars of the evidence-

based practice framework which are clinical expertise and patient values and preferences

over the first pillar, best available evidence.
S. The trend toward members of our profession disparaging fellow members in the press

versus dealing the issue amongst ourselves.

I'm entering my 40th year in practice. Having practiced for that period of time and having seen

changes in patients' health and wellbeing that could not always be backed up by a double-blind

controlled study, I am concerned that a strictly evidence-based first-tier agenda to determine

what chiropractors can and can't do undermines what I have witnessed firsthand in patients.

Research should be directed towards understanding why we see the results we do and how we

can improve on those outcomes further. I understand that making outlandish claims is damaging

to the profession in the public's eye; but by the same token we cannot look to push for

regulaiory castration of our services because research may not have caught up with what I have

seen impiove in my patients with a regular program of chiropractic care, which has at its core

the spinal adjustment.
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My goal is that, with respectfuldiscussion, we can forge a clear plan forward that incorporates
the evidence- based framework to strengthen and empower our profession, not weaken it for
the future generation of chiropractors in our province.

Question: As a leader in the profession, can you please share any other involvement, whether
that is volunteering or mentoring?

Dr. Ottaviano: ln the past, I served as president of the Niagara Chiropractic Society for two
terms, at which time my focus was on bringing together the members in our district, regardless
of their practice styles or philosophical leanings. My personal approach was, "what can I do to
help my fellow chiropractors become more successful in practice and provide better care for our
patients?" I organized diverse monthly speakers for our luncheon meeting, as well as quarterly
evening seminars, bringing in high-profile speakers in our profession with the goal of
empowering the members with speakers on science, philosophy and art, including practice
management, technique, x-ray and motivation. Those seminars were attended by over 100
chiropractors and staff and were extremely well received.

I was involved with the James Carter Associates practice management program as a lecturer
and also served in helping members in the assessment of their practices and the incorporation
of practice management procedures and staff training. I was on the executive of a minor soccer
association in our city and coached a competitive boys' team for 10 years, travelling across
Canada the U.S. and Europe for competitive showcase tournaments.
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lntroducing the OCA Evidence-based Framework Advisory Council 633

Dr. Rod Overton (CMCC Graduate and practices in the London

area)

Fast facts: Dr. Rod Overton has been serving the London area

for 27 years with a wide variety of techniques and is actively

involved with the community as a guest speaker with various
groups, businesses, and schools. Dr. Overton has studied many

chiropractic adjusting techniques over his career, including

diversified, Talsky tonal technique, MC2, and has most recently

been witnessing great changes with OTZ chiropractic technique.

Dr. Overton's activities have been recognized by the Ontario

Chiropractic Association for his work with the Professional Service

Award in Public Relations in2011.

Question: Why are you joining the OCA Evidence-based Framework Advisory Councif?

Dr. Overton: I had no idea what chiropractic was really about when I started chiropractic

college. A good friend of ours was a chiropractor and he helped our family with some injuries.

He was a kind and gentle man with a strong passion for what he was doing. When he

suggested that I should become a chiropractor, I thought that it seemed like a good way to help

people and make a living. I didn't know that it would change my life.

I was shocked when I began to learn how much your health could benefit through chiropractic

care. During my teens, I suffered with a seemingly endless series of colds. Mononucleosis,

strep throat and pneumonia were an unpleasant part of my university experience. When I

staried receiving regular chiropractic care, I stopped getting sick all the time. I still suffered the

occasional cold but not nearly as often as before. Even more importantly, I began to realize that
my new profession offered me a brand new perspective on health, and how the body works.

I hope that the work of the council will have a great effect on how the public, the government

and industry, perceives the chiropractic profession. That makes it extremely important and l'm

excited to be a part of that."

Question: As a leader in the profession, can you please share any other involvement, whether

that is volunteering or mentoring others?

Dr. Overton: I organize chiropractic events and run a volunteer chiropractic clinic at the

Salvation Army Centre of Hope that has operated for eight years. l've also given back to the

chiropractic profession as the president of the London Chiropractic Society from 1994 to 1995,

as well as from 2008 to 2012.
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Question: Can you also share your involvement and experience with other parts of the of the
broader health system?

Dr. Overton: I really enjoy being involved in organizing chiropractic events and bringing various
speakers to London. I served as president of the London Chiropractic Society in 1994/1995 and
from 2008 -2012.1 have inspired and educated many people through presentations on various
health-related topics, at many schools, organizations and businesses. I've run a volunteer
chiropractic clinic for people in need at the Salvation Army Centre of Hope since 201 1. I'm
proud that more than 20 chiropractors have been involved with the Salvation Army Centre of
Hope clinic over the years.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel
*Note Address Change

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
59 Hayden St., Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFI DENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notifo me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Ontario Chiropractic Association (OCA) <OCA@chiropractic.on'ca>

Sent: Monday, March 29,2O2L 11:39 AM
To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>
Subject: lmportant: Last day to vote in CCO elections

lmportant: Last Day to Vote in GCO Elections

Ontario
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lmportant: Last day to vote in CGO elections

District 4 | District 5 | District 7

"There's no such thing as a vote that doesn't matter."

- Barack Obama, former president of the United Sfafes

We congratulate all candidates running for the Colleqe of Chiropractors of

Ontario (CCO)'s 2021 Election.

Elections to CCO Council are being held in Districts 1, 4 and 5 and

byelections are being held in Districts 4 and 7. Eligible voters in each district

should have received an email to vote, with voting instructions and a link to an

electronic ballot with the candidates in their district. Voting closes today,

Monday, March 29,2021at 4 p.m. (EST).

Please find the list of candidates by district here. On each district page, you'll

find a list of candidates with links to their biographical information.

ln District 1, congratulations to Dr. Angelo Santin who was elected by

acclamation.

2
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640District 4: Gentral

Two CCO Council positions are available. Click here to access all candidates'

bioq raph ical statements.

Dr. Kyle Grice

o Click here for Dr. Grice's biographical statement

o Click here or watch below for a message from Dr. Grice

a

a

a

Dr. Barbara Smith

o Click here for Dr. Smith's biographical statement

Dr. Julia Viscomi

o Click here for Dr. Viscomi's bioqraphical statement

o Click here or watch below for a message from Dr. Viscomi

3
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You can a/so yisff Dr. Viscomi's profile here

Dr. Adam Wade

o Click here for Dr. Wade's bioqraphical statement

District 5: Central West

One CCO Council position is available Click here to e all candidates'

biog raph ical statements.

Dr. Dennis Mizel

o Click here for Dr. Mizel's biographical statement

o Click here or watch below for a message from Dr. Mizel

a

a
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Re-elect Dr. Dennis Mizel: tntegrity, ability to delegate, communication, self'

awareness, g ratitude, i nfl uence, e m pathy respect, co u rage

Dr. John Riva

" Click here for Dr. Riva's biographical statement

o Click here or watch below for a message from Dr. Riva

a

5
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Here is a link to a shorl reminder video regarding the elections in District 5. I
encourage everyone to share this link with their networks!

District 7: Academic

One CCO Council position is available Click here to all candidates'

hical statem

Dr. Chadwick Chung

o Click here for Dr. Chung's biographical statement

Dr. Jarrod Goldin

o Click here for Dr. Goldin's bioqraphical statement

a
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Click here for CCO Elections - March 2021 644

The OCA's mission is to serve our members and the public by advancing the understanding and use of

chiropractic care. To achieve this mission, we deliver a range of programs, services and initiatives to help

our members and partners deliver quality patient care and improve Ontario's health care system. Visit

our website at https:/ /chiropractic.on.ca/.

oc@@
We're here for you:

Contact us via your Self-Serve Member Portal or

Tel : 4 r 6-86o -oozo (local) | t- 8zz - 3zz -zz7 3 (toll-free)

Email : oca@chiropractic.on.ca

Our mailing address is:

Ontario Chiropractic Association

7o University Avenue, Suite zor

Toronto, ON MSJ zM+

Canada

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:
Attachments:

Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B

Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
59 Hayden St., Suite 800

Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7

Tel: (416)922-6355 ext. 1-11

Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CON FI DENTIALITY WARNI NG :

This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the

person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have

received this e-mail in error, please notifli me immediately by reply e-mailand delete allcopies including

any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you'

Begin forwarded message

From: Leslie Verville <Leslie.Verville@ontariotechu'ca>

Date: March 25,2O2L at 8:1"3:33 PM EDT

To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>, "CCo.info" <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Cc: Carolina Cancelliere <Carolina.Cancelliere@ontariotechu.ca>, ldp.rhcc@sasktel.net

Subject: CCGI Stakeholder RePort

Dear Ms. Jo-Ann Wilson and Dr. Dennis Mizel,

Please find attached our bi-annual stakeholder report for September 2O2O

Thank you very much for your past and future commitment to the CCGI. Please do not

hesitate to contact me or Carol if you have any questions, or require further

information.

Yours sincerely,

Dr. David Peeace, DC

Chair, Guideline Steering Committee
Canadian Chiropractic Guideline lnitiative (CCGI)

1



Dr. CarolCancelliere, DC, MPH, PhD

CCGI Project Lead

CCRF Research Chair in Knowledge Translation
Faculty of Health Sciences

Ontario Tech University
Centre for Disability Prevention and Rehabilitation at Ontario Tech University and CMCC

646

Leslie Verville MHSc
Research Project Manager - Faculty of Health Sciences
Canadian Chiropractic Guideline lnitiative (CCGI)
Centre for Disability Prevention and Rehabilitation
Ontario Tech University
905.721.8668
leslie.verville@uoit.ca
ontariotechu.ca

Ontario Tech University is the brand name used to refer to the University of Ontario lnstitute of Technology.

Ontario Tech University acknowledges the lands and people of the Mississaugas of Scugog lsland First Nation. We are
thankful to be welcomed on these lands in friendship. The lands we are situated on are Covlred under the Williams Treaties
and the traditional ierritory of the Mississauga, a branch of the great Anishinaabeg Nation, including Algonquin, Ojibway,
Odawa and Pottawatomi. These lands remain home to a number of lndigenous nations and people.

2
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A message from the Chair & Project Lead 648
One year into the pandemic, if COVID-19 has taught us anything, it is the
importance of evidence and evidence-based practice skills in our clinical
decision-making. COVID-L9 has emphasized the value of lifelong learning,
of adjusting our ways and practices as new knowledge emerges. We have
expected our leaders to keep abreast ofthe evidence and make evidence-
based decisions on our behalf. With the vaccine rollout, we demanded
evidence of safety and effectiveness from rigorously conducted trials. We
have not been satisfied with anecdotes, smallstudies or biased research.
Our patients expect no different from our profession - to provide them
with safe and effective treatment and/or guidc thcm to safc and effective
options. They expect us to deliver knowledge of high-quality evidence.
Even though they may present with specific beliefs about their health issues and expectations, we have a role to play in
re-shaping those to bring them in line with current knowledge. Patients deserve the best care. lt is the chiropractor's
duty Lu pruvide it, and it ls our mlsslon to facllltate this.

Since our last report, we have continued with developing guidelines, the evidence base to inform them, and tools to
help chiropractors and patients use best-practice recommendations. We hope you enjoy reading about some of the
work we have highlighted in this report.

Thank you for continuing to support us during this most challenging year. Please do not hesitate to contact us for more
information.

Yours Truly,

David Peeace, DC

Chair, Guidelines Steering Committee
CarolCancelliere, DC, MPH, PhD
Project Lead

CCRF Research Chair in Knowledge Translation
Faculty of Health Sciences, Ontario Tech University
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CCGI Research Team 649

Hainan Yu MBBS, MSc

Research Project Manager -
Guidelines

Leslie Verville MHSc

Research Project Manager -
Knowledge Translation

Jessica Wong BSc, DC, MPH, FCCS(C)

PhD (candidate)

Research Associate

Gaelan Connell BHK, DC, MRSc

Knowledge Broker
Heather Shearer DC, MSc, FCCS(C)

PhD (candidate)

Research Associate

Poonam Cardoso BHSc, PMP

Finance OfficerDanielle Southerst DC, FCCS(C)

Research Associate

Anne Taylor-VaiseY MLS

Research Associate,

Health Sciences Librarian
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New Guidelines 650
Two new guidelines will be published soon regarding the management of shoulder pain and lumbar spinal stenosis. We
will update our clinician summaries and patient handouts to reflect the updated evidence thereafter.

Post-surgical Rehabilitation for Low Back pain
The rate of surgical procedures for treating low back and leg pain is increasing in Europe, North America, and Asia. These
patients may require post-surgicalrehabilitation; however,little is known aboutthe effectiveness of these rehabilitative
interventions' With joint funding by Eurospine, we have been working on a systematic review and meta-analysis to
understand the effectiveness and safety of post-surgical rehabilitation interventions for adults with low back and leg pain
treated surgically. We have also systematically reviewed qualitative studies to understand the experiences of patients,
healthcare providers, caregivers or others involved with the rehabilitation. This review will guide researchers, clinicians,
patients and other decision makers to improve outcomes in this population. We presented some results during a CCA
webinar on March 4,2021,. Ourfull protocolcan be accessed here.

Rehabilitative Management of Back Pain in Children
Back pain begins early in life with physical, mental and social consequences
(school-related, sporting activities, general physical activity, and well-being)
that extend into adulthood. we have been working on a systematic review and
meta-analysis to synthesise the evidence regarding effective, cost-effective
and safe rehabilitation interventions for children with back pain to improve
their functioning and other health outcomes. Findings from this mixed studies
review will facilitate our understanding of a wide range of rehabilitation
interventions for children with back pain. our full protocol can be accessed
here.

Photo byAd€m Kniaz on Unsplash

Exploring clinicians' experiences and perceptions about knowledge development
lnvolving clinicians in developing evidence-based tools for clinical practice may result in increased uptake and improved
patient outcomes, We developed a care pathway for the management of shoulder pain with clinician input. We then
conducted a qualitative study to explore their experiences and perceptions about knowledge development. This work will
help us to improve our processes in co-developing practice tools with clinicians. We also submitted our work for
publication to facilitate the science of integrated knowledge translation - a strategy for accelerating the uptake and impact
of research.

Exercises for Pregnant Women with Low Back pain
We are working with CMCC faculty and students to develop an evidence-
based exercise module for pregnant women with low back pain. our exercise
videos and forms are widely accessed, and we are pleased to add modules.

Photo bytre€*ocks.org from Pexels
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Patient Handouts
we developed two new patient handouts regarding osteoporosis, and knee

pain and mobility impairments. These are user-friendly resources that

patients can refer to regarding a range of conditions relevant to the

chiropractic scope of practice. They can also be used to support the dialogue

between clinicians and patients. For more patient handouts visit the

guidelines section of our website by clicking here.

Continuing Education for Clinicians
We are developing an up-to-date, evidence-based continuing education module on detecting pathology in people with

back pain. Stay tuned...

Publications
To check our growing list of publications, please visit the publications page on our website: https://www.ccgi-

resea rch.com/pu bl ications.

please visit our website to access all of our latest resources and projects

Our YouTube videos now have more than 450,000 views!

2,L90+
YouTube

subscribers

880+
Twitter

followers

1100+
Facebook
members

For more information about the CCGI and any of our initiatives, please contact us

at co ccsi@chiro .ca
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CONFI DENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attatnments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other

distribution, copying or disclosure is stricfly prohibited. tt you nave received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy' Thank you'

Begin forwarded message:

From: CCPA <admin@ccPaonline.ca>
Subject: CCPA Communiqu6
Date: February 24,2021at 10:10:55 AM EST

To: bruce@nSpower.ca
Reply-To: admin@ccPaonline'ca
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ASSOCIATION
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POST
WISELY

Dr. Dean J. Wright

You have heard us talk about this
before, however, it warrants
further discussion. Be very - and
I mean very - aware of what you
post on social media. Social
media allows us to stay
connected with our friends,
colleagues, and patients. This is
a great thing, especially
considering the times that we
currently find ourselves in. What
you share matters! lt can have a
dramatic impact on your life and
your practice.

You must remember, you will
always be evaluated on the basis
that you are a regulated health
professional, even lf you think
you are operating in your own
"personaltime". This is the
blessing and the curse of being a
regulated provider; your position
and status comes with
responsibility. ls it fair? Maybe
not, however, it is the reality of
the world in which we currently
live.

Unless you are looking for conflict
and a great deal of stress, do not
post information that might put
you at odds with your regulatory
obligations.

2



Recently, some practitioners
posted information on a group
chat they thought was restricted
and private. I think the
practitioners felt the posts were
innocuous and that the group
was a "safe zone". For a few
reasons that was not the case,
and subsequently these
practitioners found themselves in
a conflict position with the
provincial regulator. While the
facts and circumstance could be
disputed, what cannot be
contested is that this caused a
great deal of anguish and strain
for these colleagues, who
believed their actions contained
no malfeasance or illwill.

654

I am not advising you to stop
using social media. Rather, I am
imploring you to adopt the
strategy: think once, think twice
and quite possibly think a third
time before you post something
on social media. Always operate
under the assumption that
anything posted digitally is visible
to everyone. Do not imagine for a
moment that the groups you have
joined are completely restricted,
private or safe.

OUCH File 02.2021: Sometimes, Less Really is More

ln the latest installment of the OUCH Files, a DC finds out why it's crucial to
take the time to re-evaluate a strange patient situation, dig deeper, and
carefully consider each treatment. Click here to read more.

Your member portal has a new look!

We've made a few changes to
the CCPA member portal, making
it cleaner and more user friendly.
We've tidied up our navigation
menus and created a more

3



consistent layout so you can
easily find all the continuing
education resources, self-serve
membership options and other
helpful information that the
member portal has to offer. Click
here to check it out, or go
to www.ccpaonline.ca, click "Sign
in" on the top right corner, then
enter your email and password.
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Our records indicate you prefer receiving correspondence in English. To update your communication
preferences please contact us at admin@ccpaonline.ca.

CCPA: 802 The Queensway, Etobicoke, ON M8Z 1N5
admin@ccoaonline.ca, 416-781-5656, (TF) 800-668-2076

Click here to change your subscription preferences.

Copyright @202l Canadian Chiropractic Protective Association, all rights reserved
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Ministry of Health
Ministry of Long-Term Gare

Health Workforce Regulatory
Oversight Branch

438 University Avenue, 1 os floor
Toronto ON MsG 2K8

Telephone: 437-219-4602

lo:

Subject:

Date:

ITEM 4.1.47

Ministdre de la Sant6
Ministdre des Soins de longue dur6e

Direction de la surveillance 169lementaire relative
aux rsssources humaines dans le domaine do la
sant6

Ontario@

656

438 avenue University, 10e etage
Toronto ON M5G 2K8

Telephone: 437-219-4602

Health Regulatory College Registrars/Executive Directors

Consultation on Proposed Exemptions Under the Polrce Record Checks
Reform Act,2015

March 1,2021

I am writing to provide you with information about a review of the Exemptions regulation
made under lhe Police Record Checks Reform Act.2015 (PRCRA), which was
communicated to you in December 2020.

The PRCRA sets out standards to govern how police record checks are conducted and

disclosed in Ontario. The Exemptions requlation (O. Req. 347118). grants temporary
exemptions to requests for a police record check that are made for a variety of
purposes, including for the purpose of screening individuals for positions in certain

sectors. These temporary exemptions will expire on July 1,2021'

A consultation document has been posted on the Ontario Requlatorv Registrv to seek
input on the development of a framework for permanent exemptions to the PRCRA that

would replace the temporary exemptions on July 1 ,2021. Your valuable feedback on

how the approach may affect your organization and sector is appreciated. The
consultation will be open until Friday, March 12,2021.

lf you have any questions, please don't hesitate to contact Monica Shamsoun
(mon ica.shamsoun@ontario.ca).

Thank you for your continued support.

A
Allison Henry
Director



3t12t2021 Regulatory Registry - Public comment

Your comments will be sent directly to the organization
responsible for this posting.

E-mail
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Tracking Number;

Ministry:

Instrument Type:

Published:

Comments Due:

Subiect:

First Name

Last Name

Organization

Address

City

Province

Postal Code

Telephone

E-mail

Cc:

Comment:

Contact Information
You will only be contacted if the Ministry requires a clarification of your comment. Your contact

information will not be used for any other purpose.

The handling of all personal information by Government of Ontario organizations is governed by the

Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA).
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Ministry of the Solicitor General

Regulation - LGIC

February 70,2021

March L2,202L

Police Record Checks Reform Act, Exemptions Proposal

Joel

Friedman

College of Chiropractors of C

59 Hayden Street, Suite 800

Toronto

ON

M4Y OE7

4164646066

jfriedman@cco.on.ca

Thank you fon the oppontunity to provide feedback on
this consultation.

The Cotlege of Chiropnactot's of Ontario (CCO) is one of
the 28 professional health negulatons under the
Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 (RHPA), whose
mandate is to negulate the pnofession in the public
interest. This mandate includes registening applicants
who have met the standards for entny to the profession.
Once an applicant has been negistered, they will be

Attached Document (PDF'
Microsoft Word or text):

Choose File No file chosen

Please Note: All comments and submissions received will become part of
the public record. You will not receive a formal response to your comment,

https://www.ontariocanada.com/registry/mail.do?action=displayComment

#

/2

1t2
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however, relevant comments received as part of the public participation
process for this proposal will be considered by the decision maker for this
proposal.

Please do not put any personal information in the comment box as this
will prevent your comment from being viewed by others.

Send
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Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on this consultation

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) is one of the 28 professional health regulators under the

Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 (RHPA), whose mandate is to regulate the profession in the

public interest. This mandate includes registering applicants who have met the standards for entry to

the profession. Once an applicant has been registered, they will be authorized to work as a chiropractor

in the province of Ontario. One of the requirements for registration is for an applicant to provide CCO

with a Canadian Police lnformation (CPIC)Vulnerable Sector (VS) Check'

Chiropractors are primary care providers who are authorized to use the "Doctor" title and communicate

a diagnosis within the scope of practice, and provide care in a multitude of settings, including: solo

practices, multidisciplinary clinics, hospitals, rehabilitation centres, and mobile clinics. Chiropractors

provide care to patients of all ages, from young children to the elderly, with a wide variety of health

conditions, who often are in vulnerable and dependent positions.

As primary health care providers, chiropractors are in positions of authority and trust over their

patients. CCO standards of practice require chiropractors to maintain that position of trust in all aspects

of practice, including obtaining informed consent, performing consultations, examinations and

treatments consistent with the standards, achieving and maintaining clinical competency in any

diagnosis or therapeutic procedure, keeping accurate and current records, maintaining the privacy and

confidentiality of personal health information of patients, and using accurate and verifiable information

in advertising and representations to the public.

Because chiropractors are in positions of trust and authority, CCO is requesting that applicants for

membership with CCO are able to obtain CPIC VS screenings from police throughout Ontario. Several

other Ontario health regulatory colleges have adopted this practice, and CCO has received legal advice

that the cplc vs is the most comprehensive search available for screening applicants.

Thank you for your consideration of this feedback.
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Amendments to the PCH: Routine and Repeat Imaging

Februory g, 2021(https://www.chirobc.com/202 tlo2logll L:30 pm News (https://www.chirobc'com/cotegory/news/)

on Februo ry 4,202t, the college Boord opproved omendments to the Professionol

conduct Hondbook (PCH) Port 2, Port 15 ond Appendix L regording diognostic imoging'

These omendments stote thot "Routine or repeot X-roys used os q regulor protocol

during the evoluotion ond diognosis of potients ore not clinicolly iustified."

View the omendments to the PCH Port 2, Port 15 ond Appendix

L: https:/lwrnyw.chirob c.com/omended-poges-from-ccbc-professionol-conduct-hondbook-

februory-212;/ (https://www.chirob c.com/omended-poges-from-ccbc-professionol-

con duct- hon dbook- f ebruory -2021n.

View the revised pcH in its entirety: https://www.chirobc.com/ccbc-professionol-conduct-

hondbook-februory -ZOZtl. (https://www.chirobc.com/ccbc-professionol-conduct-

hond book-februo rY -2O2Lll

The College recognizes the importonce of X-roy os o tool of which chiroproctors ore

competent to opply ond interpret, ond supports the use of rodiogrophy by chiroproctors

where oppropriote. The opplicotion of rodiogrophy is not without risk ond therefore, must

be corefully considered. Note the following omendments to Port 15 Diognostic lmoging:

L5.1 A chiroProctor moY

(o) opPlY X-roYs to o Potient, or

https://www'chirobc.com/amendments-to-the-pch-routine-and-repeat-imaging/

T
1t5
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(b) issue on outhorizotion or instruction for ono{hqrSgfgangpcqnpldtdgls to o potient,
including X-roys for the purpose of computeri

only if the opplicotion of X-roys is indicqted

oe@oe
(I)

694

COLLEGE OF

CHIROPRACTORS
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

q Seorch

o Dnvstcol

exqminotion thqt identifies serious pothology or clinicol reosons to suspect serious
pothology.

75.2 Routine or repeot X-roys used os o regulor protocol during the evoluotion
ond diognosis of potients qre not clinicolly justified. This includes

(o) X-roys to screen for spinol onomolies or serious pothology in the obsence of ony
clinicol indicotion,

(b) X-roys to diognose or re-ossess spinol conditions in the obsence of ony clinicol
indicqtion, ond

(c) X-roys to conduct biomechonicql onolysis or listings to identify spinol dysfunction,
whether colled subluxqtion, fixotion or by ony other term.

ln developing these policy omendments, the Boord considered the reseorch review of the
clinicol utility of routine spinol rodiogrophs from Ontorio Tech University's ropid review
(https://chiromt.biomedcentrol.com/orticles/10.1186/s12998-020-00323-B) thot did not
recommend the clinicol routine use of rodiogrophs for repeot evoluotion of the structure
ond function of the spine, ond the onolysis of feedbock from the September 2020 public
consr-rltotion.

lf you hove ony questions or concerns, pleose emoil registror@chirobc.com
(moilto:reg istror@chirobc.com).

SHARE

o ot

TATEST NEWS

t
2t5https://www.chirobc.com/amendments-to-the-pch-routine-and-repeat-imaging/
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BC Board Vote to Ban X-rays Not
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NEWS STAFF

Registrar is Struggling to Present a United Front Among a
Deeply Divided Board

The vote by the College of Chiropractors of British Columbia (CCBC) thal

recently banned the use of radiographs for the evaluation and

assessment of vertebral subluxation was highly contentious according to

reports from those present during the meeting.

ln fact, if il were not for the non-chiropractic lay people on the board, the

motion would not have passed. The following was the vote tally according to people who were present for

the virtual meeting:

Voied for the Ban:

Ms. Susan Powell

Mr. Ken M. Kramer Q.C. Vice-Chair

Mr. Golin Bennett
Amarpaul (Paul) Dhaliwal DG

Stephen Mogatas DC

Jennifer Forbes DC

Johnny Suchdev Board Chair DC

Voted Against lhe Ban

Aruin Bahri DC

Travis Morgan DG

Shannon Patterson DC

Chris Anderson DG

Making the ridiculous decision to ban x-rays for vertebral subluxation analysis and management even more

absurd is the fact that these three lay people did not have the common sense nor the ethical and moral

wherewithal to admit that they know nothing about radiology nor that lhey know anything about the

managemenl of vertebral subluxation and abstain trom the vote.

How did they not have the sense to do that?

lo suggest with a straight face that an attorney specializing in estates and trusts, a social worker and a

retired accountant should have any role in deciding the standard of care for a licensed clinical specialty

that takes years to earn a degree in is absurd.

Yet that is just what these folks did.

Adding to the lay people who voted for the ban are the chiropractors:

Amarpaul (Paul) Dhaliwal DC

Stephen Mogatas Dc

A
ugJ
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Jennifer Forbes DC

Johnny Suchdev Board Ghair DC

Dhaliwal is a graduate of Western States Chiropractic College which is well known for supporting the

move of chiropractic into the practice of medicine with the addition of drugs to the scope. Western States

has also never embraced the concept of vertebral subluxation management.

Despite the CCBC position that its acting on evidence in its decisions, Dhaliwal's website is chock full of
procedures and interventions that do not meet the standard the Board has set.

CLICK HERE to review his website

Slephen Mogatas has already been the subject of an investigation into his practices based on his website.

CLICK HERE ior that review

Mogatas is a graduate of Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College (CMCC) and CMCC is well know as

an institution that denigrates the practice of subluxation management.

CLICK HERE for more on that: President of Canadian Memorial Calls Subluxation Chiropractors the

"Gangrenous Arm" of the Chiropractic Profession

Besides serving on the CCBC, Jennifer Forbes DG also serues as the Vice Chair for the Board of
Trusteas at Unlverslty of western states chlropractlc college. Her clinic's websjte is another treasure

trove of vlolatlons of the very policies of UCBC Board.

CLICK HERE to review her websile

Rounding out this group of "do as I say not as I do" board members is the GGBC Board Chair himselt:

Johnny Suchdev DC, who was the subject of an earljer investigation into practices that violated the Board

rules.

CLICK HERE to review that investigation

Suchdev is also a Graduate ofWestern States Chiropractic College. We reached out to Suchdev to ask

about his vote but he has nol responded.

ls it a coincidence that all three members of the board who are Western States graduates (including one

who is Western's Vice Chair) voted to ban x-ray for the analysis and management of vertebral

subluxation /

The Chronicle reached oul to the lay persons on the board and asked them why they did not abstain irom

voling on such a highly specialized and technical issue with such serious implications for public health.

Mlchelle Da Roza, lhe Board's Reglslrar, responded informlng us that the board members are not

allowed to speak publicly and must refer all questions to her.

"CCBC Board Members speak with one voice, the voice of the Board, regardless of how they vote

on any particular matter."

Da Roza also stated:

"While public appointed individuals may not have a level of understanding of the profession such
thal a chiropractor would, their role is to reflect the public thai they serve. Further, information is
prepared for all Board Members who have an obligation to ask questions and request additional
information if they feel they do not have enough to make an informed decision",

So the CCBC rationale for allowing lay persons to cast the deciding voles on such a technical issue is that

lhey were given "further information" and were able to "ask questions".

We can do away with all National Board exams then since lhe only knowledge required for clinical expertise

is lo be given some information and ask some questions.

That Da Roza put this nonsense in writing without giving it a second thought is further evidence of how

screwed up this Board is in terms of its judgement.

Since the news of the ban became public the chiropractic profession has erupted in outrage. Nearly 4000

individuals have signed a peiition expressing that outrage and lhere is a fundraising effort underway for

legal action which includes filing for an injunction against the board.

CLICK HERE for the petition

The CCBC is no stranger to controversy having adopted APPENDIX N just a few years ago.
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CllQKHEREforthatstory CHIROFUTURES MALPRACTICE INSURANCE
PROGRAM

And then in 2019 the CCBC went afler the care of pregnant women by adding more nonsense 10 their

APPENDIX N efficacy claims policy falsely claiming:

Due to the absence of acceptable evidence supporting such claims, registrants must NOT represent

to patients or the public that chiropractic:

(c) has any bGncficial cffcct on fctal dcv.lopmcni or position such oo: btoooh/broooh turning ol
position and intrauterine/in utero constraint,
(d) has any beneficial effect on labour or birth such as: easier or shorter labour, preventing the need

for medical intorventions and preyenting premature or traumatic birth.
(e) has any beneficial effect on hormone function or postpartum depression.

CLICK HERE for that story

Ultimately what is battling out in Canada is a microcosm of the larger issues being fought within the

profession. The controlling faction of the proiession, which has complete control over the educational,

licensing and regulatory functions of lhe entire profession has been working hard to lirnit chiropractic to

the treatment of a narrow range of musculoskeletal disorders lhrough joint cavitation.

One of their tactics relative to regulalory boards is to fill the lay positions with people who they are friendly

with and then f6ed them information to get them to vote their way thereby controlling the boards.

That taclic is working well for them in British Columbia.
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X-Ray Debacle in Canada Heats UP -

lnjunction Lawsuit Filed Against College
of Chiropractors of British Columbia
Saturday. March 20, 2o21 - 13:46 6
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X-Ray Debacle in Canada Heats Up - lnjuncti

Lawsuit Filed Against College of Chiropractor

British Columbia

British Columbia Vote to Ban X-Rays Mired in

Scandal - Legal Action is in the Works

BC Board Vote to Ban X-rays Not Unanimous

Laypersons Voted to Tip the Scales

READ MORE

IGNORANCE IS NOT BLISSI

Regulatory Board Controlled by Deniers Purposely
Ignored Large Body of Research & Expert Opinions That

Woutd Have Contradicted ifs Decision

ln a historic move, chiropractors from across the province of British

Columbia Canada filed for an injunction in the British Columbia

Supreme Court on Wednesday March 10. 2021 to reverse a recent

decision by the BC regulatory body that banned x-rays for use in the management of vertebral

subluxation,

The regulatory board (College of Chiropractors of British Columbia CCBC) falsely claims lhat X-ray findings

don,t inJluence patient diagnosis and care, but rather, unnecessarily expose patients lo radiation'

The filing ofthe injunction is being supported by nearly 4500 people who have signed a petition in support

of patients rights to have their doctor make health care recommendations without the intrusion of the

government.

CLICK HERE for more on that

The Canadian National Alliance for Chiropractic (CNAC) has established a legal fund to support the lawsuit

CLICK HERE for more on that

The ccBc vote to ban x-rays is mired in scandal and js just the latest controversy that the Board has

cieated tor itself as canadian chiropfactors atlempt to wlest themselves out from undef the grip o{

Subluxation Deniers thal control the profession throughoul the country'

The CCBC and its cadre of supporters who deny the clinical meaningfulness of subluxation management

recently pulled off a coup for conlrol of the Board. The utgency of pulling off this coup was expressed by

Jennifer Forbes DC, Vice Chair of the western states chiropractic college Board of Trustees and

Board Member of the college of chiropractors of Bc in a video she circulated claiming lhe vote was

essentially between good and evil.

CLICK HERE for more on that story

once the majority was established, the subluxation Deniers on lhe ccBC set their sites on banning the

use of x-rays for subluxation analysis. And according to soufces, they did so by contriving a scenario

that there were complaints against chiroPractors coming into the board for issues related to x ray

that the board simply had to deal with and put a stop to.

one o{ the ccBc,s tacljcs was to use government funding to pay for a so called "Rapid Review" of the

literature on: The clinical utilily of routine spinal radiographs by chiropractors'

And the CCBC got a bunch of well known Subluxation Deniers lo write at and then get it published in the

main journal controlled by the Subluxation Deniers

Melissa corso, carol cancelliere, silvano Mior, varsha Kumar, Ali smith & Pierre c6t6' the hired gun

"researchers" who conducted the "Rapid Review", came to this conclusion:

WAITLIST WORKSHOPS
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"We tound no evidence that the use of routine or repeat radiographs to assess the function or
structure of the spine, in the absence of red flags, improves clinical outcomes and benefits patients,
Given ihe inherent risks of ionizing radiation, we recommend lhat chiropractors do not use
radiographs for the routine and repeat evaluation of the structure and function of the spine.',

699Of course they ignored any and all literature, practice guidelines and standards of care in support of the
evaluation of ihe biomechanical inlegrity of the spine related to vertebral subluxation - because it would
negate the narrative and muddy the water.

Given that there are three lay people on the CCBC Board they needed to obfuscate the issues so these
lay people would vote along with them and put a stop to x-rays.

CLIGK HERE for a breakdown of the vote

The money trail in this debacle will prove to be inleresting and appears as though a real scandal has
developed betwee! the ccBc Board, ontario Tech university, the canada Research chairs program,
the Canadian Chiropractic Research Foundation, the World Federation of Chiropractic and the
Canadian Memorial Chiropractic Gollege (CMCC),

The funding for the sham study was provided by the College of Chiropractors of Brltish Columbia to
Ontario Tech. Additional funding came from the Canada Research Chairs program and the Canadian
Chiropractic Research Foundation,

CLICK HERE for more on th6 money katl and the key players

The entire x'ray issue related to subluxation was originally fabricated by the American Chiropractic
Association (ACA) through its adoption of the "Ghoosing Wisely" document which the ACA mandates
must be followed by all members of the ACA. Those mandates were resoundingly reiected by the
chiropractic profession at ihe time.

CLICK HERE for those stories

The use of X-rays are a favorite target of the Subluxation Deniers who control the Chiropraclic Cartel
because generally speaklng the chiropraclors who use x-rays utilize an evidence informed framework to
manage vertebral subluxation. The strategy by the Deniers is lo take out the most sclentific methods to
determine the presence and character of subluxation such as x-rays and neurologlcal assessments such as
SEMG, thermal scanning, and HRV among others. This will accomplish their goal to establish chiropractic
as lhe use of spinal manipulation to unstick stuck joints for a narrow range of neck and back symptoms and
rid itself of what was described by David Wickes, the President of Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College,
as the "gangrenous arm of the chiropractic profession" - lhose who practice chiropractic in a subluxalion,
vitalistic and salutogenic model.

CLICK HERE for that story

l[ yuu ualtltul ltleasure the mosl slgnlficant components ot vertebral subluxation - biomechanical and
neurological ' then you cannot show that it exists and you cannot show that care directed at reducing those
manilestations leads to improved health outcomes.

CLICK HERE for all stories on the CCBC
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British Columbia

Battle over chiropractors'ability to do routine X-rays

headed for B.C. court

College says repeat radiography shows no benefit to patients and increases

radiation risk

Bethany Lindsay'CBC News .Posted: Mar 22,2A21 4:AA AM PT I Last Updated: March22

policy amendments from the College of Chiropractors of B.C. state that X-rays can only be used

for diagnosis when there are signs something is seriously wrong. (Shidlovski/Getty lmages)

comments
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An internal struggle that's been building for years in the chiropractic profession

has broken out into legal battle as a group of B.C. chiropractors heads to court,

;::ilI:lheir 
professional resulator of unfairly limiting their ability to do 

201

At the heart of the fight is a policy change from the College of Chiropractors of
8.C., which says chiropractors are no longer allowed to perform routine and

repeat X-rays because of a lack of evidence supporting any benefit to patients.

The amendments, approved in February, state that radiography is only

acceptable when a physical exam or patient history raises red flags that
something is seriously wrong.

This change has prompted international outrage from some chiropractic
groups, who argue that regular use of X-rays is safe and fundamental to their
work, They've also warned that B.C.'s move marks the beginning of a worldwide
effort to root out certain segments of the profession.

Earlier this month, Langley chiropractor MelodyJesson filed a petition in B.C.

Supreme Court on behalf of at least a dozen chiropractors, calling for a judge to
overrule the college and reject the policy change.

o B.C. chiropractors warned about'inappropriate'claims on COVID-19

The March 10 petition alleges that as a result of the college's actions, jesson

and other chiropractors "are potentially prevented from providing safe, ethical,

and effective care to their patients." lt argues their "trade is unfairly and unduly

restrained."

Jesson has also applied for an injunction barring the college from enacting its

new rule while the case is being heard in court and preventing it from taking

disciplinary action against her.

The college has yet to file a response to the petition, and registrar Michelle da

Roza said she was unable to comment while the matter is before the courts.

Ongoing conflict over what chiropractic can treat
https://www.cbc.calnews/canada/british-columbia/bc-chiropractors-x-ray-policy-1 .5957385 2t7
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The court action is just the latest symptom of a larger conflict within the

chiropractic profession across Canada.

On one side are chiropractors who advocate for what they describe as

evidence-based practice targeting the musculoskeletal system.

On the other are the "vitalists," who argue that slight vertebral misalignments

or subluxations are the root cause of an endless range of diseases, and that

chiropractic treatment can help with everything from immunity to brain

fu nction.

B.C. chiropractor under investigation for letter to the editor
spreading false claim about masks
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a

ln recent years, the B.C. college has enacted a number of rules that favour the

evidence-based side of the argument, cracking down on chiropractors who

make misleading claims and commissioning reviews of scientific research.

The college's decision to restrictthe use of X-rays comes aftera rapid reviewof
the scientific literature on the topic. The team that conducted that research

included Pierre C0t6, Canada Research Chair in Disability Prevention and

Rehabilitation at Ontario Tech University.

I ;
i

I

https://www.cbc.calnews/canada/british-columbia/bc-chiropractors-x-ray-policy-1 .5957385 317
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Some chiropractors argue that routine and repeatX-rays are a crucial part of theirwork
(LightField Stud ios/Shutterstock)
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COt6 said that some chiropractors may use X-rays once when they begin

treatment of a new patient and then again when the treatment is complete.

Others do it more often - and research suggests that chiropractors in the U.S.

are increasing their use of the technology.

"What we found is there have actually never been studies that we are aware of

that documented that patients benefit from these practices or techniques,"

COt6 told CBC.

He said there are some risks as well associated with repeated exposure to

radiation.

"The risks are believed to be small, but ... the best way to minimize risk is not to

be exposed to radiation," he said,

'Patients should be concerned'

There has been national and international opposition to those findings and the

actions of the B.C. college.

Not long after the changes were announced, the New York-based lnternational

Federation of Chiropractors and Organizations, which advocates for "vitalists,"

began circulating a petition againstthe college. ln a post on Facebook, IFCO

president Grant Dennis said the federation was reaching out to like-minded

chiropractors in B.C. to help fight the amendments.

"We believe that this is being used as a 'template' or'proof of concept'to be

initiated in other areas of Canada, and that it will eventually fmake] its way into

other parts of the world," Dennis wrote.

Jesson's petition has also attracted funding from the Canadian National Alliance

fnr f hirnnrartir e 17-rnnnth-nld orrrl rn that eror roc rhirnnrarlir rrra |tanhan.p<
https://www.cbc.calnews/canada/british-columbia/bc-chiropractors-x-ray-policy-'l .5957385 4t7
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the body's ability to adapt and heal" and improves immunity. The organization

says its board has donated "several thousand dollars" toward the legal effort.

o No 'significant risk'to children from chiropractic therapy, B.C. college

says

ln a press release announcingJesson's court action, Burnaby chiropractor

Cameron Allan argued chiropractors use X-rays because they are necessary for

diagnosis.

"patients should be concerned that their chiropractor may not have a full

understanding of their spine, which in turn could possibly compromise their

safety during treatment, as well as reduce timely and appropriate referral to

medical colleagues for appropriate medical management," Allan said.

. Ministry considered options for handling'dysfunctional'

chiropractors college after CBC report' FOI shows

He and the other chiropractors involved in the legal effort argue that X-rays

have been an essential tool of the trade for more than a century, and that the

risks are minimal.

They've also described COt6's research as flawed, a criticism C6te rejected

"l would invite those critics to actually provide evidence that would go against

our conclusions, because we have not been able to find it," he said.
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By Zerra Olijxy!

3OMat 2021

Share

A group of chiropractors in British Columbia is headed to court to obtain an injunction against
a new rule that does not allow chiropractors to perform routine and repeat X-rays unless a
physical exam or patient history indicates something is seriously wrong.

The chiropractors flghting the rules argue that the College of Chiropractors of B.C. is failing in
its duties to "serve and protect'the public, as the changes "do not account for patients who
have found tremendous beneflts in chiropractic modalities that rely on X-rays."

The rule changes adopted by the college in February will 'prevent chiropractors from providing
safe, ethical, and effective care to their patients."

The group says in court documents that using radiographic imaging in their practice "to

identify spinal dysfunction and subluxation" is taught in all accredited chiropractic colleges
and is a 'fundamental aspect' of a chiropractor's practice.

Those asking for the injunction say that the college does not have the authority under B.C

laws to make amendments restricting the use of X-rays. They claim the Health Professions
Act (HPA) and its relevant regulations allow chiropractors to use X-rays and other radiographic
tools for diagnostic or imaging purposes.

The college does not have the authority under the HpA to make amendments that "run

contrary to the express permission granted to chiropractori the court documents say.

Claire lmmega, partner and co-chair of the commercial litigation practice group at Singleton
Urquhart Reynolds Vogel LLB says her firm is in discussions with opposing counsel about the
timing for the injunction application. She expects it to be heard in early April.
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She says her clients are asking the court to return chiropractors' practice rights to the status

quo before the Feb. 4 college vote that passed the amendment, pending resolution of the

request for an injunction. That means asking the court to prevent the college from enforcing

an amendment to the colleges "Professional Conduct Handbook,' which would "allow

chiropractors to continue to order and take x-rays in accordance with . . . their professional

training and judgment, as they have done for years."

709

"This failure to address the rights of patients to select the health care options of their choice

runs contrary to the college's own stated policies and the laws of British Columbia," the

petitioners say. 'Rather than relying on the expertise and clinical discretion of chiropractors,

the amendments limit the use of X-ray imaging "to circumstances where serious pathology or

clinical reasons to suspect serious pathology are identifted."

As well, the amendments do not recognize the rights of patients "to give consent or refuse to

a particular form of available health care on any grounds.'

"Many chiropractic patients have found significant benefit from their access to chiropractic

medicine techniques that use radiographic imaging,'the court documents state. 'Many of

these patients rely on this treatment to maintain their mobility, limit their pain, and maintain

their health and wellness. As a result of the amendments, these patients . . . are potentially

prevented from accessing their chosen treatment."

Earlier this month, Langley chiropractor Melody Jesson filed a petition in B.C. Supreme Court

on behalf of at least a dozen chiropractors, calling for a judge to overrule the college and reject

the policy change.

The Mar. 10 petition alleges that the college's actions "unfairly and unduly" restrain Jesson

and other chiropractors right to practice their trade.
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"The restraint of trade is against public policy in that it contravenes the principle of freedom to
conduct business. The restraint of trade in this instance cannot be justified as reasonable in

the interests of the parties nor of the public."

The college has yet to file a response to the petition, and registrar Michelle da Roza said she

was unable to oomment while the matter is hrefore the oorrrtn.

Howevel the B.C. college has enacted over the last few years several rules that favour the

idea of "evidence-based" treatment as it tries to crack down on chiropractors who make

misleading claims.

ln the case of using X-rays, a review of scientific literature commissioned by the college

suggests that there is no hard evidence that patients beneflt from repeated radiographic

imaging and that there are risks associated with repeated exposure to radiation.

lmmega says the February vote to pass the amendments was based on "a single literature

review commissioned by the college for the purpose of the change, which many chiropractors

view as deeply scientifically flawed and biased.' She adds that chiropractors who rely on x-

rays for their practice now face disciplinary action or are unahle to ccrntinlre to practice.
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There have been national and international opposition to those flndings and the actions of the

B.C. college. The Nlew York-based lnternational Federation of Chiropractors and 0rganizations,

for example, has circulated a petition against the college, ln a Facebook post, the president of

this organization Grant Dennis wrote that his group believes "this is being used as a 'template'

or'proof of concept'to be initiated in other areas of Canada, and that it will eventually [make]

its way into other parts of the world.'

The college's reliance on the one review also "demonstrated a lack of fairness in its decision-

making process." The group opposed to the new amendments say that during the Feb. 4

board meeting at which the amendments passed, there was "demonstrated bias and lack of

fairness,' including disabling the comment function on the video conferencing platform and

board members "repeatedly pushing for an early vote."

lmmega says modern x-rays cause very low amounts of radiation exposure. There have been

zero reported cases of harm arising from chiropractic x-rays in British Columbia, and no

complaints to the college regarding over-use of x-rays in chiropractic care.

"Many medical processes require x-raysj' she says. 'Many dentists take annual x-rays without

any specific clinical indication for the same. Patients are able to choose cosmetic and other

medical treatments that require x-rays. lt is our client's position that chiropractic patients

should have the same rights.'
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Vancouver Registry

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISII COLUMBIA

Between

DR. MELODY JESSON

Petitioner

And
THE COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTORS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Respondent

NOTICE OF APPLICATION

Name(s) of applicant(s): Dr. Melody Jesson (the 'rApplicantrr)

To: The College of Chiropractors of British Columbia
200 Granville St #900

Vancouver, BC V6C lS4
Attention: Registrar

And to: The Attorney General of the Province of British Columbia

Ministry of Attorney General

Parliament Buildings
Victoria, BC

TAKE NOTICE that an Application will be made by the Applicant to the Presiding Judge at the

Courthouse at 800 Smithe Street, in the City of Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia,

on March 22,2021 at9.45 a.m., for the Order(s) set out in Part 1 below'
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Part 1: ORDERS SOUGHT

1. An interim injunction andlor prohibition pursuant to section 2(2) of the Judicial Review
Procedure lct, R.S.B .C. 1996, c.24I (the "JRPA"):

a) enjoining the Respondent from giving effect to the decision of the College of
Chiropractors of British Columbia (the "College") made on February 4, 2021 (the

"Decision") to amend the Professional Conduct Handbook ("PCH") by the addition of
Part 15 thereof; and

b) enjoining the Respondent from taking any potential professional disciplinary action
against the Applicant in relation to or arising out of the Decision.

2. A permanent injunction and/or prohibition pursuant to section 2(2) of the JRPA:

a) enjoining the Respondent from giving effect to the Decision of the College to amend
the PCH by the addition of Part 15; and

b) enjoining the Respondent from taking any potential professional disciplinary action
against the Applicant in relation to or arising out of the Decision.

In the alterative

3. An interim injunction pursuant to Rule 10-4 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules:

a) enjoining the Respondent from giving effect to the Decision of the College to amend
the PCH by the addition of Part 15; and

b) enjoining the Respondent from taking any potential professional disciplinary action
against the Applicant in relation to or arising out of the Decision.

4. A permanent injunction pursuant to Rule 10-4 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules:

a) enjoining the Respondent from giving effect to the Decision of the College to amend
the PCH by the addition of Part 15; and

b) enjoining the Respondent from taking any potential professional disciplinary action
against the Applicant in relation to or arising out of the Decision.

5. Costs; and

714

6. Such fuither and other relief as this Honourable Court deems just.
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Part?z FACTUAL BASIS 715
A. NATURE OT'RELIEF SOUGHT

1. The Applicant Dr. Melody Jesson seeks an injunction against the Respondent to preserve the

status quo pending the hearing of the Petition under the JRPA in which the Applicant is

seeking the following relief:

a) A Declaration pursuant to section 2(2) of the JHPA that the Decision is of no force and

effect;

In addition or in the alternative.

b) an Order under sections 2(2) and 7 of the JfuPA in the nature of certiorari quashing and

setting aside the Decision; and

c) A Declaration that the Decision be set aside as its scope and effect exceeds the statutory

authority of the Respondent and is, therefore, ultra vires.

B. BACKGROUND

2. The Applicant is a Chiropractor and Registrant of the College. The Petition is a

representative proceeding pursuant to Rule 20-3 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules. The

Applicant represents the interests of all Registrants of the College.

3. The Respondent, the College, is a body continued pursuant to section 15.1(1) of the Health

Professions Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 183 (the "HPA"), with an address of 200 Granville St

#900,Vancouver, BC V6C 154.

4. On August 11,2020, the College announced a public consultation process on the use of

radiography proposed amendments to the PCH.

5. On July 15, 2020, prior to the commencement of the public consultation, the College stated

that it anticipated amendments to the PCH on the basis of:

The clinical utility of routine spinal radiographs by chiropractors: a rapid review of the

literature, published on July 9,2020 by Corso et al.

(the "Review").

6. At that time, the College anticipated significantly restricting the ability of Registrants to

apply or requisition X-rays in their practices.
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7. On September 8, 2020, the Applicant as part of the public consultation process, provided

submissions to the College objecting to the proposed restriction on the use of radiography
(the "Submissions"). In the Submissions, the Applicant specifically objected to the
restriction in the proposed amendments on the use of radiography for diagnostic and
treatment pu{poses, absent a contra-indication or so-called "red flag".

8. The Submissions set out the shortcomings of the Review, demonstrating that the Review is
inconclusive, and where it purported to be conclusive, it was flawed.

9. The College ignored the Submissions, as well as the submissions of other Registrants and
provided no response to the public consultation process.

10. On February 4, 202I, the Board of the College approved the amendments to Part 2 and,
Appendix "L" of the PCH. This Petition does not address any of these changes.

C. THE AMENDMENTS TO THE PCTI

11. On February 4,2021, in addition to the foregoing, the College made the addition of the new
Part 15 to the PCH (the "Amendments"). The College cited the Review as its justification
for the Amendments. The Amendments are the subject of the Applicant's Petition for the
Judicial Review.

12.The Amendments, being the addition of Part 15 to the PCH, significantly restricts the ability
of chiropractors to use and interpret radiographic imaging.

I3.Part 15 of the PCH reads as follows:

Purt 15 Diagnostic Imaging

l5.I A chiropractor may

a) apply X-rays to a patient, or

b) issue an authorization or instructionfor another person to apply X-rays to a patient,
including X-rays for the purpose of computerized acialtomography,

only if the application of X-rays is indicated by a patient history or physical examination
that identiftes serioas pathologlt or clinical reasons to suspect serious pathology.

15.2 Roatine or repeat X-rays used as a regular protocol during the evaluation and
diagnosis of patients are not clinically justijied. This includes

a) X-rays to screen for spinal anomalies or serious pathologt in the absence of any
clinical indication,
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b) X-rays to diagnose or re-assess spinal conditions in the absence of any clinical
indication, and

c) X-rays to conduct biomechanical analysis or listings to identifu spinal dysfunction,

whether called subluxation, fixation or by any other term.

D

fEmphasis added]

RADIOGRAPHIC IMAGING AND CHIROPRACTIC CARE

14. Radiographic imaging is fundamental to the Applicant's practice, and the practice of many

other Registrants of the College in British Columbia.

15. Radiographic imaging to conduct biomechanical analysis and to identiff spinal dysfunction

and subluxation is taught in all accredited chiropractic Colleges, and is a fundamental aspect

of the practices of the many of the Registrants.

16. As a result of the Amendments, the Applicant is potentially prevented from providing safe,

ethical, and effective care to their patients.

17. As a result of the Amendments, the Applicant's trade is unfairly and unduly restrained.

18. Many chiropractic patients have found significant benefit from their access to chiropractic

medicine techniques that use radiographic imaging. Many of these patients rely on this

treatment to maintain their mobility, limit their pain, and maintain their health and wellness.

19. As a result of the Amendments, these patients of the Applicant are potentially prevented from

accessing their chosen treatment.

20. As a result of these Amendments, the nature and viability of the Applicant's professional

practice are at risk. The Application will suffer irreparable harm if the Amendments are

allowed to stand.

E. STATUTORY FRAMEWORI(

(i) Statutory Authorityo Duties, and Objects of the College

21. The College, and its power to implement and amend standards for its registrants, are

governed by the HPA.

22.The College is permitted to make bylaws to establish practice standards as set out in section

19 of the HPA. The following subsection is relevant to the herein proceedings:

Ig (t) A board may make bylaws, consistent with the duties and objects of a college under

section 16, that it considers necessary or advisable, including bylaws to do the following:
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(k) establish standards, limits or conditions for the practice of the designated health
profession by registrants; ...

23.The College's statutory duties and objects are set out in section 16 of the HPA. The College
has the following duties set out in subsection l6(1):

16 (1) It is the duty of a college at all times
(a) to serve and protect the public, and
(b) to exercise its powers and discharge its responsibilities under all enactments in the
public interest.

24.The College has the following objects set out in subsection 16(2) of the HPA which are
relevant to the herein proceedings:

(2) A college has thefollowing objects:

(b) to govern its registrants according to this Act, the regulations and the bylaws of the
college;

(ir)

(d) to establish, monitor and enforce standards of practice to enhance the quality of
practice and reduce incompetent, impaired or unethical practice arnongst registrants; ...

Jurisdiction to Review

25. This Honourable Court has jurisdiction to review the decision of the College Board at issue
in the Petition filed in this proceeding.

26.The HPA provides the following powers and duties of the Health Professions Review Board
under subsection 50.53(1):

50.53 (1) The review board has the following powers and duties:

(a) on application under section 50.54 (2), to review a registration decision;

(b) on application by a registrant or complainant under section 50.57 (I), to review the
failure, by the inquiry committee, to dispose of a cornplaint made under section 32 (1) or
an investigation under section 33 (4) within the time required under section 50.55;

(c) on application by a complainant under section 50.6, to review a disposition of a
complaint made by the inquiry committee under section 32 (3), 33 (6) (a) to (c) or 37.1;

(d) to develop and publish guidelines and recommendations for the purpose of assisting
colleges to establish and employ registration, inquiry and discipline procedures that are
transparcnl, obj ec live, impartial and fair.

27.The College's decision to approve the Amendments does not fall within the scope of the
powers and duties provided to the Health Professions Review Board under the HPA. As such,
the Health Professions Review Board does not have jurisdiction to review the decision of the
College Board at issue in this petition.
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28. Subsec tion2(2)of the JRPAprovides: 719
2 (2) On an tpplicatian far judicial. revi,ew, the court may grant any relief that the

applicant would be entitled to in any one or more of the proceedings for:

(a) relief in the nature of mandamus, prohibition or certiorari;

(b) a declaration or injunction, or both, in relation to the exercise, refusal to exercise, or
proposed or purported exercise, ofa statutory power.

29.The College purported to exercise its statutory powers under sections 16 and 19 in its
decision to approve the Amendments, which were amendments to the standards of practice

applicable to Registrants of the College.

30. Section 2(2) of the JRPA authorizes this Honourable Court to grant relief in relation to the

College's exercise of statutory power in this instance.

F. THE AMENDMENTS ARE ULTRA VIRES THE AUTHORITY OF THE

COLLEGE

31. It is the position of the Applicant that the College does not have authority under the laws of

British Columbia to make the Amendments restricting the use of X-rays, and as such, its

decision to approve the Amendments is ultra vires-

32.The authority of the College to govern its affairs is subject to the HPA and the Health

Professions General Regulation, B.C. Reg.27512008 (the "Regulation"). Section 16(2)(b) of

the HPA states that regulatory colleges have the duty to govern their Registrants according to

the HPA, the Regulation, andthe bylaws of the College. The Regulation statesthat;

4 (1) A registrant in the course of practising chiropractic may do any of thefollowing:

t. .l
(e) appty X-rays for diagnostic or imaging purposes, excluding X-rays for the purpose of
c o mputer iz e d axi al tomo gr aP hY ;

33. This section of the Regulation is clear. Chiropractors can apply X-rays for diagnostic or

imaging purposes. The Regulation does not stipulate any further restrictions aside from X-

rays for the purpose of CAT scans. The College does not have authority under the HPA to

make the Amendments to the PCH as those amendments run contrary to the express

permission granted to chiropractors in the Regulation.

34. None of the other activities that chiropractors are permitted to carry out under section 4 of the

Regulation have been restricted by the PCH.

35. It should be within a chiropractor's clinical judgment to determine whether to recommend X-

rays to their patients, and the frequency of their application in any particular patient's care.
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36. The powers of the College arise from the statutory grant of power set out in the HPA.It is not

open to the College to specifically override the Legislature and the Regulation by
withdrawing the unqualified authority of the chiropractors to apply X-rays for diagnostic or
imaging purposes.

37. The College's decision to approve the Amendments therefore contravenes the College's
object under subsection 16(2) of the HPA to govern its registrants in accordance with the
HPA andthe Regulation.

G. FAILURE IN DUTY TO THE PUBLIC

38. By approving the Amendments, the College failed in its duties to serve and protect the public
and exercise its powers in the public interest, in accordance with subsection 16(l) of the
HPA.

39. The Amendments do not account for patients who have found tremendous benefits in
chiropractic modalities that rely on X-rays. This failure to address the rights of patients to
select the health care options of their choice runs contrary to the College's own stated policies
and the laws of British Columbia, including the duties set out in subsection 16(1) of the HPA
to serve and protect the public and exercise its powers in the public interest.

40. Rather than relying on the expertise and clinical discretion of chiropractors, the Amendments
arbitrarily limit the use of X-ray imaging exclusively to circumstances where serious
pathology, or clinical reasons to suspect serious pathology, are identified.

41. The Amendments arbitrarily state that routine or repeat X-rays used as a repprlar protocol
during the evaluation and diagnosis of patients are not clinically justified. As a result, the
Amendments significantly limit the ability of chiropractors to make use of radiography in
patient care.

42.The PCH (at page2) states that:

"registrants are reminded of their obligation to know and abide by the Health Profession
Act, the Bylaws and other legislation that governs the practice of chiropractic in British
Columbia, including: ... the Health Care (Consent) and Care Facility (Admission) Act."

(the "flCCf,'A").

43. The HCCFA defines health care to mean anything that is done for a therapeutic, preventive,
palliative, diagnostic, cosmetic or other purpose related to health. Section 4 of the HCCFA
states that:

4 Every adult who is capable of giving or refusing consent to health care has:
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(a) the right to give consent or to refuse consent on any grounds, including moral or religious
grormd,s, even if the refusalwill result in death,
(b) the right to select a particular form of available health care on any grounds, including
moral or religious grounds,
(d) the right to expect that a decision to give, refuse or revoke consent will be respected, and
(e) the right to be involved to the greatest degree possible in all case planning and decision

making.

[emphasis added]

44.The Amendments propose to take away this statutorily-given right from the patients who

have found significant benefit from chiropractic treatment involving X-rays.

45. Given that the College and its Registrants are bound by the HCCFA, the Amendments put

many chiropractors in the position of having to act contrary to their patients' rights under the

HCCFA or face professional repercussions under the PCH and the College's bylaws.

46. Accordingly, by approving the Amendments, the College failed in its duties to the public as

required under the HPA.

H. RESTRAINT OF TRADE

47. As stated above, X-rays are a necessary and fundamental part of the Applicant's practices,

and the practices of many of the Registrants. As a result of the Amendments, the Applicant is

not able to continue to practice effectively amounting to a restraint of trade.

48. The restraint of trade is against public policy in that it contravenes the principle of freedom to

conduct business. The restraint of trade in this instance cannot be justified as reasonable in

the interests of the parties nor of the public. The decision of the College to approve the

Amendments that resulted in the restraint of trade affecting the Applicant was made through

an inappropriate and unauthorized exercise of the College's statutory authority, and should be

set aside.

I. LACK OF FAIRNESS AND BIAS

49.The College displayed a lack of fairness and bias in its decision-making process relating to

the Amendments.

50. The Review was created at the behest of the College to provide a basis for the Amendments.

However, the Review is inconclusive, and where it is potentially conclusive, its methodology

is flawed.

51. The Applicant made the College aware of the significant flaws in the Review by providing

the College with the Submissions. The Submissions set out the following issues and

concerns, among others:
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722a. The Review is inconclusive in relation to its objective;

b. The Review's methodological limitations call its conclusions into question;

c. The College should prefer the findings from the available more reliable sources over
the findings of the Review; and

d. The Review lacks substantive data to justi$r its conclusions on radiation in
chiropractic practice.

52. Further, the College stated that it "anticipate[d] amendments" to the PCH on the basis of the
Review alone, before the public consultation process had even begun. This indication of the
College's intended course of action prior to the findings of the purported consultation was
inappropriate and demonstrated the College's bias in its decision-making relating to the
Amendments.

53. Events during the meeting of the College Board on February 4, 2021, at which the
Amendments were authorized, also demonstrate bias and lack of fairness, including:

a) disabling the comment function on the video conferencing platform hosting the

Board meeting, effectively disallowing Registrants from participating in the meeting and

asking questions of the Board;

b) members of the Board repeatedly pushing for an early vote; and

c) questions and concerns of Board members relating to the proposed amendments to the
PCH going unanswered.

54. The College's reliance on the Review in arriving at its decision to approve the Amendments,
despite its myriad flaws, demonstrated a lack of fairness in its decision-making process.

55. Further, the decision-making process was tainted by the actual or perceived bias of the
College arising from its reliance on the Review despite conducting a public consultation.

56. As a result, the College failed to act as an impartial decision-maker in relation to the
Amendments, and its decision should bc sct aside.

J. TIMING OF THE AMENDMENTS

57. The College is facing amalgamation with other professional relating businesses

58. The end of the consultation period for the Amendments arrived only twelve days after the
Minister of Health Adrian Dix announced, namely on August 27,2020, that the College will
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be amalgamated into a multi-profession regulatory body tentatively referred to as the

Regulatory College of Cornplementary arrtl Altcntative Health and Care lrofessions

("RCCAIICP"). There is no date yet set for thc formal amalgamation to take place.

59.It is not appropriate for the College to make the Amendments when the College is facing

amalgamation. In tight of the shortcomings of the Review, the Amendments' disregard for

patients' rights, and the lack of authority for the College to make the Amendments, the

College should not make a decision that will necessarily have to be reconsidered by the

RCCAHCP when it drafts new guidelines.

60. There is no justification for the College's unauthorized and unjustified exercise of its
statutory authority in approving the Amendments when its Decision will ultimately be

nothing but a short holdover until a new PCH is considered.

61. It will be up to the RCCAHCP to consider the future of its registrants. Further, the HPA and

the Regulation wrll be redrafted and the Legislature will have the opportunity consider the

appropriate scope of chiropractic practice, including radiography.

Part 3: LEGAL BASIS

62. At the hearing of the Petition, the Applicant intends to rely on the following Rules and

Enactments

a) Rules 2-1,10-4,l4-1,16-1,20-3, and2l-3 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules;

b) Judicial Review Procedure lcf, R.S.B .C. 1996, c.241;

c) Health Professions Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c.183; and

d) Health Professions General Regulation, B.C. Reg.27512008

A. Injunctive Relief: Common Law Basis

The test for the granting of an interlocutory iniunction

63. The test for granting interim injunctive relief is set out in British Columbia (Attorney

General) v. Wale. The Court may grant an injunction if:

a) there is a fair question to be tried as to the existence of the right which is alleged

and the breach thereof, actual or reasonably apprehended; and

b) the balance of convenience favours granting the injunction.
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British Columbia (Attorney General) v. wale, [19s6] B.C.J. No. 1395 (C.A.) at 45,

affd at [1991] 1 S.C.R. 62 ("Wale");
Onkea Interactive Ltd. v. Smith,2006 BCC A 521 atl9 (,,Onkea,,)

64. While the Supreme Court of Canada in RJR-MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General),

U9941 1 S.C.R.311 (S.C.C.) has also approved a three-pronged test for granting interim
injunctive relief, in which the question of irreparable harm is a separate inquiry, the two pronged
test set out in Wale is commonly applied by the British Columbia courts. The Wale test considers
the issue of irreparable harm at the balance of convenience stage of the analysis. The
fundamental question of the analysis is whether the granting of an injunction is just and equitable
in all the circumstances of the case.

Onkea at ill10, citing Roxum 0Yet0 Inc. v. 445162 B.C. Ltd.,2001 BCCA 362; Expert Travel
Financial Security (E.F.T.S.) Inc. v. BMS Haruis & Dixon Insurance Brokers Ltd.,2005 BCCA 5

at 11 54-55

65. With regard to the first prong of the test for interim injunctive relief, the applicant's burden is
low; the applicant need only demonstrate that its claim is not frivolous or vexatious.

Onkea at 1116 citing RJR-McDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), U99411 S.C.R. 31 I

66. The question of whether an interlocutory injunction should be granted requires a weighing of
the relative risks of harm to the applicant if the injunction is refused and to the respondent if the
injunction is granted.

Onkea, supra, at 28

67. The general principles governing the granting of interlocutory injunctive relief in British
Columbia was stated as follows by Mr. Justice Smith in Expert Travel Financial Security
(E.F.T.S.) Inc. v. BMS Harris & Dixon Insurance Brokers Ltd.,2005 BCCA 5:

54 The test for the granting of an interlocutory injunction has been expressed as
both a three-part test (see RJR-MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney-General),
ll994l 1 S.C.R. 311 at fparagraph] 77) and a two-part test (see A.G. British
columbia v. wale (1986), 9 B.C.L.R.(2d) 333 (c.A.) at 345, affd [1991] 1

S.C.R. 62). As Madam Justice Saunders said in Coburn v. Nagra (2001), 96
B.C.L.R. (3d) 327, 159 B.C.A.C. 299,2001 BCCA 607:

[7] whether the criteria for an injunction is two part or three may be a topic
of debate for scholars. In British Columbia the common test for injunctions
has been two-pronged since British Columbia (Attorney General) v. Wale
(1986), 9 B.C.L.R. (2d) 333 (B.C.C.A.), with the issue of irreparable harm
being subsumed into the discussion of balance of convenience (or
inconvenience). As Madam Justice Mclachlin (now c.J.c.) noted in wale,
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the distinction is likely without practical effect. The question in most cases

is thc rclativc wcight of the convenience and inconvenience of the order

sought, always considering the paramount measure, the interests of justice.

55 The test set out in A.G. British Columbia v. Wale, supra, was described in
canadian Broadcasting corp. (cBC) v. CKPG Television Ltd. (1992), 64

B.C.L.R. (2d)96 (C.A.) at p. 101:

The two-pronged test is this: "First, the applicant must satisff the court that

there is a fair question to be tried as to the existence of the right which he

alleges and a breach thereof actual or reasonably apprehended. Second, he

must establish that the balance of convenience favours the granting of an

injunction."

56 The burden on the applicant to show a fair question to be tried is a low one;

generally, unless the case can be said to be frivolous or vexatious, this part of the

test will be satisfied: see RJR-MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney-General),

supra, atlparagraphl 49,50, 78.

68. In Doubleview Capital Corp. v. Day, 2016 BCSC 231 atpara.75, the Court confirmed the test

in RJR and elaborated that the Applicant must show that there is a serious case that would entitle

it to the injunction it seeks.

Serious question to be tried

69. In this case, on the evidence before this Honourable Court, the Applicant submits that there is

clearly a serious question to be tried.

Irreparable Harm

Tg.Irreparable harm is caused when a party will suffer harm that is not capable of being

adequately compensated in monetary terms.

71. As set out in the Affidavits filed in support hereof, the Applicant will suffer irreparable harm

if the Amendments are allowed to stand.

Balance of convenience

72. The test is not to be applied as a rigid formula. As stated by the Court of Appeal in Coburn v'

Nagra:
"The question in most cases is the relative weight of the convenience and

inconvenience of the order sought, always considering the paramount measure,

the interests of i ustice."
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73.11 assessing the balance of convenience, the Court of Appeal said that the Judge should
consider these points:

(a) the adequacy of damages as a remedy for the applicant if the injunction is not
granted and for the respondent if an injunction is granted;

(b) the likelihood that if damages are finally awarded they will be paid;

(c) the preservation ofcontested properfy;

(d) other factors affecting whether harm from the granting or refusal of the injunction
would be irreparable;

(e) which of the parties has acted to alter the balance of the relationship and so affect
the status quo;

(t) the strength of the applicant's case;

(g) any factors affecting the public interest;

(h) any other factors affecting the balance ofjustice and convenience.

74.The balance of convenience (perhaps better called the balance of inconvenience) is a

determination of the question of which of the opposing parties will suffer the greater harm from
the granting or refusal of an interlocutory injunction.

Metropolitan Stores Mf| Ltd. v. Manitoba Food and
Commercial Workers, Local 832 U9871I SCR

75. These factors are not to be analysed and weighed separately, but rather, all of the relevant
factors must be assessed together to reach an overall conclusion about where the balance of
convenience rests.

Randv. Anglican Synod of the Diocese of British Columbia, [2008] B.C.J. No. 1302,2008

BCCA294

76.In reaching its conclusion, the Court held as follows:

" [9J There is afair question to be tried as to the plaintiffs claim that its right to use
the roadfor public access to its property has been breached by the blockades and
would be breached by continuation of them."

"flLJ The balance of convenience clearly favours the granting of the injunction
sought and it will go in the terms set out in the nottce of motion."
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77.The balance of convenience also includes consideration of the public interest. The granting of
an injunction to prevent the irreparable harm set out above all weighs heavily in favour of the

public interest.

Yahey v. British Columbia,2Ols BCSC 1302

78. In the case at bar, the balance of convenience requires the granting of the injunctive relief
requested by the Applicant.

79.The Respondents' conduct, if not enjoined, has and will continue to have the effect of
preventing the Applicant from pursuing her professional practice as she has done to date.

80. The granting of the Injunction will not cause any prejudice or harm to the Defendants.

8l.In the decision of Cambie Surgeries Corporation v. British Columbia (Attorney General),

the Plaintiffs were two corporations (Cambie Surgeries Corporation and Specialist Referral

Clinic) and 4 individuals. The Plaintiffs successfully brought an application for an interlocutory

injunction restraining the BC government from enforcing legislation that prohibited private-pay

medically necessary health services. The larger action was a constitutional challenge of the

legislation and the impact on wait times for medical services.

Cambie Surgeries Corporationv. British Columbia (Attorney General),20l8 BCSC 2084

82. The Plaintiffs argued that irreparable harm would be suffered by BC residents in two ways:

(1) the prohibition would impact those patients seeking private surgical services; and

(2) it would burden the public system because those who would have used private

surgical services must now be integrated into the public health care system (atpara.164).

83. The evidence the Court relied on in finding irreparable harm is set out at para 167 .

84. The Court emphasized the "balance of convenience" branch of the RJR MacDonald test in its

analysis, saying "It is here where the interests of the public must be considered and it is here

wltere a case such as this one is typically decided" (atpara 129).

85. The Court was satisfied that the Plaintiffs established a sufficient nexus between the

prohibition and wait times for medical services, which resulted in increased risk of suffering

physical and psychological harm by having to wait for public health care service. This tipped

the balance of convenience in favour of the Plaintiffs (at para 185). The Court was also satisfied

that the Plaintiffs would be impacted in a far greater manner than the government of BC were the

injunctive relief not granted.
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86.In the case of Perimeter Transportation Ltd. v. Vancouver International Airport Authority,
the Plaintiff bus service company successfully applied for an interlocutory injunction compelling
the Defendant to provide the Plaintiff with road, parking and pedestrian access to the Vancouver
International Airport. The purpose of the application was to preserve the viability of the

Plaintiffs Whistler Express bus service, which amounted to fifty percent of the Plaintiffs
revenues.

Perimeter Transportation Ltd. v. Vancouver International Airport Authority,2006 BCSC 684

87. The Court was satisfied that there was a likely prospect of irreparable harm if an

interlocutory injunction was not granted in the circumstances (at paras. 26-27).

88. The Court considered public interest factors in the "balance of convenience" analysis, noting
that the Plaintiffs passengers would be inconvenienced if the Plaintiffs access to the Airport
were not continued (at para. 34). Additionally, granting the injunction did not create

unmanageable conditions for the Defendant.

89.In the case of Summerside Seafood Supreme Inc. v. Prince Edward Island (Minister of
Fisheries, Aquaculture & Environment),the Minister of Fisheries sought to overturn the decision
of the Motions Judge granting an injunction prohibiting the Minister from withholding a fish
processing licence to the Plaintiff fish processing plant.

Summerside Seafood Supreme Inc. v. Prince Edward Island (Minister of Fisheries, Aquaculture
& Environment),2006 PESCAD l1 (Prince Edward Island Supreme Court Appeal Division)

90. The Plaintiff argued that its business would be severely impacted, if not put out of business,

without the licence at issue. At the least, the Plaintiff argued it would lose goodwill from being
unable to meet its customers' demands while fighting this matter in Court.

91. The Minister cited no irreparable harm on its part, and the Court noted that there did not
appear to be any difficulty on the Minister's part in maintaining its past practices (at para. 90).

92. Similarly, there was no inconvenience cited by the Minister. The inconvenience to the

Plaintiff was that without its license it could not process fish, hire workers, or meet the

requirements of its suppliers, and may have gone out of business (at para9l).

93. There was therefore overwhelming reason to support continuing of the status quo between

the parties. The Appeal Court varied the wording of the injunction to state that the minister was

enjoined from refusing to issue a fish processing license to the Plaintiff on the basis that it was

indebted to the Province.
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Part 4t MATERIAL TO BE RELIED ON 729
1. Affidavit #1 of Dr. Melody Jesson, made March 10,2021;

2. Affidavit #1 of Dr. Brian Biffle, made March 10,2021;

3. Affidavit #1 of DavidNicol, made February 23,202I;

4. Affidavit #1 of Dr. Shawn Thomas, made February 23,2021;

Affidavit #2 of Dr. Shawn Thomas, made March 10,2021;

Affidavit #1 of Dr. Joshua Korten, made February 24,2021;

Affidavit #1 of Dr. David Beaudoin, made February 24,202L;

Affidavit #1 of Dr. David MacKenzie, made February 23,2021;

Affidavit #1 of Dr. Surdeep Dhaliwal, made February 23,2021;

Affidavit #1 of Jaye Kim Jarvis, made February 23,2021;

Affidavit #1 of Kevin Kirechuk, made February 24,2021;

Affidavit #1 of Jen Temple, made February 25,2021;

Aff,rdavit #1 of Ellen Stolting, made February 23,2021;

Affidavit #1 of Dr. Michael Foran, made February 23,2021;

Affidavit #1 of Dr. Michael Foullong, made March 5,2021; and

Affidavit #1 of Makaela Peters, made March L0,2021

This matter is not within the jurisdiction of a master

TO THE PERSONS RECEIVING THIS NOTICE OF APPLICATION: If you wish to respond

to this notice of application, you must, within 5 business days after service of this notice of
application or, if this application is brought under Rule 9.7, within 8 business days after service

of this notice of application.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

t2.

13.

t4.

15.

16.

The applicant(s) estimate(s) that the Application will take 1.5 hours.



(a)

(b)

(c)

Date: MarchI0,202l

Name and address of lawyer for the applicant: Signature Immega
Lawyer for the applicant

Singleton Urquhart Reynolds Vogel LLP
1200 - 925 West Georgia Street

Vancouver,BCV6C 3L2
Tel: 604-682-7474
Fax 604-682-1283
Email : cimmega@s ingleton. com
Attention: Claire Immega

-18-

file an application response in Form 33, 730
file the original of every affidavit, and of every other document, that
(D you intend to refer to at the hearing of this application, and
(ii) has not already been filed in the proceeding, and
serve on the applicant 2 copies of the following, and on every other party of
record one copy of the following:
(D a copy of the filed application response;
(iD a copy of each of the filed affidavits and other documents that you intend

to refer to at the hearing of this application and that has not already been
served on that person;

(iiD if this application is brought under Rule 9.7, any notice that you are
required to give under Rule 9.7 (9)

To be completed by the court only:

Order made

t 1 in the terms requested in paragraphs of Part 1 of this notice of application

t1 with the following variations and additional terms:

Dale lday/month/yeai

s isnaJ"v1g -ol tl Jlrdg_p t
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APPENDtrX

tThefollowing infurmation is providedfor data collection purposes only and is of no legal

effect.l

TIITS APPLICATION INVOLVES THE FOLLOWING:

n discovery: comply with demand for documents

t] discovery: production of additional documents

n other matters concerning document discovery

tr extendoraldiscovery

n other matter concerning oral discovery

n amend pleadings

n add/change parties

n summary judgment

tr summary trial

n service

I mediation

! adjoumments

! proceedings at trial

I case plan orders: amend

! case plan orders: other

I experts.
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NEW ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR COUNCIL ELECTION
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(btt pglo i a t o g u e. c @gibillytdIe ri a-

for-cou n ci l-el ect i o n/?p ri nt= pj!I).

Council approved the following amendments to the eligibility

criteria for district elections in the CPSO General By-laws

ftttre/twwwcpso.on.ca/admin/C PSO/med ialDocu ments/about

u s/ I e g i s I at i o n-by I a ws/ g e nera l-byl a w. pjJ) :

. Provide for a cooling-off period before physicians who have

held certain positions with other organizations may be

eligible to run for CPSO Council;

. Require prospective Council election nominees to complete

an orientation or educational session regarding the roles,

responsibilities and obligations of CPSO Council and

committee members prior to submitting their nomination

material; and

. Clarify the eligibility criterion relating to disqualification and

amend the time limit for its application.



The changes are part of cPSo's efforts to modernize the

governance structure and processes of the CPSO and align with

new government expectations for health regulatory colleges.

Cool.ing-Off Period
The Ministry of Health has icjerrtifred tlre use ol'cooling-off

periods as a governance best practice and will be asking health

regulatory colleges to report on this, among other leading

practices, beginning in March 2021' A member will not be

eligible to stand for council election: if the member holds, or has

held within one year before the date of the election, a position

which would cause the member, if elected as a councillor, to

have a conflict of interest by virtue of having competing ftduciary

obligations to both the college and another organization. while

this applies to any organization where there may be competing

fiduciary obligations, members specifically cannot be a director

or offrcer of the ontario Medical Association, the canadian

Medical Protective Association, the canadian Medical

Association, the coalition of Family Physicians, the specialists

of ontario or the ontario Specialists Association within one year

before the date of election; or if the member is' or has been

within five years before the date of the election, an employee of

the College.

MandatorY Orientation
It is important that council members are well-informed and

aware of their expectations and the time commitment required

as a council member. The intent behind the orientation is to

informcandidatesaboutwhatbeingaCouncilmemberand

CPSO committee member entails, and what will be expected of

them in advance of standing for elections'

Disquatification
Theby-lawscurrentlyprovidethatamemberisnoteligiblefor
election to council if council has disqualified the member during

the three years before the election date'

736



The amendment clarifies that it applies to both disqualifrcation

from Council and from a CPSO committee. The amendments

also address members who may have resigned from Council or

from a committee in face of a disqualification.

Council supported the extension of the three-year time period to

five years.

You Might Atso Like
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Don't Take a Selfie
-r:::.-.j i. ', irlj:r::.-, ij. :!.i;i i;:i ii,: ; ,t, .r,

!\frth healtheare workers now beceming vaccinated against Cs/id-lg, w€ sec many ol these n

pasted on social media, through \acclne selfiesu. Ficlures sf band aids, masked smiles and

rsflect celebration and lglief, alter the culn{nathrn sf an incrdibly long and difficuli year. lf
phtfsrms, it is important to .be atvars al lhe dangers that erist due tc the inlornration sha

distributed. Yaur full namB, birtMale, and partial health card numbar, along with the location tl
vascine, is visible on the vmcine card. l{ flris noi Hae}red oilt or blceked from view, it can be use

to gain &ffess to other private, personal infwmation and may put yBU at risk for fufrher scams.

ln the UK, who began their vacination prograrn prior to fanada, there are insianoas cf ecatr

vaceination eards using this type af infornratinn found on lhe internef .

Ds nol allow somathing that has been created to pfot€d you frorn on€ enemy, be tte r€asoft

ancther, Fause bufore you Post,

Ttre CRTQ witl be cfrculating its new docunrenl on The lJs of Sociai Media by Feepirat'cry Tha

shortty, We are interested in yourlhoughts ancl leedback!

This *ntry was posted in lr/el'nberS, Eig$!!e€-Elsg, Slurle;rls-, B*lknrark the pelUg[11[.

LEAVE A HEFLY

ITEM 6.7

Your arnail address willnol be publi*hed.
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Rose Bustria ITEM 6.8

Subiect: FW: Blog ISML-LAW

From: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>

Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 20219:58 AM
To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Subject: FW: Blog I SML-LAW

Council

Jo.Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B
Registrar & General Counsel

From: Dennis Mizel <drmizel @stcatha ri neschiropractic.com>

Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 20219:55 AM

To: Jo-Ann Willson <ipwillson@cco.on.ca>

Cc: Rob MacKay <Mackavrob@tbavtel.net>

Subject: Blog I SML-LAW

FYI

https://www.sm l-law.com/bloe-regu lation-pro/
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Tweet

Richard Steinecke
@steineckerich

I am sure that this case will be cited to the hearing panel in

almost every joint sumbmission at discipline hearings in Ontario

for the foreseeable future.

* SML Law @SMllawToronlo'22h

'Uoint Submission Was not "Unhinged"" by @nsdanson is the latest Regulation

Pro blog entry: sm l- law.com/blog- regu latio... #professionalregulation

12:13PM.2021-04-06 . Twitter Web App

1

Sent from my iPad
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BETWEEN:

Timothy Edward Bradley
Jerry Raso, for the Appellant

-and-
Ontario College of Teachers

Christine Wadsworth, for the Respondent

Respondent

HEARD by videoconference: JuLy 9,2020

tll On July g,2020,the panel granted an order on consent allowing the appeal with reasons to

follow. These are the reasons.

Background

12] At the relevant time, the appellant, Timothy Edward Bradley, was a teacher with the

London District School Board.

[3] The appellant was the subject of disciplinary proceedings before the Discipline Committee

of ttt" Ontario College of Teachers. The allegations against the appellant were that he made

harassing comments and engaged in harassing behaviour toward a female teaching candidate who

was assigned to work with the appellant as part of her practicum.

l4l The hearing before the Discipline Committee was held on June 24,2019. At the hearing,

ihe parties presented an agreed statement of fact and a joint penalty submission. The joint penalty

submission included various terms, including a proposed two-month suspension of the appellant's

Certificate of eualification and Registration. The suspension was to commence immediately after

Appellant

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
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the hearing which, given the date of the hearing, meant that the suspension would take place over
the summer months.

t5] At the hearing, the panel expressed concem over the proposal that the suspension take place
over the summer months and asked counsel for the parties to make additional submissions on the
issue. Counsel made submissions justifying the proposal that the two-month suspension take place
over the summer, including the following arguments:

a. Suspensions are often served in the summer, including in a similar case: Ontario
College of Teachers v. Bergin,20l8 ONCT 29;

b. Regardless of the timing, the suspension will be made public and become part of
the appellant's permanent record, thereby still having a deterrent effect;

c. The Panel can accept the joint penalty submission while still expressing strong
views about the inappropriateness of the appellant,s conduct;

d. The appellant had been teaching for a number of years since the events giving rise
to discipline without fuither incidents, which is a mitigating factor;

e. A suspension during the school year would be disruptive to the appellant's students;
and

f. The appellant has shown remorse, fully cooperated with the investigation and
voluntarily taken a course on professional boundaries.

t6l In a decision released on August 13,2019, the Panel rejected the parties' submission that
the suspension should take place over the summer and instead directed that the appellant was to
start serving his suspension on September 3,2019.In its reasons, the Panel stated that accepting
the joint submission on penalty "would bring the administration of the discipline procesJ into
disrepute or be otherwise contrary to the public interest". The Discipline Committee gave two
reasons for rejecting the joint submission:

(l) Accepting the joint submission would cause the public to lose confidence in the
College's disciplinary process; and(2) the penalty objectives of specific deterrence,
general deterrence, rehabilitation, and protection of the public interest would not be
sufficiently met if the Member were allowed to serve his suspension during the
summer.

Standard of review

l7l Section 35(4) of the Ontario College of Teacher's Act, 1996, S.O. 1996, c.12, gives aparty
to a hearing before the Disciplinary Committee a right of appeal to the Divisional Court on a
question of law or fact or both. Accordingly, given the statutory right of appeal, the appellate
standards ofreview apply. Errors oflaw are reviewed on a standard ofcorrecfiress and errors of
fact or mixed fact and law are reviewed on a standard of palpable and overriding error.
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t8l The only issue on the appeal is whether the Discipline Committee erred in rejecting the
parties' joint submission on penalty. We agree with the parties that the Discipline Committee made

an effor in its application of the principles to be applied when a disciplinary body decides to reject
a joint submission on penalty.

t9] The goveming authority on this issue is the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in R.

Anthony-Cook,20l6 SCC 43. While decided in the criminal law context, Anthony-Cook has been
applied by disciplinary bodies in Ontario, including by the Discipline Committee of the College
of Teachers: Ontario College of Teachers v. Sadaka,2019 ONOCT 60. See also: Law Society of
Upper Canada v. Archambault,20lT ONLSTH 86, para. 14; Ontario (College Pharmacists) v.

Mikhael,2017 ONCPDC25,para.28; Ontario (College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario)
v. Cameron,2018 ONCPSD 25; Ontario (College of Massage Therapists of Ontario) v. Tang,
2018 ONCMTO 261' and College of Nurses of Ontario v. Lopes,20l7 CanLII 50755 (ON CNO).

[10] In Anthony-Cook, at para. 25, the Court emphasized the importance of joint submissions
on sentence:

It is an accepted and entirely desirable practice for Crown and defence counsel to
agree to a joint submission on sentence in exchange for a plea of guilty.
Agreements of this nature are commonplace and vitally important to the well-being
of our criminal justice system, as well as our justice system at large. Generally,
such agreements are unexceptional and they are readily approved by trial judges

without any diff,rculty. Occasionally, however, a joint submission may appear to
be unduly lenient, or perhaps unduly harsh, and trial judges are not obliged to go

along with them...

U l] The Supreme Court went on to adopt a "public interest" test for rejecting a joint submission.
Joint submissions on sentence are to be accepted "unless the proposed sentence would bring the

administration ofjustice into disrepute or is otherwise contrary to the public interest" (para.32).
At para. 34,the Court emphasized that this is a very stringent test:

[A] joint submission should not be rejected lightly, a conclusion with which I
agree. Rejection denotes a submission so unhinged from the circumstances of
the offence and the offender that its acceptance would lead reasonable and
informed persons, awate of all the relevant circumstances, including the importance
of promoting certainty in resolution discussions, to believe that the proper
functioning of the justice system had broken down. This is an undeniably high
threshold... [emphasis added]

U2l The Court went on to explain the benefits and necessity of a stringent test: paras. 35-45.
Guilty pleas in exchange for a joint sentence submission are a necessary part of the criminal justice

system. They benefit the accused, victims, witnesses, lawyers and the administration of justice.
However, in order for these benefits to be meaningful, the accused must have a "high degree of
certainty''that the joint submission will be accepted:
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Hence, the importance of trial judges exhibiting restraint, rejecting joint
submissions only where the proposed sentence would be viewed by reasonable and
informed persons as a breakdown in the proper functioning of the justice system. A
lower threshold than this would cast the efficacy of resolution agreements into too
great a degree of uncertainty. The public interest test ensures that these resolution
agreements are afforded a high degree of certainty. (para. 42).

[ 1 3 ] In this case, the Discipline Committee referred to the Anthony-Cook decision as the guiding
authority on the issue of whether it could reject the joint submission on penalty, but it
misunderstood the stringent nature of the public interest test and thereby misapplied it. In
particular, the Discipline Committee did not findthat or articulate anybasis for finding that serving
the two month penalty in the summer was so "unhinged from the circumstances of the offence and
the offender that its acceptance would lead reasonable and informed persons, aware of all the
relevant circumstances, including the importance ofpromoting certainty in resolution discussions,
to believe that the proper functioning of the justice system had broken down". This is evident in a
number of respects, including the following:

a. 'l'he Discipline Committee ignored other decisions in which two-month
suspensions were to be served over the summer, and failed to distinguish those
decisions. In particular, the Discipline Committee did not address the decision in
OCT v. Bergin,20l8 ONOCT 29, involving similar facts that led to a two-month
suspension over the summer, which was brought to its attention at the hearing. The
parties' joint submission could hardly be viewed as "unhinged" if the Discipline
Committee imposed a similar penalty in similar cases.

b. The Discipline Committee impermissibly focused on the "fitness" of the sentence,
and in particular whether a two-month suspension over the summer months would
sufficiently serve the purposes of specific and general deterrence. ln Anthony-
Cook, the Supreme Court explicitly rejected a fitness test or even a "demonstrably
unfit" test in favour of the public interest test: paras. 46-48.

c. Having found that a two-month suspension was an appropriate length, the
Discipline Committee engaged in impermissible "tinkering" by moving the
suspension from the summer to the early fall: Anthony-Cook, para.63.

d. The Discipline Committee found that a suspension in the summer was largely
"symbolic", without having regard to the submissions made by the parties that the
penalty would remain on the appellant's record and would be publicly available.

e. The Discipline Committee erroneously suggested that the parties should have
shared more information about the circumstances that led to the joint submission.
In Anthony-Cook, the Supreme Court recognized that the Crown and defence are

best placed to understand the circumstances of the case as a rationale for a stringent
test, but there was no suggestion that the parties are required to share that
information with the court in order to justify the joint submission.
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f. The Discipline Committee had no regard to the benefits and importance of joint

submissions on penalty, and no regard to the impact of its decision on those

benefits.

U4l The public interest test in Anthony-Cook applies to disciplinary bodies. Any disciplinary
body that rejects a joint submission on penalty must apply the pubic interest test and must show
why the proposed penalty is so "unhinged" from the circumstances of the case that it must be
rejected. In this case, the Discipline Committee clearly misunderstood the stringent public interest
test, and impermissibly replaced the proposed penalty with its own view of a more fit penalty. This
was an error and we agrce with the parties that the appeal should be allowed.

Conclusion

[15] For the reasons above, the appeal is granted in accordance with the terms of the order
signed on July 9,2020, which includes a term that the appellant's Certificate of Qualification and

Registration was to be suspended for two months starting from the date of the order.

[6] No costs were ordered.

D.L. Corbett J

Doyle J.

Faweau J.

Released: March 26, 2021
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Toronto

Registered nurse could face discipline after refusing
COVID-!9 testing, quaranflne at Toronto airport

Registered Nurses' Association of Ontario calls behaviour offensive,

unprofessional

SabrinaJonas.CBC News'Posted: Mar 06, 2A21 4:0A AM ET I Last Updated: March 6

Toronto registered nurse Jessica Faraone appeared maskless at Toronto's Pearson airport after

coming back from an international trip. She refused to take a COVID-19 test and\ to quarantine in

a hotel - actions the public Health Agency of canada says could lead to a fine of up to $750,000

or six months in jail. (Evan MitsuilcBc)

httpsJ/www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/registered-nurse-could-face-discipline-from-regulator-1 .5937126 1t6
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A registered nurse who openly refused to comply with quarantine rules and
other mandated covlD-19 safety requirements after returning from an

international trip at a Toronto airport could face disciplinary action by the body
that regulates nurses in Ontario.

ln a series of videos posted to her social media account from pearson

lnternational Airport on Thursday, Toronto registered nurse Jessica
Faraone appears maskless and says she refused to take a COVID-19 test as well
as to quarantine in a hotel.

Both of these regulations were made mandatory f or air travellers returning to
canada from outside the country on Feb.1 and Feb. 21, respectively.

ln one of the videos, an airport official can be heard telling Faraone that while
she's entitled to her opinion, she must respect others by complying with the
public health guidelines, to which Faraone replies she's a registered nurse.

"l'm a front-line worker," she can be heard saying. 'Actually, I'm considered a

hero."

lpssica Farannp is nir-tr tred herp sernnd from fhe left in Anrsha Tanzania, She savs she
https://www.cbc.calnews/canada/toronto/registered-nurse-could-face-discipline-from-regulator-1 .5937126

comments
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worked at a public hospital there for five weeks and arrived back at Toronto's Pearson

airport on Thursday. (GoFundMe)

ln an emailed statement to CBC News, Faraone said she had gone to Arusha,

Tanzania to volunteer as a nurse at a hospital for five weeks.

When she returned on Thursday, she said she refused to comply with the public

health guidelines because they are "100 per cent against our Charter of Rights

and Freedoms."

She also said when the pandemic began, she decided to work in long-term care

homes that were hard hit by the virus. lt is not clear whether she will be

returning to long-term care homes by her own volition or if she'll even be

allowed to.

Anti-masking statements grounds for discipline:

cNo

The province's nursing regulatory body, the College of Nurses of Ontario, says it

is aware of the videos posted online and according to the conditions outlined on

their website, Faraone could face disciplinary action.

When nurses communicate with the public and identify themselves as nurses,

they are accountable to the CNO and the public it protects, the regulatory body

says. And that applies to public health measures aimed at slowing the spread of

covlD-19.

. Regulator investigating 2 Ont. nurses who travelled to D.C. rally

promoting'COVID fraud' conspiracy

"Nurses have a professional responsibility to not publicly communicate anti-

vaccination, anti-masking and anti-distancing statements that contradict the

available scientific evidence. Doing so may result in an investigation by CNO, and

disciplinary proceedings when warranted."

On multiple videos in her series, Faraone tagged the lnstagram account of Chris

(:rrnrrie el<n lrnnrnrn :q ttChri< (lzrrrt en :nti-rn:clzor rnrhn h:< rnn<ictontllr r:lliprl
https://www.cbc.calnews/canada/toronto/registered-nurse-could-face-discipline-from-regulalor-1 '5937126
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against health measures meant to keep people safe during the pandemic. His

social media posts are rife with conspiracytheories and misinformati on 
749

"l got the courage to stand up for myself by watching Chris Sky stand up for his

own rights at the airport. This made me dive deeper into actually learning and
studying the Charter of Rights," Faraone said.

RNAO calls behaviour offensive, unprofessional

Doris Grinspun, CEO of the Registered Nurses' Association of Ontario, say

Faraone displayed "offensive behaviours that are unprofessional and that
contravene public health measures."

"To have thls video surfacing on social media at the same time thousands and

thousands of RNs, RPNs, NPs and other health professionals are working24
hours a day, seven days a week protecting Ontarians and trying to save lives is

unfathomable," Grinspun said in an emailed statement to cBC News.

Grinspun added that if Faraone is a practising nurse in Ontario, the CNO should
deal with this matter "as they are obligated to do."

Having any health professional acting in this way compromises the collective

effort to mitigate the damage caused by COVID-19, she said, and she urges the
public to continue following public health measures advised by the province.

violators of Quarantine Act could face $750K fine:
PHAC

ln a statement, the Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) told cBC News it
is aware of Faraone's conduct and it is looking into the incident.

Although the PHAC couldn't provide additional details of the case citing privacy

concerns, it said travellers are legally obligated to follow the instructions of a

screening officer or quarantine officer on testing and mandatory hotel

4t6
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750"Violating any instructions provided to you when you entered Canada is an

offence under the QuarantineActand could lead to upto six months in prison

and/or $750,000 in fincs," thc agcncy said.

r Anti-masker broke quarantine to speak at Toronto anti-lockdown
protest after travelling to Europe

"lt's a very difficult situation when that happens but I think we have the right

people and the right professionals to manage through it accordingly," said

Dwayne Macintosh, the director of safety and security for the Greater Toronto

Airports Authority, referring to the conduct of Faraone and passengers like her

"There are rules that we all have to follow and we are following the guidance that

is provided to us by the Public Health Agency of Canada."

POPULAR NOW IN NEWS

I vlDEos

Meghan says Royal Family had concerns about Archie's skin colour as Harry
reveals rift with father

2743 reading now

Z ANALYSIS

Harry and Meghan to Oprah: A'damaging'view on race and Palace history
repeating itself

2266 reading now

EXCLUSIVE

Alberta MLA was monitored by 5 different police officers, documents show

1447 reading now

4 Go PUBLIC

Calgary mom accuses courier giant DHL of charging 'hidden fees'

635 reading now
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Multiple WE Charity donors raised money for same borehole well in Kenyan village
https://wvw.cbc.calnews/canada/toronto/registered-nurse-could-face-discipline-from-regulalor-1 .5937126
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Subject: FW: Social Media Posts

From: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>

Sent: Friday, March 5,2O2I8:59 PM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Fwd: Social Media Posts

Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.

Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
59 Hayden St., Suite 800

Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7

Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 111

Fax: (416) 925-9610

E-mail: ipwillson(Occo.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CON FI DENTIALITY WARNI NG :

This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the

person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have

received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including

any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you'

Begin forwarded message:

From: " Dr.M izel" <drmizel@stcatharineschiropractic'com>

Date: March 5,2O2Lat7:53:22 PM EST

To: Jo-Ann Willson <ipwillson@cco.on.ca>

Cc: Rob MacKay <mackavrob@tbavtel'net>

Subject: Social Media Posts

1
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Richard Steinecke ' 1st
Counsel at Steinecke Maciura LeBlanc
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Careful wording of decision reflects the legal
and competing public interest complexities
of these types of cases.

Steinecke Maciura LeBlanc
SML

85 followers
Bh.(E

Practitioner cautioned "with respect to a
lack of professionalism and failure to
exercise caution in her posts on social
media, which is irresponsible behaviour ...

and presents a possible risk to public
hea lth." https://l nkd. in/dxD4MXT
#professiona I reg u lation
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Ontario doctor's COVID-19 tweets
'irresponsible,' regulatory body rul...
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|TEM 6.10

Jo-Ann Willson
Monday, March 8,2021 1 1:05 AM

Rose Bustria

FW: Discussion on the value of case reports as clinical evidence

247 - Article Text- 50 5 - 1 - 1 0 -20200929.pdf

From:
Sent;
lo:
Subject:
Attachments:

Council

Jo-Ann l,Villson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel
*Note Address Change

College of Ghiropractors of Ontario
59 Hayden St., Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: jpyri!!Sg.(@ccg9!.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other

distribution, copyindor disctosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notifo me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy' Thank you.

From: Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock <drliz@ bellnet.ca>

Sent: Monday, March 8,202L 11:04 AM

To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Discussion on the value of case reports as clinical evidence

Thought there was interesting perspectives within perhaps for council. Link is to the Chiropractic Journal

of Australia.

Open source link
http://www.ciao n line.com.a u/index. ph p/cia/a rticle/view/247

Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock
drliz@bellnet.ca
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Gorresponding Author:
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Gase Reports as Clinical Evidence
Ebrallet al

THE VALUE OF CASE REPORTS AS CLINICAL EVIDENCE

ABSTRACT

Objective: To demonstrate that under certain conditions case reports may be considered by
chiropractors as high-level clinical evidence.
Methods: To present a narrative of contemporary views of the hierarchical biomedical evidence
pyramid and then apply from Western philosophical thinking the qualitative principles of 'aboutness'
and 'consilience'to the preparation of a chiropractic case report and demonstrate the manner in which
these tools increase the report's evidential value.
Discussion: The common biomedical evidence pyramid is reported by some to be flawed with little
application in chiropractic practice; indeed, some health disciplines are forming new evidential
hierarchies presenting a need in chiropractic to reconsider the evidential value of case reports. Palmer
case reports have been a consistent feature of chiropractic and should now be written in accord with
the CARE Guidelines. When written in this manner and interpreted through the philosophical lenses
of aboutness and consilience, the significance to clinicians has the potential of being elevated without
compromising evidence-based care.
Gonclusion: Case reports represent high evidential value for chiropractors. Appropriately utilised,
case reports have the potential to improve the methodological design of clinical trials, thereby
improving patient care.

Keywords: Case Reports; Evidence-Based; CARE Guidelines; Philosophy; Evidence Pyramid

INTRODUCTION

The standard pyramid of evidence is hierarchical and ranks case reports and case series as having
low if not least evidential value. This paper will show that the evidence pyramid has been reconsidered
by other clinical disciplines seeking a greater relevance of evidence to the patient and will propose
that within chiropractic the well-written case report can have high evidential value with targeted patient
relevance when interpreted through a specific philosophical lens.

We offer two means to achieve this outcome; the first is to ensure that the writing of a case report
is strengthened by following the CARE Guidelines, (1) and the second is that the application of the
case report at the clinical level is strengthened through the lens of two principles from Western
philosophy: aboutness and consilience.



First we give a brief orientation to the status of the hierarchical evidence pyramid in clinical a EO
disciplinei and show how others have come to modify it to better inform their practice. t CO

The Hierarchical Pyramid of Evidence

Some consider that the hierarchical pyramid is dead (2) lor clinical practitioners. lt is reported to

have unravelled in complicated clinicaidisciplines such as orthodontics, (3) and its limitations and

inapplicability in chiropractic are recognised. (4)

Epidemiologists Walach and Loef (5) found the hierarchical pyramid to be flawed in that 'the implicit

assumptiois of the hierarchicat model are wrong, if generalized to the concept of evidence in total.'

La Caze (6) agrees to a point, responding: 'Therapeutic decisions require a iudgment of both efficacy

and effectiveness and as such an assess/nent of evidence in terms of both internal and external

vatidity.'The arguments resolve as indicating the need for a paradigm shift, where 'the theoretical

foundation of ''evidence-based" decision making' is replaced 'with something considerably more

complex.'

The clinician's need

The need for clinicians is to readily access 'guidelines to effective clinical care,' and the Mayo Clinic

has proposed to modify the evidence pyramid (7) by depicting the boundaries between levels of

evidence as 'wavy' and using a new lens to view the resultant. On the other hand, nursing (8) has

proposed a 'new pyramid' that builds from patient interaction, and osteopaths Figg-Latham and

itajendran (g) have argued that the 'Levels of Evidence Pyramid needs a lens they term 'Precedence

of Osteopathy' which does nothing but create an upside-down pyramid where'expeft oprnion'is the

highest level-of evidence. This position lacks intellectual rigour, as it is a view based upon a small

study of English osteopaths who believed that their opinion was the most important evidence.

The discipline of Occupational Therapy has presented what we consider the most credible and

comprehensive new pyramid to date, calling il 'A new Evidence-Based Practice Model for
OccupationatTherapy.'(10) While addressing the perceived needs of that profession, it is complex

and difficult to apply to other clinical disciplines, however it is important to discuss.

The problem

The hierarchical pyramid derives from classical physics and has 'become a habit of thinking to

conceptualize everything, all matter, all people, all animals, all molecules, in analogy to billiard balls

moving orplanetstraveling an orbitat sphere.' (11) Clearly, the chiropractic patient is more than an

inanimate nittiarO ball, (12,43) and Rosner (14) acknowledges this complexity by stating that'clinical
judgment and patient values and expectafions' form a tripartite and realistic 'guideline to effective

clinical care'.
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The underlying problem with hierarchies lies in their number of interpretations (15) and the differing
interpretations (16) that are needed in order to try to make sense for chiropractic of a dated construct
developed for hospital-based medicine that has been hijacked (17) for pharmaceutical trials. When all
is said and done, pyramids are guides, not rules. (18) Evidence-based medicine (EBM) may best be
considered as a movement that emerged in the mid-9Os and will continue to evolve to better guide
those disciplines that adopt the movement, no matter the way they reconsider their hierarchical
pyramids.

THE EVIDENGE LEVEL OF CASE REPORTS

This paper is not the first to question the low assigned-evidential value of chiropractic case reports.
With regard to their ranking level, Bolton (19) stated 'we might fake r'ssue with llow rankingl in that not
only are case repofts informative, but they are particularly relevant to clinical practice from whence
they came.' (19)

The main argument for this ranking is that case reports lack 'scientific rigour'. We see three
reasons why case reports may be classified by some in the field of biomedicine as low ranking:

' N of 1: it is accepted that a case report represents a single patient or, when a case series,
several. The argument that its outcomes are not applicable fails when it is appreciated that just one
case with a negative outcome, such as a vertebrobasilar accident, carries significant weight. lt is
duplicitous to claim that one report has value when it highlights a negative outcome, and refuse to
accept it when one reports a positive outcome.

Further, increasing use is being made of 'N of 1 studies' (19) to uncover subtle results that could be
lost in a cohort study, particularly for individualised health issues such as pain, nutrition, and
psychology. These are all factors in Waddell's biopsychosocial model of low back pain. (20) The
fathers of EBM, Guyatt and Sackett, (21) speak in favour of the power of randomised trials in
individualised patients (a sophisticated N of 1 study) to determine optimal therapy;

. Nof controlled: this view fails for multiple reasons, the most obvious being that clinical care is
personalised-care not recipe-care, more so in nurrsing (22) and chiropractic (23) and increasingly so
in medicine (24) where N of 1 reports are valued. Guyatt etal (22) have developed a control protocol
forNof l reports;

' Unfilfered: this argument fails completely due to the rigour of the publication process. The
report must first be written which necessitates gathering and reflecting on clinical material and the
relevant literature and then submitted to a journal where the editor will initially filter to accept, reject,
or modify. The next stage is peer-review, typically a very critical filtering by at least two experienced
practitioners with knowledge of the subject matter, followed by a final review by the author and
considered-acceptance by the editor.
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This paper dismisses these claimed weaknesses and proposes two methods to improve the
evidential level of case reports.

ADDRESSING THE PROBLEM

The argument of this paper is that, by broadening the scientific lens to read a case report with
philosophical principles, one is able to add rigour and improve the relevance of a published case
report to a new clinical situation.

The first method, addressed elsewhere in detail (25,26) by one of us (PE) is to produce a case report
in accord with the CARE guidelines. (1) The second is to consume a case report with regard to the
Western philosophical principles of 'aboutness' and 'consilience'. We will, through the lens of the
Philosophy for Medicine , (27) offer an understanding of the case report as a powerful clinical tool.

1. The CARE Guidelines

The CARE Guidelines now provide the appropriate inclusions for a case report to be acceptable for
consideration to publish. These were first published in 2013 (28) as guidelines with the acronym taken
from CAse REport Statement and checklist. This and related documents are held online for open

access. (29) These guidelines are recommended for all chiropractic journals as the preferred format

for the submission of case reports for consideration to publish. However, to date lhe'repofting quality

of case repofts in the nursing field apparently has not improved since the publication of these
guidelines. (30) However, establishing pragmatic evidence-based guidelines that are sensitive to

chiropractic populations and settings is important.

The guidelines were elaborated in 2017 (1) and are specifically intended to inform medical education.

Onebf the lead developers of the CARE guidelines, medical researcher and editor Riley, (31)

described case reports as 'records written by medical professionals that outline the diagnosis,
treatment, and outcomes of the medical problems of patients. They are written in a narrative style and

are extremely usefut in providing early signals of effectiveness, adverse events, and cost.'

We offer a final comment that the value of any case report is enhanced with what McAulay calls
'competent referencing'. (32) His paper is a valuable refresher with important guidance on the use

of the literature when preparing a case report, as every report requires a literature review.

2. Philosophical Principles
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NOMA has been applied by theologian Chaberek (33) to demonstrate that science and faith can each
be held by an individual at the same time as two world-views that sit side-by-side without overlapping
to the detriment of either. Whilst primarily a tool to aid an understanding of the science of evolution
concurrent with acceptance of the Biblical account of creation, its use in chiropractic is to demonstrate
that a conventional chiropractor is perfectly able to practice in an evidence-based manner while
including Palmer's concepts of subluxation (34) and, for example, Stephenson's Principles. (35)

The term 'magisteria' primarily applies to the body of teachings of the Catholic church and has the
sense that these represent an authority. Chaberek argues that these can be held at the same time as
an understanding of the world-view of evolutionary science. Our application to chiropractic holds that
our 'magisteria' is the body of authoritative teachings of DD Palmer which we see as conventional
chiropractic, and we argue that conventional chiropractors can hold these at the same time as they
apply evidence-based practice.

The literature reports surveys of practitioners (36,37) and notably students (38) but less so of some
academics (39) as consistently showing acceptance of both conventional chiropractic ideas and the
value of evidence in clinical practice.

Noefrl-s'

From the Gr nous, [mind, intellect] and considered as common sense. lt embodies the idea of what
is known 'to work' in the real world of clinical practice beyond the strictures of academia. Noetics sits
hand-in-hand with phr6n6sis (below) to represent what would be most likely done by a peer in any
given circumstance.

Noetics excludes the esoteric and the experimental and represents best practice in conventional
chiropractic. lt also excludes the extreme of 'evidence-only' practice as evident in the Danish thread
of chiropractic thought, (40) the so-called evidence-based practice of the extreme left (41 ,42) of
Wardwell's Gaussian representation (43) of chiropractic thought. Excluding this minority allows for a
blended practice by the greater majority of conventional chiropractors to include spinal adjusting in
accord with established principles of specialised techniques, and adjunctive approaches including
exercise and nutrition, informed as needed by evidence.

PhronEsis

Phr6n6sis is a type of wisdom or intelligence best considered as 'practice wisdom'. lt derives from
heuristics, the act of problem-solving in clinical decision-making. Ph16n6sis is informed by
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induction (44) as much as deduction and as such has a practical character related to prudence. ln

terms of praclice wisdom, phr6nEsis embodies good clinicaljudgment or 'practice virtue'.

Aboutness

Aboutness is the quality derived from non-exactness and arises from Sober's ideas. (45) Basically if

the statement is made it wiil meet you at 3:00 PM and that person arrives at 3:01 PM, in quantitative

terms they are wrong. However w-hen the given time of 3:00 PM is taken as 'about 3 PM'there is a

degree of correctnesl. ln terms of a case ieport, the practitioner may have a male.patient who is 7

yeirs old with otitis media (OM) and reads a report about another practitioner's male.patient who is

6 years old. Aboutness lets the practitioner look at these two cases and make a decision whether or

not tn" patient in the case report is 'about' the same as the presenting patient. l!may be that the

actual age of the reported patient is 6 years 5 months and 30 days, and the practitioner's patient is

O V""rr 6 months anO t Oay; temporari-ly much closer than the reported, rounded ages may suggest.

The principle of aboutness therefore allows evidence to be drawn from case reports of a patient who

is ,about' the same as a particular patient in terms of age, gender, race and other features that may

be thought clinicallY relevant.

Consilience

Consilience is a'drawing together of things that are about the same' . (46,47) This requires more than

one case report for it to 6e uieO as a tool, but using the case above, it allows case reports by different

authors of 'about' patients with OM, maybe a diffeient gender race and certainly age, to be gathered

with the intent to find the common thiead of clinical intervention that may produce a similar and

desired outcome. A 2018 study actually found 'no significant demographic differences in the

incidence of children with OM ... with respect fo sex, race, ethnicity, or insurance sfafus'(48) and

while not reported, the incidence itself did not seem significantly different between genders.

THE APPLICATION OF PHILOSOPHICAL TOOLS

The use of these tools avoids the need for extrapolation from the general to the specific and allows

the more clinically relevant application of discovery and implementation of clinical intervention in

circumstances similar to those reported and thus most likely to deliver the outcome sought. This is

defensible clinical decision-making with a high level of clinical application'

The Confidence lnterual in qualitative terms

The confidence interval (Cl) is a mainstay in reports of quantitative clinical research. lntimately

related to the p-value (+g) tde Cl represenis a range in which an outcome is expected to fall. The
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problem is that the p-value is known to be 'an unobjective and inadequate measure of evidence when
statistically testing hypotheses.' (50) The idea is that these numbers given as the Cl actually estimate
range in which there is a 90 or g5o/o chance the expected outcome will fall. This means there is a 5
to 10o/o chance it won't and therefore will be of no use in a particular situation. There is no way to
predict where the result of any intervention will fall, which in turn diminishes the applicability of group
results to individual patients.

Whereas quantitative research allows for Confidence lntervals to add meaning and relevance to
data, qualitative research in the form of case reports applies the two simple tools of 'aboutness'
and 'consilience'. These function with noetics and phr6nEsis as dependable measures to assess
the relevance or othenrvise of a particular report or case series.

Gase Reporte Are Valuablc

As clinical evidence

The case report documents a specific sequence of clinical interactions with a single patient that can
be extrapolated to a similar case within a general clinical population. This is a significant difference
from studies with large cohorts which draw findings from the generalwith the expectation they are
equally applicable to any one patient.

Large cohorts generate data by amalgamating gender, age, race, and sociodemographic factors
from which average, mean or median values are statistically derived and a Cl created, the
quantitative counterpart of qualitative's aboutness and consilience.

While it is true to state that no one case report is directly applicable to one other specific patient, an
informed application of philosophical principles allows greater clinical value for extraction of specific
clinical guidance from one or more case reports of similar patients.

To inform research

Case reports are defined as'fhe scientific documentation of a singte ctinical obseruation and have a
time-honored and rich tradition in medicine and scientific publication.'(51) Well-constructed case
reports inform formal research inquiry (52) and are in themselves a research method 'that focuses on
the contextual analysis of a number of events or conditions and their relationships.'(53) As such, they
are strengthened by being evidence-based. (54)

Apart from identifying new topics to be examined with rigour, case reports provide value by informing
what some chiropractic academics crudely call the'dose/response' relationship. (55,56) When the
case report literature is ignored, poor decisions are made with the design of studies. An example is
infantile colic where a naive research question would seek to determine whether
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chiropractic intervention is better than placebo. A knowledge of the case report literature allows the

mature research question to be'what is the optimal titration of care (patient visit number) for an infant

with colic'?

A research protocol to answer this question must be informed by the literature which reports

outcomes for similar conditions most likely published as case reports. Doing so prevents design

errors, an example of which is found in a recent proposal (57) for a single-blind randomised controlled
trial of care for infantile colic, where the protocol allows for only four visits over two weeks. This
protocol is inexplicably weak and fatally flaws the study before it begins. This critical judgment is

made on the basis of previously published case reports on the resolution of colic reporting '6

chiropractic visits over a three week period' , (58) 'S vr'slfs over 4 weeks', (59) and '9 vis/s in a period

of 11 months'. (60) A further case report (61) details the subluxations in one such patient as C1 and

Sacrum with a total of 18 visits required to achieve resolution. That report also includes the nature of

the intervention as 'infant toggte Headpiece and Logan Basic Protocol', an example of the specificity

of language needed to increase the validity of a chiropractic case report.

Singular case reports thus indicate a range of 6 to 18 visits over a time period ranging from 3 or 4

weeks to 11 months. An argument may arise that natural resolution would be expected within 11

months, therefore the application of 'aboutness' and 'consilience' could suggest an appropriate
protocol for investigating infantile colic which allows a period of 3 to 4 weeks with up to 9

interventions. Further, it is known that some cases are secondary to allergies (62), which makes an

intake protocol critical to screen out subjects for whom chiropractic manual intervention may not be

indicated. A more sophisticated protocol would include all potential subjects and report those

entered to the manual care arm, and those managed by non-manual means.

A protocol without screened subjects and specifying 4 interventions over 2 weeks therefore lacks

design credibility. Had the information reported above been available in 2000, it could have
prevented another (63) flawed (64) study in 2001 of infantile colic.

THE LITERATURE REVIEW

A case report must be anchored in the literature; however, the extent is at the discretion of the author.

Some attempt an exhaustive review of the literature and generally fail. Others seem to miss obvious

reports previously published, while still others specifically avoid some literature, which is the point

made by McAulay about not cherry-picking.

To be considered for publication, a case report today needs a pertinent review of literature, not one

that pretends to be exhaustive. There is value in a key-point review of the literature of the presenting

condition and of standard approaches with their outcomes and effectiveness or otherwise. lt is

unlikely for there to be a systematic review or meta-analysis of any specific chiropractic case, but

should there be, then it is essential to cite.
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Particular value lies in citing other case reports on the same or very similar presentation. After all, the
point of publishing is to add to the evidence base that allows consilience through the gathering of
'about' cases. The trick is for the author to tease a particular thread showing a different approach that
may have improved patient outcomes.

To this point this paper has presumed a case report is about a patient's clinical presentation, and
given the political challenges to the chiropractic profession, there is specific value and merit in
documenting the breadth of chiropractic practice, particularly for potentially sensitive areas of practice
such as care of the ageing and care of children and infants--even for simple presentations. (65) The
point is to put on record the diversity of care provided to the Australian public by conventional
chiropractors practicing in a safe and responsible manner.

However, there are other matters relevant to conventional chiropractic practice that are worthy of
reporting. These include anatomical discoveries (66) and new clinical tools (67) or protocols, (68) as
well as reports that include cross-discipline care, (69) and interesting cases such as those with
surprises like transient syncope (70) and a Chance fracture. (71) When clinical outcomes are other
than expected, a 'case review' is worthy of consideration. (72)

Given the importance of X-ray to guide safe and effective patient care (73) and the dangers of not
imaging a patient where indicated, (74) diagnostic images provide a rich field to report. (75)
Australian chiropractors have ready access to a chiropractor who specialises in image reporting
(76), and expert comment should be included in the practitioner's report. Where significant, the
radiologist may become second author and provide an expanded expert interpretation of the images.

CONCLUSION

Some chiropractic journals no longer consider case reports for publication, perhaps in the belief they
are 'low level evidence'. On the other hand, the prestigious medicaljournal lhe Lancet (77) publishes
'a single interesting case, which should not be a rarity but one that a general physician might
encounter, in which there was some difficulty in reaching a diagnosis, and that provides a teaching
point.' Coles at al (78) suggest that the value of a case report lies in a practitioner sharing 'fhelr
unravelling of a neurological case'. Given the intimacy of chiropractic with neurology, there are strong
reasons for chiropractors to share their interesting cases using the case report method. And not just
rarities, as interesting as rarities may be.

There are peer-reviewed journals designed to significantly advance the case reporUseries literature
as high-value clinical evidence. These include the International Journalfor Practising Chiropractors,
(78) and the World Journal of ClinicalCases. (79)
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The objective of this paper has been to demonstrate that case reports represent evidential value for
chiropractors. Through 'aboufness' and'consilience' they allow a highly relevant care protocol to be
developed, consldered, and applled for any one patlent. Case reports also lnform scholarly lnqulry
and must be used more appropriately by researchers when developing research protocols,
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Is lrremediable Becoming the
New Ungovernable?

by Natasha Danson
March 2021 - No.254

A practitioner's past history can have a significant
impact on subsequent disciplinary sanctions.

Previously, a practitioner with a significant past

history was labelled "ungovernable". It appears that
term is being replaced with the less loaded term of
"irrernediable".

In Hanson v. College of Physicians and Srn'georts of
Ontario, 2021 ONSC 513 (CanLII),
https://canlii.caltlictS4 the practitioner admitted
engaging in three types of professional misconduct

1. Being fbund guilty of an offence for billing
for services unsupported by records;

2. Failing to meet the standards of practice with
respect to patient assessment and treatment as

well as record keeping, and demonstrating a

lack of knowledge and judgment; and

3. Permitting a vaccine to be administered by a
staff person and then engaging in a lengthy
cover up to mislead the regulator, including by
preparing a false record and encouraging a

staff person to take responsibility for it.

The discipline panel revoked the practitioner's
registration. The Court upheld that outcome despite

the fact that the practitioner had, since the alleged

conduct, successfully completed a course of clinical
remediation and mentorship resulting in a report that

the practitioner "was a skilled physician, his charting

consistently met the standard of care, he did not
expose his patients to danger and did not lack

771
judgment or knowledge." If these were the only facts,

a sanction of revocation would be difficult to justify.

However, the practitioner had an extensive prior
history going back almost twenty years. The Court
surnmarized the prior history as follows:

[the] disciplinary history encompassed two
prior Discipline Comrnittee hearings and 11

decisions of the ICRC or Complaints Committee
which resulted in the Appellant:

1. Being suspended from practice in 2001

for six months, reduced by three

months upon completion of an ethics

coufse;
2. Receiving two reprimands;
3. Being cautioned five times;
4. Being counseled once;
5. Being referred to the Quality Assurance

Committee to address clinical issues

and poor records;
6. Being required to take nulnerous

educational courses concerning clinical
issues, record keeping and ethics;

7. Undergoing clinical supervision andlor
re-assessment of his practice on three

separate occasions; and

8. Entering into three seParate

undertakings with the College
concerning his practice and health.

The concerns involved numerous examples of
unethical conduct, including misleading other health
care practitioners and the regulator, clinical concems,

and record keeping lapses.

In addressing the standard of review, the Court
applied the case of Mitelman v. College o.f

Veterinqrians of Ontario,202A ONSC 3039 (CanLII),
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https:llcanlli.caltljSS3c to conclude that the test was
whether the sanction was clearly unfit or contained
effors in principle.

The Court held that in finding that the practitioner
was irremediable, it was appropriate for the discipline
panel to consider his entire disciplinary history. The
Court said "when considering penalty, the Committee
was entitled to consider the whole of the Appellant's
disciplinary record, including conduct which occured
after the conduct that led to the misconduct in issue".
The Court said:

The Committee's decision that the Appellant
was irremediable was based on its
consideration of the Appellant's lengthy
disciplinary record, that he already had several
opportunities at rehabilitation, without success
and that liis improvements were not sustained
over time. In reaching that conclusion the
Committee considered both the 2018-2019
clinical assessment and the subsequent
reassessment. The Committee made no error
in principle.

The Court also found that the practitioner's history of
mental illness and substance abuse did not establish a

basis for a sanction less than revocation:

While there was evidence before the
Committee of the Appellant's diagnosis of
substance use and bipolar disorders and that
he had been subject to health monitoring since
2019, there was no evidence or submissions
made to the Committee that the Appellant's
mental health or the treatment of his disorders
in any way contributed to the misconduct in
issue.

In the absence of such evidence or
submissions, the Committee did not err in not
considering those issues as mitigating factors.
There must be some connection in the
evidence between the health issue and the
misconduct in question before the matter can
be considered in respect of penalty.

In addition, the Court noted that the practitioner's
compliance with three previous undertakings did not
detract from the finding that he was irremediable. The
Court accepted the panel's observation, borrowed
fiom another case, that while the practitioner had
"responded to the direction of the College in the sense
that he completed the educational courses required of
him, attended cautions, and worked under
supervision, the Committee finds that they have had
little or no impact and that he had made few of the
fundarnental changes necessary."

The Court concluded that the revocation was
proportional both in the sense that it was appropriate
for the finding made and in that it was consistent with
prior sirnilar cases:

Given the evidence before the Committee
together with its findings, I do not consider the
penalty imposed on the Appellant of
revocation was disproportionate. The
rnisconduct in question involved clinical
matters, record keeping, as well as integrity
and dishonesty issues. In light of the serious,
repetitive nature of the Appellant's
misconduct, the lengthy history of disciplinary
matters and the fact that the Appellant had not
benefitted from repeated eftbrts at
rehabilitation, the Committee's conclusion
that rehabilitation was not a factor supports a
penalty of revocation having regard to the
principles in play, protection of the public,

Paqe I 2



general deterrence and public confidence in
the regulation of the profession.

The penalty proposed by the Appellan-t of a

l2-month suspension followed by supervision
and reassessment does not meet those
principles.

Finally, while no two cases are alike, the
penalty of revocation is consistent with the
rnisconduct in the cases of revocation the
Committee considered, fcitations ornittefl.
Revocation is not litrited to matters of
incompetence or breach of an undertaking.

This case shows that a finding that a practitioner is
inemediable, similar to the more traditional finding
that apractitioner is ungoverna.ble, justifies a sanction
of revocation.
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Council Member Terms as at April 14,2021 1 |TEM 6.12 774
Date of Expiry of Current
Term

April2022
April2023
April2023 2

Aprrl2023
April2022
April2022
April2024
April2024
Apil2024

April9,2024
Mav 16.2023
November 27,2021
Iune30 2022

October 8,2021
December 9,2021
December 9.2021

Date Re-elected/
Reannointed

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
April202l
NA
NA

April9.202l
Mav 16.2020
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Date First
Elected/Appointed

April202l
April202l
Apnl2020
April2020
April2019
April2019
April 201 8

April2021
April202l

April9.2020
Mav 16.2019
November 28"2018
June 30, 2019
October 8,2020
December 10.2020
December 10,2020

District

4 (Central)

7 (Academic)

6 (Western)

5 (Central West)
2 (Eastern)

3 (Central East)
5 (Central West)
I CNorthern)
4 (Central)

Mississauga
Burlineton
Thunder Bay
Scarboroueh
Union
Richmond Hill
Toronto

Name

Elected Members
Dr. Kyle Grice
Dr. Jarrod Goldin
Dr. Colin Goudreau
Dr. Sarah Green
Dr. Paul Groulx
Dr. Steven Lester
Dr. Dennis Mizel
Dr. Angelo Santin
Dr. Julia Viscomi

Appointed Members 3

Mr. Gasandeep Dhanda
Ms Robyn Gravelle
Mr. Rob MacKav
Mr. John Papadakis
Mr. Shawn Southern
Ms Anuli Ausbeth-Aiaeu
Mr. Markus de Domenico

t Please advise Ms Rose Bustria a.s.a.p. if you aware of aware of any discrepancies.
2 Dr. Goudreau served as a noncouncil committee member of the Discipline Committee prior to being elected to Council (the by-laws provide for a nine
consecutive year maximum as either a council or noncouncil committee member).
3 CCO requires at least 6 public members to be properly constituted.
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